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Advertising:

Transient Advertisements, #1.00 per square,
for three insertions or less; exceeding three, and not
more than one week, #1.26 per square; 76 cents per
week after. One square every other day one week,
#1.00; 60 cents per week after.
Exhibitions, Ac., under head of Amusements,
PL00 per square per week.
Special Notices, #1.60 per square for first week,
#1.00 per week after.
Buiinhbs Notices, in reading columns, 12 cents
per line for eae insertion. No charge leas than fifty

IT" All commanicatioas intended for the paper
directed to the “Editors qftkt Press," and
those ef a business character to the Pab/tskers.
should be

Mains State

Paaaa Office, in Fox Block, No. 82} Exchange
Street, is open at all hours during the day and evening, from 7 o’clock in the morning to 9 in the

evening.
XT Joa Printing of every description executed
with dispatch; and all business pertaining to the off e ? or paper
promptly transacted on application as
above

COMMUNICATIONS.

CAPITAL AND

CASH

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER §600,000.

Profits

annually

Ho. 166 Fore St., head of

Book and Job

Fire Insurance

Company,

Or Uostos, Mash.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER *200,000.

Fire and Marine In*. Co.,

Printing Office,

No. 821 EXCHANGE

STREET,

Fox Block,

Second Floor,

Union Fire Inrirance

PORTLAND, MAINE.

machinery,

JStna Life Ininrance

▲too, for tale, best quality of Nova Scotia and other

Office, Commercial St., head of

AGENT

Liverpool,

HAnCFACTt'KKn

Bnsinesi Card* of

AM EVERY DISCKimM Of IACIIMRY,
sale

New York, Feb. 2,1863.
To the Editors of the Press:
A leisure hour iu New York ought not to

hang heavily; but your correspondent finds
himself willing to be quiet after the labor and
of the day, aud while so, presumes upon
your good nature enough to pen a brief line
for the Press, or to go under the table as you
STATEMENT OF CONDITION
now see fit.
New York is Indeed the commercial emporium of tlie nation, the great heart and center,
Atlantic- Fire and Marine las. Co.,
whoi.» throbbing* and pulsations are felt
On the thirty-Ant day qf December, A. D. IMS,
throughout our wide domain and to its remotest extremes.
Men from every section of the
Made to the State of Maine, paraaat to the Statute
of that Sum. entitles "An Act to regulate Agt-uland and the world, intent upon the prosecuoiecof Foreign tneurance i'ompaulec."
tion oftheir schemes of finance aud trade,or iu
pursuit of pleasure and the gratification of cuNAMF. AND LOCATION.
riosity, through its busy marts and crowded
The name of tbi. Company la tbc Atlantic Fire and
thoroughfares in uutold thousands from early
Marine
Insurance
Company, incorporated in 18£2,
morn till late at night.
The mind is bewilderaud located in tbot'ity of I’rortdenee, State ol It Lode
ed while contemplating the econo at almost
1>U»4.
CAPITAL.
any point in the lower part of the city. I had
the curiosity to-day, as 1 stood on the corner
The Capital of said Company, actuin
in
cash,
of Broadway aud Fulton street, to count the
9150,000
ally fiaid up
The Surplus ou the 81st day of Dec.
64.584 9204,684
pedestrians for three successive minutes as
The
task
was
an
uot
they passed.
easy one,
ASSETS.
for they flitted by almost like snow-flakes iu a
Bank of Commerce stock, par value
December northeaster. The result was 305 or
960, market value 962*.
10,600 00
say, 100 a minute, or 6000 an hour. The op- , Globe Bank Stock, par 950, market
value 960.
25.000 00
posite sidewalk was equally crowded, making
Coutiuenta) Hank Stock,
value
1200 an hour ou foot traversing Broadway,
| 950, market value 950. par
20,000 00
and these streams of humanity flowing ceaseNorthern Bank Stock, par 8100,
lessly on for at least twelve hours out of the
market value 9100,
15.000 00
twenty-four make a grand total of 144,000 Mechanics k Manufacturers Bank
market value 950,10,000 00
Stock,
950,
par
on
foot.
Add
to
those
per day
this,
conveyed
ICock Bank, par value 960.
In the unbroken procession of oinnibusses ami : Lime
market value 950,
12.300 00
vehicles of every description that so rush by
Merchants Bank, par value 960,
market value 850.
and crowd each other that policemen are sta2,600 00
Ainouut due ou Bond,
900 00
tioned at every crossing to stop them aud aid
Ain't due the Company on which
the
in effecting a passage without
iudgmeut has been obtaiued,
1,746 80
risking their lives in the attempt, and we shall Bills Receivable lor Marine Premiums,
646 60
have a grand total of at least 170,000 per day
Due from Agents,
6,166 67
on this world-renowned thoroughfare. It is
Ca«h iu Bank.*.
j
•aid that at other points, the /hroug is fully
Cash ou hand not deposited,)
2,776 18
equal to this, especially st the intersection ol Interest money due. and other asset* not above specified,
390 00 204,684
Nassau, Williams, Ac., with Chatham ami Park
street*. The millionaire and the plebeian, the
LIABILITIES.
unsophisticated countryman and the city fop, Amount of Losses adjusted aud due
and unpaid.
the proud belle with her costly silks aud skyNone.
j Amount
of losses incurred ai.d in
scraper bonnet, and tbe despised rag-pickers
process of ndjuNtineut, reported,
of the Fve Points, the honored and good, with
on which no action liasbeeu taken,
11,489
the degraded and vicious, all mingle In the
Amount of Claims for losses resisted
the
None.
and
by
onward
without
the
slightthrong,
hurry
Company,
Amount of Divideuas declared aud
est token of recognition from one in a thoudue and unpaid,
1,200
sand of those they meet.
Amount of Dividends, either cash
Another noticeable feature is the number of
or scrip declared but not yet due.
None.
business men, who take their ineals at restau16,000
rants daring the hours of business. There are
Money borrowed,
All other claims against tbc Comhundreds of them In tbe lower wards of the
None.
ny,
Total amount of losses, claims aud liabilities, 927,601
uiiic i>ucic ns n
••V?
necessity, aud not with their families, which
State of Rhode Island and Providence \
are at Jersey City, Hoboken, Brooklyn, WilPlantations, ('ity and County of Providence. |
or
two
8.
liamsburg, Horlaem, 4c.,
Mauran. President, I. 8. Parish, Secretary, of
up town,irom
the Atlantic Fire aud Marine lusurance Company,
to twelve miies away. One of the proprietors
being duly sworn, depose and say that the foregoing
at whose well regulated establishment X have
is a true, full and correct statement of the affUirs of
often had the pleasure of using the knife and
said corporation, and that thev are the above describfork to good advantage, told me that he fured officers thereof.
8. MAURAN, President.
nished an average of 4700 meals per day. A
I. 8. PARISH, Secretary*
small army of servants of the contraband orIIW onic UI
1 mini,
aud
of
Providence.ss, (
der supply tbe hungry visitors, and all passes
County
City
Subscribed and sworn before me, this seventeenth
oil' witn the greatest neatness aud order.
*
of January, A. b. I«tt3.
day
The horse rail-roads are au indispensable
Henry Martin,
A Commissioner for the State of Maine
institution. Countless thousands Nil the cars
for the State of Rhode Island.
and ofteu
on the outside like a swarm of
cares

BILL-HEADS RULED AND CUT IN

VIA FALL RIVER TO NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA, BALTI MORE AND WASHINGTON.

THE NEATEST MANNER.

omvi.3

hang

bees on a bive. The business of New York
could not he done without them.
George Law
and his associates are coining mouey from
them. The projected Forest City rail road in
1‘ortland will not probably pay as well, but it
will no doubt prove a
success as

OFFICE—No. 166 FORE STREET.
Uuad

or

Loro

WHAir.Poktlaud. Mk

JOHN W. Nl'NGEK, AgraL
JanSSSucod

pecuniary
We hope to see

established.
it soon
completed.
Being detaiued over the Sabbath, 1 went up

WAR CLAIM

AGENCY^

SIOO Bounty Money, Back Pay,

town aud heard the eloquent aud gifted Mr.
Ridgeway, pastor of the St. Paul's Methodist

!
j

Jan7

ALSO,

undersigned is prepared to obtain from the
United States tiovernment, #100 Bounty Money,
Back Pay. kc., for heirs of Officers or Soldiers dying

THE

tbe late pastor at Chestnut Street Church.
in the U. 8. service.
His church edifice is
large aud costly, though
aud
aud
his
one
of
plain
tasteful,
Invalid
congregation
the largest aud most wealthy in the city.
Established tor Officers and Soldiers, wounded or
What an Instrument for good is such a man in
disabled
by sickuess contracted while in the service
such a position. Possessing the spirit of his
of the United States, in the line of
duty.
Master, with a thoroughly educated mind enriched by constaul
he rivets the attenstudy,
of the vast auditory and leaves an impresstiou
Procured for widow, or children of Officer*
and So!for good on every mind. Long may he be
h*V* d*°d Wb"®,U tb® ,®rvlce of the
to
fulfill
his
mission
oflove
to the thouspared
Priae Money. Penaion*. Bounty and Buck Pm* eo
sands that attend his ministrations.
X
looted for He amen and their hein
One material defect exists in the construc- j
Fees, for each Peusion obtained, Five Dollars
tion of some of these costly metropolitan
All Claims against the Government will reee
attention.
churches, that Is apparent to ail, especially on prompt
Post Office address
a dull day.
I mean the plan of shutting out
SETH E. HEED*
the light by deeply stained windows. This
mistake is made in St. Paul's, so that gas
Auguetn, He.
light
(Office No. 9 State House.)
is often required iu the absence of
daylight,
though the services are held at noon day.
Trinity Church ou Broadway at the head of
REFERENCES:
Wall Street, is much worse, so that as one en- | lion. Lot M Morrill,
lion. Joseph B. Hall,
U. S. Senate,
ters lrom the light and life of
Sec’y of State,
Broadway, the ! Hon. James G. Blaine,
lion. Nathan Dane,
dark, somber, gloomy aspect of the lofty col«ep30dfcwl4tf
State
Treasurer
umns aud groined arches is
decidedly tiupleasaut, aud the darkness must be inconvenient to
many of the worshipers. The Chestnut Street
Church in Portland is not without this fault.
Beautiful as it is, with its elaborately wrought
15.000 Acres of Land—supposed to constained glass windows, it seems to be a mistake
tain. on an average.about five thousand of stumpage to an acre, of spruce, heniloc'» and pine, besides
that so much light is excluded,
|
in
especially
; much hard wood, and a go d growth o! young,thrifthe vestry.
ty juniper—a |K>nd or lake, near the centre, o. about
The contrast between the Sabbath and other
1000 ac 1 es. with a good water power at its outlet.—
This pond flow s, by the
days in New York is a marked feature. Broad- of
present dam, about 1000 acres
meadow, w hich can oe put into grass, to great adis
as
as
a
way
quiet
country village. A look
by withdrawing the flow-age.
up that splendid avenue from the As tor House
I he Mill is but a short
distance from tide water,
to Grace Church, over two
W,'W> the Lumber is loaded.
miles, at nine
o clock Sunday
fell into the hands of
b>
“ortgage
will
uot.
discover
a
morning,
*1,1 rJIXSF**
who re*ide
» distance, and the
single carriage perchance, and only an occad
in
bargain to auy one
sional foot
whn “**
K..
u
and inclination to manage it.
passengers. The newsboy’s shrill wbo
tl?e faculty
for
lias
further
information apply to CoJ. J. L Lawcry
entirely ceased, and nothing disturbs
LRV1 BARTLETT k CO.,
the quiet that reigns on
every side. As the
declG dlaw8w
No. 2 Long Wharf, Boston.

Pensions,

Penalono

ted'siate*

1

Land in

ABOUT

Franklin, Me.

Billet* A Circulars in Every

ariety of Type,

Marble Chimney Pieces,

Monumental Work and

Grindstones.

Ceraer sf Pearl and Federal Sts.,

BAMiCIBCkS, ROTE, ARB BILE 0f LAMM.

ISAMfE AtiE.tCI
—

TAGS PIERCED WITH HOLES fc GLUTEN ED
WHEN DESIRED.

AMD

Soldiers’ Relief A ssociatioa,
J.
HATHAWAY.
Maine State Agent, Washington, D. C.
W.

Deeds, Law Briefs, Equity Cases,
odl

And other LAW DOCUMENTS executed with

tf_'

DKALER8

Coeaeacrelal Street,
__

ARMY

ESTABLISHED.DECEMBER 1. 1U|.

divides its net

Our Stylet

some

by

this

companies
Company

WILLARD PHILLIPS. President.
Bbsj. F. Stkven*. Secretary.
are
issued
Policies
on the life, or for a term ofvears,
or ou certain contingencies.
Creditors may insure
ou

time.

“My object is to call attention to the fact that a
policy of Life Insurance is the cheapest and safest
mode of making a provision for oue'e family.“—Benjamin Franklin.

The undersigned will wait upon persons desiring
to effect Life Insurance, at his office, or at their own
place of business, and assist them iu making applications.
References in Portland may be made to the following parties: Messrs. H. J. Libby k Co., Steele k
Hayes. Ezra Carter, Jr., Messrs. Howard k St rout,
Leo. W. Wood man, Fcwj., Messrs. John Lynch k Co.,

JOHN W.

MUNGER, Agent,

No. ICO Fore Street, head of Long
decl&
PORTLAND, ME.

Wharl,
eodly

Comp'y,

Amount of

Capital actually paid in,

iu

cash, 9150,000

INVESTMENTS.
1840 shares American Bank Stock,
"
Arcade
Blackstore Canal Bank
Commercial

24
840
600
806
20
900
187

«

•«
"

968.384 86
GOO (A)

Stock,

Eagle

*•

•«

Mechanics
\Ve> bosaet
What Cheer

*•

«

Corporation

Amount of bills receivable,
Amount of cash on hand,
Am't of cash in the hands ol
Mutual Ins. Co. Scrip,

'*

21.590 32
31,043 U6
18.66102
1.062 60

46.184 68
13,888 08

9200,352 86
17,038 48
3.371 86
agent and others, 9.881 78
26 HO

9280,670 27

LIABILITIES.
Amonut of Marine risks outstanding,
Amount of Premiums thereon,
Amsunt of Fire Risks outstanding,
Amount of Premiums thereon,
Amount of loans, borrowed money and
bank discounts,
Amount of other liabilities, including
Dividends unpaid,
Largest amount insured on any one risk,

9446,781 00
18.982 71
5,620,243 00
66,346 63
6,764 20

3.948 70
15.000 00
A. O. PECK, President.

HUMPHREY, Secretary.

W.

of Ithode latarui and Providence Plantation.
Providence, as.—In the City of Providence this
8th day of January, A. D. 1863,
personally appeared
Allen O. Peck, President,and Walker Humphry,Secrotary of the above named Company, and severally
State

made oath that the above statement
them subscribed, is, iu their best knowledge and belie! true,
and that the amount of capital actually
in in
cash, and invested exclusive of any obligations of
the stockholders of any description, amount to the
sum of one hundred thousand dollars.

by

I. D. MERRILL.

41
Have
and

ALL FBOiH A O Non. 1 TO 6.

MT

ALSO 09 HAND

on

OFFICE
UK A I)

mo. 160 Fore Street,
OF LONG WHARF, PORTLAND.
...

JOHN W.

MUNGER-Agent.
jan28 eod3w
Rail Road Bonds.
the second

of
mortgage Bonds of the
HOLDERS
Kennebec and Portland Railroad Co., with all
the interest
thereon due

ou the 16th of Occoupons
tober, 1862, are hereby requested to deposit the same
in my hands, for which
will be given aud
hereafter exchanged for certificates of stock in the
Portland & Kennebec Railroad,(a new organization,) as soon as the hooks and certificates can ba
prepared, iu accordance with a vote of said CompaJ. S. CUSHING,
ny, Nov. 8, 1862
Treasurer Portland A Kennebec Railroad.

receipta

Augusta, Dec. 16,1862.

decl8 dtf

hand, and

are

DESIRABLE

MOST

LBO,

A

LE MESURIER & CHAMPION,

FELL

A

Latest.

St. Peter Street,QUEBEC.
IJT Sample# on band, and orders taken bv
J. T. PATTEN k CO.,
Oct. 11—Am
Front Street, Bath.

Patents.

which

70 State Street, opposite

STYLES

Styles

and Silcer Plated Cocks.
of Water Fixtnre for Dwellll-4-L.. |VU. IhSMisp. HMm. As.,
arranged and set ap in the bead manner, and ail ordeia in town or
executed. All
country
kinda of Jobbing
attended to.
Conetantly on hand, Lead I'ipes and Sheet Lead,
and Beer Pumps of all kinds.
JulySMly
_

Description
gTlVERY
El
Homo...

faithfully

promptly

BOOTS, SHOES & RUBBERS.
LOTH HOP,

A.

D.

and Domestic

Geo. W. Woodman,
Seth 11. Horsey,

to

NEW

YORK
a

AND

HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies who
ueed a medical adv iser, to call at his rooms, Mo.
6 Temple Street, which they will find arranged for
their esoccial accommodation.
Dr. If.’■ Eclectic
Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time
LADIES will find it invaluable in ail cases of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing
nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may be tanan
with perfect safety at all times.
bent to any part of the country with fell dlrectioaa,
DR. HUGHES.
by addressing
Mo. 6 Temple Street, corner of Middle. Portland.

Renovating

N. B

large and

All*©

ance.

Eclectic Medical

well selected Stock of

fall Emortmtnt

»

Vestings!

dcUcacg.

Private consultations—Dr.

Best

pleatreet.

constitutibnalTy

All correspondence strictly confidential and will •
returned If desired. Address
DR. J B. Hl'OHES,
No. S Temple Street, (corner of Middle),

Photograph,

or

No, 111

ty/t aJTrds RELIEF r» twenty-four hours, and
entire cure is warranted, when taken according
directions, which accompany each bottle.
This Syrup is also a most valuable family cathartic,
to be alwavs u«ed when phvsic is required, especially
for children. It corrects the secretioua. gives tone
to the stomach and bowels, assisting nature In her
to

of 411 Congress Street, keeps
on hand all the various kinds or

stantly

COFFINS

AND

N. B.—Large Ambrotype. only Fifteen Cents

TRASK * LEWIS,
Square, h’d Preble St.

37 Market

Jnljr 14th,

1962.

dtf

of the above,
one else.

1

can

fnrnish

attention rtren to CUTTING and
PARTICULAR
MAKING BOYS' GARMENTS, by

A. D. REEVES,

Tailor,

EXCHANGE STREET.

»9

^Portland. Aog.6.1962.

(Opposite

Aug 6.1882.

Joan lthch,

BY

Window

necessity

of a iourney to Washington, to propatent, aud the usual great delay there, are
saved inventors.

EXECUTED

ed

Grocers,

importer

DOLE A

nanttik,

rnos.

Ltaca

AT

WHOLMALI

DEALERS IN

Vo. 5 Galt Block Commercial Street.
PORTLAND. Ml.

JOHN B. BROWN

YANKEE NOTIONS,

Je23.ltf
J.

28 and 30 Federal and 106 Congress Streets,
Boston.

to

J. Forristall

can

SONS,

YORK STREET, PORTLAND. ME.

STATIONERY, TOYS. Ac..

be found at the above place

June 38.

*

——

!FHL

D.

MELODEON

Barmonium

wly

asn-

Manufacturer,

1861 MIDI' IE STREET.

REWARD !

D. C. hu received

more

first

premiums
fbr beet instruments than any other maker lu
NB.—J
and conviction of auy poison
FIVE
the State.
stealing
persons
subscribers.
from
doors of
DOLLARS will be given for the detection

•

or

papers

doc25

the

our

PUBLISHERS OF THE PRESS

Cr Repairing aud Tuuing promptly and person*

ally

attended to.

•

Portland, Bio.

dec 13 eodSm
▲ COURT or Probate held at Portland, within
and for the Couutv of Cumberland, on the third
TMMtay of January. iu the yeerof our I.ordrighteen hundred end Mxty-thioe.
MAItSTu.N. hu.-beud of Lrdle W Menton,
let,, of North t anuouth. iu (aid Cowaty deceeeed. heving preeeuted hi, petiuon for an elloweuoe
date of which ibe died poegeeu*
out of

ed:
It was Ordered. That the said Petitioner give notice to all persons interested, by causing notion tn
be published three weeks successively, in the Main#
State Presa, printed at Portlaud. that thev may appear at a Probate Court to be held at said Cortland,
on the third Tuesday of February next, at ten ofth#
clock in the forenoon, and show cause if any they
have, why the same should not be granted.
WILLIAM G BARROWS, Judge.
A true copy Attest:
EUGENE HUMPHREY. Register.
32w3w*
subscriber
gives public notice to all
concerned, that she Has been duly appointed and
takeu upon herself the trust of Administratrix of the
estate of

wly7

hereby

THE

STEPHEN WAITE.
late of Portland, in the Couuty of Cumberland, deceased. by giving bond as the law directs; she therefore requests all (lersona w ho are indebted to the said
deceased’s estate, to make immediate pavmeut; and
those who hare anv demands thereou. toexhibit the
same

CHENEY.

—

STONEHAMJSj

No. 1S8 1.2 Middle St.

MOODT.

Sugar Refinery,

CLOCKS, WATCHES AND JEWELEY,

BANPIKLD.

C

"*dtt

June 23

GOODS,

Pocket and Table Cutlery,

FRANKLIN

ANDREW T. DO LB.

aod put up at short notice,

th" pereouel

Commission Merchants,
AND

OEDEK.

JOHN

MOODY,

GENERAL

and dealer is

FANCY

P

rii.no

TO

At

FLOUR, CORN AND PRODUCE

ENGLISH, FRENCH AND GERMAN,

ADDISON w.

Widgery's Wharf,)

JAMES P. SLEEPER.

Successor to P. J. Forristall and Mills k Forristall,

j

head of

Shades,

CLOTH ft WIRE 8CREEHS,
Signs Bail nr r*. Ornamental aa4
Fancy Painting,
STORK SHADES, of all dimension., nude, letter

Je2Sdtf

A. W. BA N FI EL D,

taining patents.

cure a

purely t\f YeyetakU

Rol’TE.
in which there is not a customer who has
failed to pay hi? monthly bill a. A favorable chance
is thus offered to any one who may wish to engage In
the business, or to enlarge bis present "route."
novl2 eodtf

dly

Pwrtlwwd, Me.

con-

cheaper than any

It it

Milk Rome for Sale.
inquiry at this office, or No. 9*2 Exchange 8t.,
one can hear of a chance to buy a "MILK

GRANITE STORES.COMMERCIAL STREET,

CASKETS,

them

restore health.

Boys, Boys, Boys.

COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

Now in Use,
And will make o order anything of this kind that
may be ordered, -t short notice, from the cheapest to
the vert but
Bj giving my strict and undivided
attention to the manufacturing, lining and trimming

professional
practice

to

Extracts, and always n\fe and reliable.
Sold In New York by Hall A Rron«L,fil8C.reefiwich street; in Boston by liKO. C. Goodwiv A Co.#
12 Marshall street, and other Wholesale Druggista.
Hold in I’ortlaud by II. II. HAY and all the princideed 3m
pal Druggists.

DO

Eichaoge Street, Portland,

rear

Syrup

an

efforts

YOU

Ambrotype

Pin-Worm

Is the first wd only remedy ever offered to the public for the effectual removal of the Ascarides, or rfeWorms, from the human system. The high reputa-

-and-

Residence

Portland.
Jnll—dA wtfl

KF"*Scnd .tamp fer Circular.

not fail to eall at No. 27 Market Square, where
they take PERt'ECT LIKENESSES, and warrant satiefhction, at price, rhich defy competition.

JANES P. SLEEPER,

unsurpassed

Hugh** km

for u unmbrr of year* confined hi* attentioa to
dim*** of a certain claa*. Darla* hi* praotica ha
ha* treated tbnanaod* of care*, and la ao inrtiaaa
ba* be met with a (hilure
The remedie* are mOd,
■ad there 1* ao interruption of baainem or cheap* of
diet. Dr Hughe* 1* in constant attendance from I
in the morning anti) 10 nl night, at Ma office, S TemCharge* moderate, and a care gnaraalead
in all cutes. Separate room*, *o that do one will ba
men but the Dr. hlmaetf
Hi* remedie* care diaanaa
when all other remedie, fell. core* without dtettam
or rotrietloo in the hnbit* of the patient; cimwitE
oat the Juguatiug and .ickeniug efifecta of moat ether
remedie*: cuttw u. mm. in a tew hour, care* with*
out the dreadful consequent effect* of mercury, bat
t* cure to annihilate the rank and polaoaoa* taint
tbat tba blood i* .are to abaorb, uni*** the proper
remedy i* aaed. The iBgredlent* are entirely receto.
ble, and no injurious effect, either
or
locally, can be caused by nsing them
YOl'NO MEN. who are trembled with Mmtaal
weakness, generally caused by bad habit* in youth,
the efit-ct* of which are pain and dlrrineae In the
bead, lorgetfulnec*. sometime* a ringing ia the earn,
weak eyes, etc., terminating In consumption or la*
if neglected, are speedily and permanently

tion it ha» established In the last two years, and the
tact that it is fust sup -feeding ail other worm remedies, is the best test of its great merit.

of

dtf

"Wholesale
UNDERTAKER

Infirmary.

Etlablitked fur Ike treatment of tkoie dittatee im
both trees, requiring Experience, Skill, Honor tmd

DR. E. O. GOIXD’S

JOHN LYNCH A CO„

Fl'KNIsniNG

_

DK. HUGHES’

—

AT No. 98 EXCHANGE STREET.

Alfred

aug90dkwtf

Washington.

—LADIES desiring may consult one of their
A lady of experience in constant attendJulldawtfS

own sex.

BOSTON,

Cloths, Cassimeres and

Dry Goods,

Wood max,
Charles Bailey.

Infirmary.
theTadies.

REEVES,

BAB JPBT XXTCXXID TBOB

dtf

CO*~

Urn and

a

The Tailor.

-WANT THK-

price* to salt th* times.

LARD OIL,

usually kept In

•Baity
cured.

Shaw A Co.)

E.

fashionable BOOTS end SHOES, in evef«Jrr variety and etyle for gentlemen’s and la^•dles wear, and invite all his old customers
and the public generally to give them a call when'serthev desire to replenish their ''understandings."
W W. L. is agent for the Leavitt and Wilcox
A tiibbsSEWIJiG-MAt HIKES aug6—dmd

of

CLOTHING,

Nob. 54 and 56 Middle Street, Portland*

JanSeodly

or-

Warm, Cold and Shaver Roths, Wash Bonds, Brass

IP

Furnishing Goods,

will sell at

we

Foreign

AFTER

JOHN TAGGART.
During eight mouths, the subscriber, in course of
his large practice, made on twice rejected applications. SIXTEEN APPEALS. EVER Y ONE of which
was decided in his/aror, by the Commissioner of
PrtentsR. H. EDDY.

-uiu

STOCK Or TB«

an extensive practice of upwards of twenty yea< *,continues to secure Patents in the United States; also in Great Britain, France, aud other
foreign countries. Caveats, bpecitications, Bonds,
Assignments,aud all Papers or Drawiugs for Patents,
executed on liberal terms, and with despatch. Researches made into American or Foreign works, to
I determine the validity or utility of Patents or Inventions—and legal or other advice rendered in all matters touching the same. Copies of t he claims of
any
Patent tarnished bv remitting One Dollar.
Assignments recorded at
The Ageucy is not only the largest in New England, but through it inventors have advautag s for
securing Patents, of ascertaining the patentability of
inventions,
by, if uot immeasurably superior to, any which can be offered them elsewhere.
The Testimonials below given prove that none is
MORE SUCCESSFUL AT THE PATENT OFFICE
than the subscriber; and as SUCCESS IS THE REST
PROOF OF ADVANTAGES AND ABILITY, he
would add that he has abundaut reason to believe,
and can
prove, that at no other office of the kind
are the charges for
services so moderate
The immense
of the subscriber during twenty years past, has enabled him to accumulate a vast
collection or specifications and official decisions relative to patents.
These, besides his extensive library of legal and
mechanical works.and full accounts of patents granted in the United States aud Europe, rende him able,
bevond question, to offer superior facilities for ob-

procure their patents, as they mav be sure of haviug the most faithtal attention bestowed ou their
cases, aud at very reasonable charges."

PEARCE,
PLUMBER,

Importer* and Wholeeale Dealers in

Kilby Street,

EDMUND BURKE.
Late Commissioner of Patents.
"Mr. R. II. Eddy has made for me THIRTEEN apon
all
but
onk of which patents have been
plications,
granted, and that is now pending. Such unmistakable proof of great taleut and ability ou his part
leads me to recommend all iuventors to apply to film

A.

Portland. Sept 14.1962

WOODMAN, TRUE St

Washington,

testimonials.
"I regard Mr. Eddy as one of the most capable and
successful practitioners with whom I have bad official intercourse."
CHARLES MASON,
Commissioner of Patents.
"I have no hesitation in assuring inventors that
they cannot employ a person more competent and
trustworthy, aud more capable of putting their application in a form to secure for them an early and
favorable consideration at the Patent Office.*’

Ml. BKADISH.
GOOD FAMIL T FLOUR by the barrel, or in leee
quantities*dec»tf

And is prepared to make them np at ahort notice.
Call and See.

1AAIFACTIRIRS All JOBBERS OF CL0TH1X8,

here

Bakery,

lat-

Of

BO STON

All

Street

where will bo manufactured the varietiee or BREAD
found in eimllar eatabliahmente; and he bopee, by
application to business, and an endeavor to
please, to merit a (bare of patronage

With

BROWlf,

Portland. Nor. 19.1862.

R. H. EDDY,
SOLICITOR OF PATENTS,
S. Patent OJHce,
{under the Act of 1887.)

THE

—

t. D. MERRILL.

daily receiving the

READV-flADE

Gentlemen’s

Agent qf U.

Again!”

undersigned wonld Inform hia old friends
nnd the public, that after an abaence of twentydvn yeara. be baa returned to bia native place aad
purebaaed of Mr. Tbomaa Kicharde bia intereat la

Fancy Doeskins and Cassimcres.

For aaie by

Late

Executed

and

CLOTHS, OVERCOATIHGS,

CORDAGE, *C.,

Foreign

Promptly

W.

DYE-STUFFS,

DR.

STREET,
As usual.keeps constantly supplied with fresh

At 03 Middle Street,
Opposite the Custom ilouse.

11

Of various descriptions.

American and

K1HD0 OF

Press Ofllo«».

W.

OILS,

Eclectic Medical

—AT THE—

WILLIAM

*PAINT8,

W State A*fent for 1>A VI8 h KIDD'S MACNETO-ELECTKIC MACHINES.
eodAvtootl

Orders,

PRINTING,

Washington

AND

personally attended to

JOBS BOID.

«AK DI.YFRA

URBLIACI11 CARTAS, T1TI BIISTRIPB,

ROPE

COUPONS,

mad

VARNISHES,

AND

Ho. 88 MIDDLE

augtdly

(A substitute for Cotton.)

TRUSSES, SUPPORTERS, BRACKS,
ELASTIC STOCKIXOS, ,e.

And all other articles
Paint catablfobmciit.

▲ HD ALL OTHER

Neatly

GOODS.

KEROSEXE OIL.

dir

Town Note* and

EXCHANGE STREET,

set un in the best manner.
All orders in city or country

AND FANCY

APOTHECARIES’ GLASS WARE, FOREIGN
LEECHES, SURGICAL IXSTRUMEXTS,

STREET,

Corporation. Bonds,

(Formerly

Closets, Urinals, Force and Suction Pumps,
Boilers, Wash Bowls, Silver Plated f Brass
Cocks, of ail kinds constantly on hand.
iF All kinds of fixtures lor hot and cold water

BLIiCBEP FLAX KI CK, WITH Bil l STRIPE,

BOLT

EXCHANGE

Chemicals, Pure Drugs,

INGUSH, HUNCH INI AIIUC1N rimiBT,

Tailor,

TOWN

Tailor,

Water

paid

JOHN WILSON SMITH. Public Notary.
CP~Marine and Fire Risks insured at fair terms.

...

No. 27 Union Street, Portland, Me.

daw

SAIL CLOTH.

Of Providence, R. I..

On the 81st day of December, 1862.
INCORPORATED.MAY, 1832.

NAVY

PLUMBERS,

KKT1KN OF THE

American Insurance

AND

Both

$15,000.
FREE POLICIES.
Premiums may be paid iu ten years—no forfeiture

after.

Partlaad, Me.
JeMtf

dly
I, D. MERRILL * CO,

ALL SORTS or HAND BILLS.
Portland, June 28. 1362.

•8

Portland, Au*. 6. lWffl.

SHOP BILLS, PROGRAMMES,
AMD

Premiums may be paid in cash, or in quarterly or
semi-annual
payments; or when for whole life, they
may be paid naif cash, and the balance in cash on
five years, with interest.
Amount taken in one
risk, is

Cut, made and trimmed by

A. D. REEVES,

BT-

<8

$330,000.

•

_

A. D. REEVES,

unsurpassed.

earnings to the life
at

cash, every
years.
Amount of ('ash Dividend paid
in 1858 to Life Members was

their debtors

are

Pauls, Vests, Jackets,
Ladies' Hiding Nabits, Sc.,

hr*

TAILORING ESTABLISHMEHT,

WEDDING AND ADDRESS CARDS

Boston.
CASH CAPITAL. 12.372.945 7 4. INVESTED.

Company
THIS
(not iu scrip
policy holders,live
do,)In

OF MERRILL S WTTAHF,

HEAD

Executed In taste to suit tfac most fastidious.

COMPANY.

Je23tf

Ho. 124 Excaaaot Stxkxt, Poxtlakp, Ms.

IK-

Corn, Flour and Grain,

end ell ether hinds *#

Printing,

New England Life Insurance

faction.

FORCE PUMPS AND WATER CLOSETS,

ALBERT WEBB * CO,

Dispatch.

•rente, Oeiered,

N. B.—All work being promptly and person*
ally attended to, Is warranted to give thorough satis*

eloee

—

No. 275 F Street,
Communication, to be addreved to

LIFE INSURANCE.

Watch-Maker,

gx

PORTLAND. ME.

_Je23tf

Fine

GENUINE MEDICINES,

Pertlaad. Me.

“Home

Marble, Free Stone, Soap Stone,

LIFE INSURANCE.

-DKALU IJT-

L. J. CROSS,

Work.

R. THOMPSON,
I. prepared to receire order, for

tf

And Pension*.

Church, ou Foucth Avenue near Madison
Square. Portlanders will remember him as

I.

griniurwBuildin^i,

j

pedestrians

IvTarbl©

HE.

manner.

Worka S Union St., and 333 A 336 Ton St.,
PORTLAND. ME.
Jolldtf

TICKETS FOB SALE.
Vwwl* in port, Merchan*
din*. Household Furniture, Ac., against loss by Fire.
*100,000 takeu on anv desirable Risk.
Losses paid at the Portland Office.

80 Commercial Street, Thomai Block,

GAS FITTING,

Done in the beat

JUNCTION OF FREE AND MIDDLE STS.,

FLUID, KEROSENE OIL, fto.,

WITH

Retail.

or

STEAM AND

COMPANY,

Bay State Line of 8teamer>,

hiss, in mm. class vaei,

OF

Steam Cocks, Valves, ripen and Connections, Whole*

PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

Philadelphia

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,

Portland, Auguitd, 1882.

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,

Every Variety

Style and Coat.

Portland.

STEAMSHIP

WVJ,

J. L. WINSLOW, Agent,

Company,

FOR THE

N. York &

Maine

IN

outs,

SAWYER * WHITNEY.

jniaitr

JanlSm

WHOLESALE DEALERS

The pnblic are requeated to call. a. we ar. d.terminer! to give good bargain, to thorn wbo pay oath.

Book and Fancy Types,

1868.

JOHN W. PERKINS dc CO.,

Hard and Soft Wood.

It adeqaata to do any work demanded in this Stata

Errhanfc and

milk Streets

quality, and

ROGERS.

CH AS. B

141 Middle Street,

best

are

Of Hartford, Conn.
CAPITAL AND 8URFLU8 OVER *300,000.

of

January 1st,

COAL

Coals
strictly of the
THESE
warranted to give satisfaction.

and their aseortmeut of

DEALERS IN

JalMdfcwlj_PORTLAND.

FOR SMITHS’ USE.

New York.

CASH CAPITAL AND SURPLUS *950.000.

Burning.

CUMBERLAND

BOOA AND JOB PRINTING

WHOLESALE

PORTLAND, Me.

CASH.

Pare and Free

Cash Capital, paid in and invited according to law,
*100.000.

Commercial Mutnal Marine In*. Co.

WOOD,
FOR

SPRING MOUNTAIN LEHIGH,
HAZELTON LEHIGH,
COLERAINE LEHIGH,
LOCUST MOUNTAIN,
JOHNS,
THE GENUINE LOBBEBT,

rhe Proprietors of the Portlard Dailt Pans
respectfully invite Attention to their facilities for executing, in beautiful style, every description of

roved modern

Op Ha nook. Me.

&

CHEAP

y7

ii a

No. 129 Commercial Street,

DELIVERED TO ANY PART OF THE CITY.

Their Establishment Is furnished with all the
ap-

Company,

AND

JOHN T. ROGERS.

COAL

H.

Flour, Provisions and Produce

1. W. MUNUEK.

Jan7dBm

H.

COMMISSION MERCHANTS.

he wanted.

that may

Of South Berwick.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER *200,000.

Ofllrr—romrr

Long Wharf,

marine. Fire and Life Insurance,

Hampden Fire Insurance Co.,

Of Springfield, Mass.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER *200,000.

CO.,

MEDICAL.

General

Where he is prepared to write any amount of

Brooklyn, New York.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS OVER *300,000.

Piscataqna

JOHN T. ROGERS A

The undersigned has removed his Office to

POWER

STEAM

Of

cause

ists, it seems from a published tabular statement
of the nativities of the members, clerks,
Ac.,
that only eleven are from New England, while
claims
41.
Missouri
Kentucky
23, Tennessee
17, Virginia 1ft, Georgia 12. North Carolina'4,
and Arkansas 1, making 114 in all from the
slave States out of the total. Omitting the
twenty-three Missourians, there are still uinoty-one natives of other slave States, or a clear
majority. Of the free States Pennsylvania
claims 14, Ohio 9, New York 7, Illinois 5, New
England 11, Indiana 3,—49 in all.

Central Park—The rebellion and its abet-

as

Removal!

75 per cent, to the dealers.

divided.

Of Hartford, Ct.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS *350,000.

Conway

BUSINESS CARDS.

sp

Phenix Fire Insurance Co..

The Missoi'Ki Emancipationists.—Not-

tors.

soon

SURPLUS OVER »10,000,000.

Charter Oak Fire and Marine Ins. Co.,

withstanding that the large majority of the
Missouri Legislature are radical emancipation-

Broadway—1200passer* by erery hour—Habits of businessmen—Horse railroads—St.
Paul’s church—Bee. II. R. Ridgeway—The
Sdbbath in the city—Up town movements—

auu

DOW,

LorillardFire Insurance Co., of the City
of Hew York, No. 104 Broadway.

CASH

BUSINESS CARDS.

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS

and London Fire and Life In*
■nrance Co.

Liverpool

G.

—and the—

Letter from New York.

MiviviMiuio

_PRINTIN

marine, Fire & Life Insurance Agency.

Can it be that the defective civilization of the
rebel leaders of the South, can find its counterpart in their political allies of the North,
who are ready to strike hands with them in
sounding the death knell of our constitutional
government? Do Wood, and Brooks, and
Seymour, and Vallandigham, and their followers in the free States, mean this?
It seems
impossible. Yet their acts indicate it in many ways, and embarrass the authorities in
t heir efforts to suppress the rebellion and close
the war. But it cannot be—destruction is not
our destiny. These fault-finders will, ere
long,
hide their heads in shame, and wish their present record forever obliterated.
Our army will
be purged of insubordination and
iucoinpelency; tlte great loyal heart will demand success, and success will lie ours.
0.

vance.

i

JOHN E.

whether

Legal Notices at asaal rates.
Advertisements inserted in the Mains State
Paasa (which has a large circnlatfon in every part o
the State) for 88 cents per square in addition to the
above rates for each insertion.
Transient advertisements must be paid for in ad-

and

INSURANCE.

mainly. Democratic politicians,
they intend it or not, are, by their
and
acts, yicing aid and comfort to
language
The ship of state is foundering
our manic*.
in the storm, and these demagogues are influencing the public mind by every possible method. to opposition to the Government in its
efforts to preserve our nationality and save us
from rniu. They would barter away our dearest rights as a people, for political
supremacy.
one

cents.

C3F“The Portland Daily

becomes

a show of life again.
A lew years have made a marked ciiange
in the localities of business, hotels, residences,
Ac., in this great metropolis. Stewart’s marble
palace Is closed to retail trade, and he is now
established in a style of greater magnificence
at the head of Broadway, nearly two miles up
town. The splendid palatial residences on
Fifth Avenue are many of them in too close
proximity to the throng of shop-keepers to
suit the tastes of their aristocratic occupants,
and hence many of them are off “up town” in
new locations.
Churches in the lower wards
are sold, and new ones built far
“up town.”
The magnificent Central Park, containing 750
acres, with its drives, and walks, and ponds,
and matchless alfractious, is up town, though
geographically in the center of Manhattan Island, and around it are rising up like magic,
the palaces of the rich.
But I must close this desultory scribbling
with a word about the war and its prospects.
New York does not sufTer from it commercially, as all know. Business was never better.
But a feeling of sadness and gloom pervades
the public mind. Gentlemen who love our
Union and sustain the Government in every
effort to maintain itself, tell me they have their
fears of the future, and these fears arise from

Terms:
The Portland Daily Press is published every
morning, (Sunday* excepted), at #6,00per year la advance, to which will be added twenty-five cents for
each three month*' delay, and If not paid at the end
of the year the paper will be discontinued.
Single copies three oents.
The Maine State Press is published every Thursday morning, at #2.00 per annum in advance: #2 26
If paid within six months; and #2.50, if payment be
delayed beyond the year.

Hates

scene

night presents

quite

No. 82} EXCHANGE STREET,
in FOX BLOCK, by

at

N. A.

the
wonship approaches
and toward

animated,

more

for settlement to

MARTHA OLIVE WAITE
Portland. Jan 6,1863.
31 w8w*
subscriber herebv gives public notice to all
f|lHE
X concerned, that he has beeu duly appointed and
takeu upou himself the trust of Administrator of
the estate of

SEWARD MERRILL.
I# e of Scarborough, in the County of Cumberland,
ueceased, by gitiug bond as the law directa;
he therefore requests all persons who are indebted to
the said deceased's estate to make immediate payment; and those who have anv demands thereon, to
exhibit the

same

for settlement to

CHARLES J. MORRIS.
33 w8w*

Scarborough, .!*». 30, 1868.

By the credentials in the usual form presented
by Mi*. Gooch, it appears that at the hist annual
election in said clans the number of ballots folto the
lowing were thrown for Representative

THE DAILY PRESS.
PORTLAND, MAINE
---—

Thursday Morning, February 5. 18«3.
---

The Portland Daily Press has the largest
circulation of any daily paper in

regular

the oity.
The Yarmouth Contested Election.
Yfhen the Legislature assembled at tig
'State House on the 7th nit., Nathaniel Goo* fi
appeared and took his oath as representati *e
from the classed towns of Yarmouth ajd
North Yarmouth, but he did so with the fill
that his seat was to be

knowledge

jd

contes

by Reuben Merrill, who claimed it by virijic
having received a superior number of ’fie
legal votes cast on election d»y. At the pr per tithe the case came before the Coin mil lee

of

the contestant and the .ncumbent both appeared with their attorn* vs,
Hon. Joseph Baker of Augusta for Mr. Go* t h,
and Hon. Warren H. Vinton of this city, or

on

Elections, and

long and patient
Committee were forced by the
After

Mr. Merrill.

ing,

the

a

ht irtc ti-

mony to decide in favor of Mr. Merrill, and Hr.
Gooch was allowed to retire to his pleas, nt
home in Yarmouth, after having worn his
chaflng honors but a very lew days. We h .ve

appended

portions of

all the material

that

re-

port to this article, and to its statement* of
facts the reader's attention is invited. Che
report was adopted by the House, and the .es-

giving Mr. Merrill his scat was pa- ed,
without a dissenting voice: the opposition not
rising to the diguity of a doubt.
Perhaps a few words in relation to the hisolution

tory of affairs in the

of Yarmouth,

town

iay

place. The two towns, .'armouth and North Yarmouth, were, until n few
years since, united as one town. The original town was decidedly and irrevocably t ntinot

be out of

democratic.

as

that word democratic has come

to be understood from its practical
and its nractlcal lessons. At the two vili
now

uses
ees

Falls” and the Corner,” tvere
those who, even under a democratic re;, ime,
known
were

as

the

wont to “sit at tlie

There

were

receipt of cusU is.”
gatherers, the tide wai .ers,

the tax

the census marshals, and the represents ives
of national power, all formed and fash I ned
the Pierce and Huchanan

according to
els.

To such

it was

ij mod-

humiliating
overruled by an invincible majority, an | so
tbe project was started and successfully carried, to divide the town. It was the uit'intmen

be

ta

ural mother that favored tlie division of tbe
child. The towu was divided, and Yarmouth,
including tlie villages aforesaid, became a emocratic town, and generally has since
ecu

ruled, muuiclpally, according to the ino ern
democratic standard, that is, accordih
to
real democracy inverted,—the few contro ling
the many, by pulling tbe wires, packing and
managing caucuses, and by performing the
other needful fuuclions assigned to party alien.

We need not say that the worst typ of
Breckinri dge and Floyd democracy has prevailed

there—finding

where

no

else

faithful exponents this side of Lincoln

ty,
by

or

tore

i

coun-

that its purposes had to be cariied put,
perhaps, if possible, but to be

lair means

carried out at all events.

The two towns are

classed for the election of representative, pnd
the report below reveals some of tbe unscru-

pulous

gaiu an advantage ever
the other town of the class, which is pot
cursed with political stock-jobbers,hut Is mpde
up largely of an honest yeomanry, who jire
more familiar with tlie arts of
husbandry
with the diplomacy and Jinesse of party j. a 11used to

means

tjan

ticians.
Of Mr. Gooch |>ersonaIly we know
nothing.
His opponent at tbe last election, Capt Ml rrill, is an old, substantial shipmaster, who Lis

liij,

been absent from home the most of his
and who
his

selected for

was

sterliug qualities as

representative

r

man, and not fro',1

a

any choice of his own. He
contest the seal given to Mr.
date the honest

I

was obliged to
Gooch, to vindt-

rights

of bis townsmen, an t
will rejoice that honesty

all fair-minded

men

and truth have

triumphed

over

chicanery

and

th6 grossest corruption. We are told that before tlie committee developments were made
by Mr. Gooch and his friends, not well calculated to increase faitli in the moral (lerfection
of human

uature, but admirably adapted to
bolster up the dogma of total depravity. If
dowuright lying was not indulged in, it was
very evident to observers that truth was used
with marked economy, and that infinitesimal
quantities were made to go a great way.

We

rold that Mr. Vinton exhibited twen-

are

ty-one plain
testimony for

falsehoods
the

the part of the
deemed essen-

on

respondent,

tial to his cause, and yet did not
number the minor prevarications.

pretend

to

It was in evidence that men were sent for
to come to Yarmouth and vote for Mr.

who had
farthest

no more

right

Ktramn-r jiml

with the

knowledge

to vote

this

must

Gooch,

there than the
huve been iliine

iucompetency. H'e are
surprised at sucii developments, for our
experience during the last four years, as a
member of the loyal portion of the Democratic party, In watching, counteracting and opposing the trickery and outrages of the Buchatoo—who knew their

nan managers, has convinced us timt no
scheme of infamy is too damning to find its
advocates among those politicians, if it prom-

temporar/success.

If any oue wish-

es for convincing evidence of the substantial
justice of this remark, let him go into almost
any locality iu the State where has been a
clutter of lederal office holders, under the
past administration, aud take a peep behind the
scenes

of the

caucus

tion, and assemblings
als, and he will never
We

are

and the

room

of the
doubt

juntos
again.

conven-

and cab-

informed* that the Committee

on

elections, iu the case referred to, virtually decided the questiou before them some days before their report was made. They kept back
the report to accommodate Mr. Page of Berwick, in making a minority report. It was
finally made to the House on Thursday, and
assigned for Friday at 10 o'clock. Not till
nearly 11 o'clock was it taken up. A messenger was requested by toe Speaker to call Mr.
Page's attention to the matter. Mr. P. found
In oue of the passages adjoining the Representatives Hull, aud iiilormed that the matter
had been taken up. He did not appear in tiie
House. After waiting awhile the resolve reported in favor of Capt. Merrill was called for
aud read.

Before

vote was taken another
pause followed, and Mr. Page was again sent
for and ituformed of the
proceeding. Still lie
heeded not. The resolve was then
a

adopted

without

Upon these allegations a great deal of testimony has been introduced, the minutes of which,
including depositions, cover about one hundred
pages, and the committee have giveu the w hole
matter a careful consideration.
It appears that
in the town of North Yarmouth two ballot boxes
were used, one to receive the votes to fill a vacancy n their Congressional representation,and
the other for all other tickets. In the first named
box was found one vote with the name of Nathaniel Gooch thereon, and no other words, which
vote was counted for Mr. Go<»ch for Representative to Congress. There was no evidence whatever before the committee to show that there was
any mistake with regard to this vote, and the
committee is of the opinion that it was rightly
counted. At the open ng of the meeting in North
Yarmouth it was voted to close the polls at four
P. M., which was accordingly done. It appears
that one John Whitney had undertaken to carry
David Rider ami John F. Rider,two voters of the
town, who lived about throe miles from the town
house, to the polls, which he neglected to do, ns
he testified, on account of having been occupied
in getting out other voters until too late to reach
the town house with ikese men before 4 o’clock.
The Riders were both before us and testified
that they should have gone to the polls ami voted for Mr. Gooch, if Mr. Whitney had come for
them. Had these men gone to the polls, even
after they were closed, ami offered their votes,or
been in a condition to do so, such a state of facts
might have presented a serious question; but
for men to claim to have their votes counted
when they in fact had offered uone, and were
not within three miles of the polling place •luring the day of election, is simply absurd There
is no certainty but their votes would have been
received, lor it is not to be presumed that municipal officers would disregard the statutes of
the State, because they were so directed by vote
of the town. Besides, there is too much uncertainty connected with such a case, 'lhese men
might have cuncludtd not to vote, or they might
have voted for some other person than the one
they now thiuk they should have voted for. IVe
are of tin opinion that
no alteration should he
made in the vote of North Yarmouth as returned by the municipal authorities.
We now come to the matters upon which Reuben Merrill 1 vases his claim to the seat. It is alleged that three persons voted for Mr. Merrill
fur Representative in the Governor box.snd that
these votes were not counted. Mr. Gooch admits that two votes were thus thrown for Mr.
Merrill, but asserts that they were counted, as
was also one vote for himself found in the same
place. Mr. Gooch testifies |H>sitively that they
were counted.
Mr. Ltrinkwiter, another Selectman, testifies that he thought they were nut
counted, and admits that be had so in lor me-1
others. It appears that soon after one of these
votes was thrown, the votet- discovered his mistake, and asked if his vote would be counted,
claiming that it should he, but was distinctly informed by all the Selectmen that it would not
be counted. It is in ev idence that Mr. Gooch,
when told that these votes ought to have been
counted, justified their being thrown out by
former usage. From all the testimony in the
case it is proved to our satisfaction that these
votes were not counted.
The three persons
who threw them testify that they dal so by mistake, not knowing that there was a separate box
for Representative votes, and that they did uot
vote in the Repiesenlative box.
One or more of
these men was refused the privilege of voting in
that box, although assured that his vote fur
Representative put into the Governor box, would
not be counted.
We see no reason why votes
thrown in good faith, under these circumstances
should notl>e|c»unted.
With regard to the alleged illegal votes
thrown for Mr. Gooch, the committee has no
positive evidence Ibr w hom George II. I’eudleton and John F. Lawrence voted,
they therefore do not stop to inquire whether they were
legal votes or not. They are, however, satisfied tliwt Pei dbootd Hi ii.L WHtwr and Thomas
Holt both voted for Mr. Gooch, ami that neither
of them were legal voters in the town of Y'armoiith at the last State election. If these
conclusions are correct, two votes are to be
deducted from those returned for Mr. Gooch,
leaving him 254, and three are to be added to
Mr. Merrill’s vole, giving him 258, and electing
him by a plurality ol four votes.
Editorial Discourtesy.
The Advertiser has made many promises
within the last six months—all dishonored
hitherto. We were to have on the 1st of January,

extra

an

edition issued at noon

enlarged quarto weekly, a
the daily and tri-weekly
short the Advertiser
all hours ol the
had

only

w

word of opposition, Mr. Merrill
conducted to the Governor's room to be
a

was

qual-

ified, took ins seat, ami then Mr. Page appeared, with a voluminous report iu his baud that
would require three or four hours to read it,
and propose to submit his minority report! It
could be done only by unanimousconsentpiud
such consent was refused, and Mr.
Page,
doubtless tens glad of it, lor, iu justice to him
it should be said that lie was

understood

to

say to gentlemen that Mr. Merrill was clearly
entitled to the seal, and he probably only

wished, by ottering a minority report, to ease
the fall of his friend. The following are the essential portions of the Committee’« Report:
J

daily,

an

double sheet lor both

every Saturday—iu
as to
be published at

day and night,

and customers

step Into the office order an extra
edition “cold without,” as one might order a
drink, and he served with neatness aud dispatch. Well, the New Y’ear came, but the
great enterprise w us postponed to February;
to

printing office was to be moved. February
has come, and is passing, and nothing more is
said of the improvements. Then there w as to
be a sort of monthly Advertiser, variously anthe

nounced

as

the ‘•Thinker’s Casket,” which Is

certainly deep enough, and as the “Atlantic
and Pacific Magazine,” which in our humble
opiniou is a good deal too broad. This project,
like the rest, miscarried.
But the most remarkable

of those—town officials

not

ises even

ers.

falling

and iu the temporary ubscnce of his chief
does his endeavor to merit his title of “miscellaneous” editor. The contents of the Ad-

vertiser,
parisons,
edits

a

one

of

Carlyle's happy

com-

have been edited of late as a carter
load of bricks, by dumping them iu a

“miscellaneous”

heap.
Now yesterday's Advertiser, after all tills
magnificent promise and meagre fulfillment,
takes occasion to allude to certain changes of
a purely business nature in the management
of the Press, changes which have not affected
its character

as a

newspaper, have

not

violated

promise, implied or explicit, to our readers, iu a style and in language which the
usages of the profession justify us iu calling
inexcusably discourteous; if there be any excuse, it can only be ignorance of the proprieties of journalism.
any

Kittery Navy Yard.—It is stated that
about 250 hands are now employed in this
of the Saco Democrat says there are four vessels in various stages of completion at the present time, viz:

yard.

A

fSTEClAL DISTATI

II

TO THE

DAILY

EVE.lIXe

correspondent

—

wharf, completing; the
Agamentfcus, iron-clad, on the ways at the
head of the Dry Dock, frame nearly up; the
Patuxet, steam sloop-of-war, in the ship house
will be ready to lhtmcli the last of the present
month; and the Xipsic, Screw Corvette, on
the ways, betweeu the Dock and the ship
house, keel laid, and a part of the ribs up.

The Sassacus, at the

SENATE.

Wednesday. Prayer by Rev. Mr. Ingraham
of Augusta.
Papers from the House were disposed of In
concurrence.

Read and

Act to change the
assigned.
of certain persons; act to increase the
capital stock of the Franklin Co., Lewiston; resolve amending and extending the terms of the
laws for the settlement of public lands to volunteers.
—

names

Resolve for the purchase of Putnam's improved eyelet hook came from the House indefinitely
postponed. Laid on the table.
Petitions were presented by various Senators
for an amendment to the liquor law, so as to include ale and strong beer in intoxicating drinks,
which were referred to the Committee.
Mr.

Spring presented

the petition of St. John
extension of time to pay in the additi> nal capital stock of the International Bank.
Referred.
Smith for

Sundry reports from Committees were road
accepted. They were of but little imporMr.

Wiggin presented

the

following

Ordered, That the Governor be requested to
before the Legislature all remonstrances,
memorials, and other papers, relating to the
noncommissioning of officers in the unuuiformed militia, under his control, or which were re-

lay

Mr. Wiggin said he wanted the names of those
who hud Immmi stifriimt izotl am tlisluvtil un.l tlw.as.

against whom charges have been brought.
Mr. Roberts said he could not understand
this. The Senator said yesterday that he was
satisfied; and now he insists upon papen.
We
can call upon the Governor for
private papers
much

as

propriety

as

for these.

Rethought

thehe attacks were part of a great plan to
deavor to strengthen the democratic party.
Mr.

nally,

en-

'I"-—

and debate followed. Fimotion of Mr. Milliken of Kennebec,

on

the order

was

indefinitely postponed.

Adjourned.
IIOU&K.

Prayer by Rev. Mr. Penney.
Papers from the Senate were disposed

of in

concurrence.

Bill,

act

for

compensation

of

jailors for board
Senate, was read

prisoners, as amended in the
twice and to-morrow assigned.
Mr. Crosby, from the Judiciary Committee,
reported a bill relating to marriage and its solemnization; also that legislation was inexpedient ]
of

the order in relation to the us© of but one
ballot box at elections. Reports accepted.
On motion of Mr. Drummond of Bath, it was
ordered that the Committee on Judiciary be directed to enquire into the expediency of revising
Sec. 3, Chap. 127, of the laws of 1862, so as to

on

allow the

I

not to

1

I

:

nesday next Assigned.
Mr. Hayden, from the Committee on Elections,
reported on the Somerville case, that John W'.

:

Golden, the remonstrant, was entitled to the
Accompanying Hits report was a resolve
to that effect, which, after some discussion, was

»**'*♦•

tabled and to-morrow assigned.
Various petitions were presented and referred.
Mr. Lyman, of Machias, by leave, introduced
resolve relating to the collection of taxes in
Laid over uutil to-morrow,
under the rule.
Passed to be engrossed.—Resolve in favor of

W'ashington County.

resolve in favor of

Betsey

Marston.
Passed to be enacted.—Act to increasa the capital stock of the Franklin Co. at Lewiston; act to
incorporate the Baldwin Mutual Insurance Co.;
act to

incorporate

the Portland Grain Wan-

house Co.

By assignment. the House proceeded to the
consideration of the reports on retrenchment in
the Laud office. The discussion seems to assume,
and more, a personal character. Mr. Hathaway, of Skowbegan, made some remarks of a
moderate tone,favoring Mr. Norris. Mr. Blake
more

Bangor

of
the

same

followed iu

direction

as

lengthy remarks in
those of his last week.

some

Portions of his speech reflected severely on the
management of the Land office. He repelled the
idea that he had made insinuations against Gov.

Washburn.

He said he had

never

referred to

him in this discussion.
On motion of Mr. Lyman, of Machias, the
vote on the question was ordered to be taken tomorrow at 12 1-2 o'clock.

y Oil the tirst page—Letter
York; Missouri Emancipationists.
On the fourth

page—A Farrago;

Mr. Kingsbury, or Portland, in the
yesterdav, made an elaborate and able
on
the Land Agency question.
His
speech
presentation of facts and figures was fairly
and lucidly made, and gave the information

i#"’

which seemed so desirable to a just understanding of tile question. His manner was
dignified and courteous,aud the effort throughout was
adinirudly received by the Legislature
and others who heard it.—[Kennebec Journal
I dth.

from New

the

Bag of

—

y Col. Rich has resumed command of the
9lh .able regiment.
There has been a good
deal of trouble, it seems to us, about this officer.
His men believe in him, and it has becu
intimated that all the difficulty has been in
consequence of a “raid” upon him.—|Kennebec Journal.

him.*
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Corner Smith aud
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MARRIED.
In Augusta, Feb. 3d, bv Rev. Dr. Tappan. M. R.
White, of Uoothbay, aud Miss Harriet M. Palmer, of
Camden.
In Biddefnrd Jan. 22d. Lewis G. Keys, of B., and
31iss Aliueda II. Ladd, of Saco.
In Va-^alboro, Jan. 15th, E. G. Crawford aud Mrs.

Lieut. S. S. Mann, of the Maine 7th
dismissed from the serviee

by special order,ha*

been restored to his command.

At Malaga 9th ult. bark Western Sea, Harding, for
Messina, to load for Boston.
At Marseilles 14th. bark Armenia, Hamilton, (from
Boston.) tor Constantinople.
At Valparaiso 2d ult. ships Crest of the Wave, from
New Yora. disc; S L Fitzgerald, from Baltimore.do.
Sid prev to 2d. ship C Had. lor-, to load nitrate
for Europe.
Passed Pernambuco Dec 22, ship Morning Light,
Thomas, from Callao tor England, with loss of fore-

DIED.

!
1

Ill this city, Feb. 4th, of membraneous croun. Florida. daughter of Aarou A. aud Louisa Haskell, aged
2 years 11 mouths.
gy Funeral on Friday afternoon, at 3o'clock, from

No. Id Temple street.
In Hollis, Jan. 21st, Mrs. 3Iary, wife of Mr. Tobias
Weymouth, aged 43 years 9 mouths; fttth, Katy C..
•laughter of the above, aged 12 yei rs 6 mouths.
In Rockland. Jau. -2d, t apt. Arch. McKeller, of
St George, aged 85 vears.
In Cherrvtfeld, Dec. 27th, Mrs. Catharine M. Down
ing. aged 59 years.
In Blueliill, Dec. 90th, Jodcdiah Darling, Esq.,
aged 78 years.

Fryeharg Acadeay.
Spring Term of this institution will
THE
Wednesday, Feb. 25,1058, and will
tinue eleven weeks.
mence

comcon-

The Principal, Mr. B. P. Snow, A. M-, has high
qua! ideations.
Competent assistants will be employed. Instruction on the 1‘iano and in vocal music will be given
by
an
accomplished and experienced teacher.
Board, including wood, lights and washing, may
be ha « at 92.2ft to 92.50
A limited number of rooms for students wishing to
board themsel .es.
For further particulars apply to the Principal.
D. B. SLWALL. bec'v trustees.
feb6 dtwft w2w34
Fryeborg. Feb. 3d. 1058.

DR. WALTER R. JOHHBOH,
DENTIST,
Desires to call the attention of persons in want of
artificial teeth, to one of tbe greatest improvements
In rented by
in that department of dentistry,
him. He would be
toesplain lie advantages,
and shew specimens of it. to aay who may flavor him
with a call. He alee continues to lit teeth on Uold,
him
Silver and Vulcanite Rubber. Teeth llled
are warranted to be as naeiel and datable ae if they
bad never decayed.
Off-office RM Congress street, two doors meet af
fet>6 2meod
New City Hall and Court House.

lately

happy

by

the Stale mf Nalne.

Lmr

I
TaaASOBBa'e Oar tea.
/
Angnsta, Feb. 4. 1863
with
tbe
a
Resolve
of
Legtstatuiw,
conformity
approved January 81. IMS, proposals will be received at this office until 6 o’clock r. It., the twentieth day ol February current, for a loan of ire hundred and twenty*8rr thousand dollars, reimbursable
Id twenlr rear*, for which bonds of the State wilt be
issued m sums of dve hundred doileve end owe thousand dollars, bearing interest at tbe rate of sin per
cent, yearly, aud payable semi-annually
The hoods will be issued dated March 1. IMS, with
eoapous attached for tbe semi-annual Interest, payable both principal and interest, at the Saffidk Bask,
Boston.
The money on said loan will be received at this office. Suffolk Bank. Boston, or either of the Banks In

IN

Bangor

or

Portland.

Persons desirous of taking the Iona, or any part af
It, Dot Ires than dve hundred dollars, nr* requested
In send their
proposal* to the Treasurer of State, at
Angnsta, specifying tbe amount and terms.
The proposals must contain no other fractional
rates than one-eighth, one-fourth, one-half or threequarters uf one per ceutam.
Those persons whose proposals may be accepted,
will be immediately notified,
febo tfebSO
KAT'IAN DANE, Treasurer.

Drivtaf.

or Fast
person having for tbe time being the care *r
bk of may hone or other heart of burthen, carriage or draught. »hall ride or drive, or canto tbe
name to be driven through any part of the city at a
farter rate than *ix mile* an honr, nnder a penalty of
uot lt«M than dve dollar* nor more than twenty dollar* for each oflhnw
(tier 89 RerittrH OrMnctnct$ on Struct#.

OrdlaaBrr

NO

The above Ordinance will be grrictly enWILLIAM HL>E.
City Marahal.

X. B.
forced.

frb6dlw

DltMlRllBR of ra-patlarnklfo
the undersigned, bare this day by mutual
consent dissolved purlnvrvtup.

CK.

CiTEVRNS. BIBBER A CO.
feb&dBw
Portland. Febraarv 4.180.
I HUS ■

—

t HI

E.y

-DEALERS IS-

Floor, Meal,

Orain and Feed,

No. lOO Commercial Street.
AM ARIAS

ADD ISO* FRTR.

FROST.

Portland, February 4. 1*63.

eodtf

Help for (he Sick and Wounded
S oldlers.

Portland

Young
eelMen's Christian Association would most
THE
to all Christians, and to all other benevoIt
Army

Committee' of the

eurn

appeal

lent persons of Maine, for aid ia earrying out the
Christian 1 umuueiou. ia ministering to the
aud spiritual want* of our soldiers. It distribute* its
stores bv means of Christian men, who go among
the soldiers without pay. and giro personal! v tot hose
who need, accompanying such distributions Dy words
of cheer aud religiua* counsel. Over seventy such
doing all
nu n were on the battle-tield in Marylan*!.
that Ckrittian svmpathv could devise tor the wounded and d> tng
Many n brave heart was made to rejoice. and many a wounded soldier owes his Mle to
the timely assistance rendered by these men. Immediately oil receipt of the news of the hattle at Mur/rersboro, twenty-four men were despatched from tho
various Tommy Men's Christitsa .liexiohoti, with a
large amount of stores for the relief of the wounded,
with no other reward than the approbation of their
own conscience, the conviction that they are In the
path of duty, and carrying out the great object of
their mission, according to the examples set by our
Divine Master, who made the body of man the object of his miracles, and his soul the object of bis doctrine.
Money is needed to purchase jellies, cordials, stimulants. and many other articles that are aot usually
contributed
Donations of money, biblee, tracts, magazines, religious newspapers, clothing, or stores of any kind,
are earnestly solicited, all of which can be sent to the
office of Dr. Walter K Johnson, 229* Confirm
street, two doors west of New City Hall and C ©art
House, and the contributors may be assured they will
be applied to the relief of the rick and needy soldiers.
Henry H. Burgees, Andrew J. Chase. Jacob Chase
Jr.. David B Kicker. Walter R. Johnson. .Army Committrrqf Young Men's Christian Association.
fcb4 2m

physical

!

delphia.

L. P. Gifford.
In Augusta. Jan. Uth, John Koucou, of Dexter,
aud 3iiss Abbie Jeunis, of A.
In Lewiston, Jan. —, Geo. Libby aud Sophronla
Henderson, of Ausou.

from Cardenas for Portland.
The prize steamer Virginia, of 1000 tons,
before reported captured, had arrived at Key
West. She formerly was a slaver and had
made four successful trips.

be.

will be well warmed.

having

At FoocHfer Nov 18. ships Martuion, Warson. ib4
Samuel Russell.Winched, tor New York: Sara Fales,
Kan<la!l, and Sarah ( base. Evans, for Sbanghae.
At llong Kong Nov 89th. Annie Bowen, < hee*cbrough, i'm Whampoa, arOth; brig Naukin, Crosby,

Chiuchas.
In port Jan 12. ship Atlantic. Williams, for England. ready.
At Chiuchas Jan 12. Cumberland. Waite, for Antwerp; Cainbtia. l'errv, lor do; (»odde*s. Crowed, for
do; Welltleet. Rich, for do; Express. Frost, for do;
Kate Dyur. dv r. for do; Forest Eagle. Sleeper, tor
do; E'len Foster,Robinson, for do: Elvira Owen, Alexander, for do: Satn'l Locke, SweeUer: Advance.
Cotter, and Edw D Cetera. Met lure, for Valencia
Thomas H Perkins, Stevens; Thalatta. Otis; Louis
Walsh, Pendleton; Augusta Norwood. Higgins;
Chris Had. Freeman, and Criterion. Stetson, for
England: Richard III. (jreenotigh: I has D Merwin.
Kel'ey: Edward O'Brien. Seavey: Chas Ward. Lunt,
and Asia, Hussey, for Spain; ’Matilda. Nichols, for
Hamburg: City of Bath, Conner, uuc: bark Alfred
Lemon!. Murphv. for England
Sailed from Aspiuwad 22d ult, ship Mont Blane,
Donnell. Balize.
At Mes-ina 12th ult, bark Amy. Hammond, tor
Boston; brig Admiral. Hatch, unc.
Sid 0th ult. bark rurv. Kav. Boston.
Sid i»rev to 12th. barks Fannie Hamilton. Waas.for
New York; Washington Butcher. Collins, for Phila-

157}

Company!

PANTOMIMEB,

All
bill* again* the management
persons
will please present them nt once for pav meet
2t
febo
W. W. PRATT. Agent.

Jan 1st. ships Othello. Trevitt. Buenos Ayres.
56 days; 3d. Criterion, Stetson. San Krancisco 55
days (and sailed 9th for Chinchas): 5th. Ceres,Waite.
Chiucha*. (and sailed 9th for Holland: 12th. Craee i
Hammond, Burnham, and Atlantic, Williams, from

T.SuO.do
1561
25.000 .do.b90
lO.uUO.do.s 30 157
3.500 .do. 157$
5.000 United States Coupou Sixes (1881). 04

ses,

JT'Tbe Hall

Francisco; brig Sam‘I Cook, Lunt,
teh C asset a, Elaridgn, Alexandria
NEWBURY PORT-Arid, brig Harriet. Sedgeley,
Baltimore; Kossuth. Lee, New York.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 1st, sch Pbenix, Hamilton,
Philadelphia.
W INTER PORT—Ar 81st. sch Moses Eddy, Babbidge. Boston
Ar 1st inst, whs Empire State, Atwood, and Capitol. Collins. Boston.
HATH—Sid 27th. ship Tranquebar, Goodwin, from

Ar

14,100.do.157

Army of

IN NEW

Cleaves, for San
Cape de Verda;

and.)

BROKERS' BOARD.
Sale or Stocks.—Boston, Feb 4. 1862.

BEAUTIFUL DAXCERS,

The Entire Ravel

unc.

LOCKF. A KIMBALL, Dentists, No. 117
XiddleStreet.Portland. Me.
augl5—ly

AXD

Misaea Adeline and Caroline Ranh.

a single Red
a« at present.

sailed from Wnaranoa Nov 28th, ship Eureka, Cutter. Mncoa and New York.
At Swatow Nov 25, bark Kate Hastings. Kingman,
for Shaughae.
At Singapore Dec 8, ships Rival, Hatch, for rice
ports; Annie Si«e. Weeks, unc.
Ar at Callao Dec 29. slope Ringdove. Holbrook, tm
Chinchas. (and sailed 21 vt tor England): Hamlin,
Wheelwright, Chinchas (and sailed Jan 8 for Engl-

IIEALD. No.241 Con

Dus

4 800 American

Second appearance af the

visible from seaward.

Hope. Puringtnn. Pblj*sburg.
Cld 4th inst. shin Star*, k Stripes.

Appearance or time "IrTtprunbU .Vcprer."

TOUTHFUL

exhibit

SAN FRANCISCO—Sid 2d inst, ship Ocean Express. Watson. Callao.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar21*t nit.schs Henry Perkins,
Saunders. Boston; Citizen, Lowry. New York.
Below 27th. ship Herald, Fom, from Boston; bark
Commerce. Robinson, fm do.
Cld 21st, ship Pacific. Benson. New York; barks
Hannah Thornton. Parr, and E A Cochran. Bowden.
tin do; brig Richmond, Sprague, do; sell Aun E
Glover. Jack»on. do.
BALTIMORE—Ar 1st inat, sch II k E Atwood, Atwood. Bouton.
Ar 2d. sch Henrietta. Jones, Portland.
Below, ship John Clark, from Liverpool.
Cld 31st, sch Rio. 1'iuminer, Boston.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 31st, sclis John A Griffin.
Foster. Mafanza*.
Ar 1st inst. bark Brothers. Mariner. Cienfoegoa.
Ar 2d. bark Edwin. Lindsey, fm Havre; brig Isaac
Carver. Shnte. Alexandria.
NEW YORK—Ar2d, shh> St Louis. Coffin, from
Glasgow; schs Amanda, nelley, Klizabethport lor
Boston; Howard, Baker, Boston.
Ar 8d. brigs Ocean Pearl, fm Curacoa; M W Holt,
fm ^agua; Jufta, fm Bordeaux: K Drummond, tin
A-pinwall; Leonard Berry,fm Demarara; sch White
Boa, Lit!laIIcld, Portland
Cld 3d. ships Victory. Little, and Joseph Gilchrist.
Lev ntalier. tor Liverpool; Caravan,Sand?, London;
barks American Eagle. Fogerty. Cette; Kate 81antler. Allen. Cadiz; Jane Daggett. Luce, for l,ondon;
Gazelle. Rhodes. Barhwdoes; Fannie, Herrick, for
Sagua: sch Snow Squall, Sheppard. Aspiuwall.
Sid 2d.
Uncle Joe. Joseph Meigs, (inv Mannering. 1C H Andrews; brig Stephen Duncan.
M YSTIC, CT—Ar fllst, scu Ida I, Howard, Jones,
New York.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 3d, sch America, Reynolds,
New York.
NEWPORT—Ar 2d inst. schs R H Colson. Colson,
from toston for Baltimore; Josiah Achoru, West,
Rockland for New York.
Sid 1st aud 2d. schs Eliza Ellen. Curtis. Portland
for New York; Porto R co. Harriman. from Bucksfor Washington; White Sea, Littietield, Portport
land for New York.
HOLMES’S HOLE—Ar 1st inst, sch Target, Scott,
from Bueno* Ayres for ltoston.
In port, schs .1 Nickerson. Gager, and Susan, Berry, from Cape Haytieo for Bouton.
BOSTON— Ar 3d, schs Bradore. Lawrence. Thomaston; Olive Elizabeth. Hamilton, Portland; Good

Frida) Iretim, FA Mb ad tik

Intheii original Songe>DanetH,£a.

FOREIGN FORTS.

gress Street, first door east of 1st Parish Church
Portland. 3Ie.
augTdly

A Key West letter gives the arrival of the
captain of the hark Joseph Fisk of Portland,
sunk off (illn Key; had a full cargo of molas-

|

Lungs, successfully trcatedby
By C. Morse,

distinctly

ui

PETR LEE AND BILLY WERT.

WISCASSET—Ar 31st nit, shin Exchange. Chany,
New York, 29 days; schs Herald, Colby, and Temerlaue, Parsons, Boston.

CyConsuraplion aud Catarrh, and all diseases ot

Army of the Potomac—The Roads

Convention of Newspaper Publishers.
Washington, Feb. 4.
A meeting of newspaper publishers from all
parts of the country has been called to meet
here Monday evening next, to urge upon Congress the importance of reducing or repealing
the duty on imported paper.

more

115 Fore Street.

lation.
aul8'62eod

Seoood

New Orleans.

SWEET ORANGES.—Another lot of nice Orangesjust received aud selling at Terr low prices, a.
B. W. JONES,

New York, Feb. 4.

corres-

i

8

Phtsiciah and Surged*.—h. a LAMB, X. D.,
Office, corner of Congress aud Chestuut Streets
Portland, Me.
Particular attention paid to Surgery, including
iseases of theeye and ear.
aug7—d6m

Portland Vessel Sunk.

liall. from Martin Gore; 1 box Emetine E McLellan, for Hospitals, care of J. W. Hathaway:
1 barrel Mrs. Eaton, from Martha Washington
Society; 1 box Col. Edwards, 5th Me. Regiment, for A. G. Tufts,Co. A ; I do Col. Virgin,
23d, for Capt. Noyes, Co. H; 1 do L. B. Kenney, Assistant Suigeou 23d; 1 do J. W. Hathaway, containing soldiers packages.

1

M

A. M. to 9 P. M.

considerably.

yThe following packages were forwardyesterday:
3 boxes for Capt. Whittlesey, care of E. B.
French, Washington; 1 barrel MissS. J. New-

Closes at

EASTERN—Arrives at 1.50 P. M. Closes at 12 M.
KUROPE—Closes every .Saturday at 1.30 P. M.
C ANADA—Arrives at 1.50 P. M. Close* at 12 M.
COUNTRY MAILS—Arrives about 5 P. M. Close at

the Throat aud

Tkudaj

ships

First Examination at

ises favorable results.
The roads are much Improved, and transportation of wagons is now no ditlicult matter.
A sharp frost last night hardened the ground

ed to our soldiers

at once.

DR. P. P. Qt'IMHY. would givenotlcethat he ba
returned to Portland, and can be found at his Room,
No. IS Ixtkrmatioeal House. Tuesday. Anguat
12th, where he will atteud to all wishing toconsnl

frW dlw*

WOVDERFEL RAVEL CO.

DOMESTIC PORTS.

P. M.. aud 6 to 8 P. M
Mrs. M.. who is thoroughly versed in the afflictive
maladies of her sex. can be consulted by ladies.
Patients furnished with board and experienced
nurses.
oct3eod6m

tT“OlBeeopen daily (Sundavs excepted) from
Ou Sundays, from 84 to 94 A. M.

HRS. JAX* EHQLISK'S

Ship

01 me
nnarjr urftn*.
IT1 J. C. Mott, M. D., Operating and Consulting
Surgeon aud Physician, attend* oxclusivelv to Dig.
ea^H of the Urinary and Genital organ*, anil Female
Complaints of all kinds, and the more obscure itts<*ases of the Pelvic Vicera.a* Piles,
Rupture*, 11% dmcele, Varicocele. Fistula. Early decline of Manhood,
Ac. Dr. M. keepa himself posted in all the improvements in the cure of Disease, made in this
couutry
or Europe, and spares t»o
expense that his patients
may have the best medical and surgical treatment
the world affords. Advice Free. |y office 86
C ourt street. BOSTON. Hours from 10 A.M. to 2

9 P

Formhy Light-Ship.— To

PERFORWAHCES

LAST

—OF—

DISASTERS.

deo27 sodkn*

741*. M.

TWO

Bark Joseph Fish, from Cardenas for Portland*
is reported ■unk off Gnu Key. The crew have arriv"
ed at key West. No particulars.
Ship Noonday, from Boston for San Francisco, reported w recked off tin* latter port, struck a sunken
rook about * miles north of the Fand tones. at about
12 o’clock Jan 2d. and sunk at 3. The officers and
crew. 24 iu all. were picked up by a pilot boat aud
taken to San Francisco.
Arthur Chikl. tailed from Now York Oct 6th
for Glasgow, and as nothing has been heard from
her. fears are entertained lor tier safety. The A. C.
was an At ship of 996 tobs, and built at Newcastle in
I860, whence she hailed
Her cargo was composed of
62.074 bushels of wheat, 968 bbls flour, 308.620 lbs oil
cake, and UuuO staves.

uiwwes

Potomac, I
February 3. )
The new Order of (fen. Hooker, announcing
that a limited number of furloughs will be
granted to the olliccrs and privates, commencing yesterday, has inspired the troops with a
degree of enthusiasm and courage which prom-

State.

Light

divines, dentists, physicians, chemists aad scientific
gentleman of the day.
Sol I by all Druggists every where, at 60 cents per
bottle. Trial bottles and testimonials obtained grat
tisof If. H. HAY. Portland.
II ALL A KUCKEL, Sole Agents, New York.

at 12.40 aud
M. and 1.30 P. M.

POSITIVELY, THE

Light, instead of two bright lights.
6.
tYouhy Light-Ship—To lie changed from a red
as at present, to a Bright Fixed Light.
N. B.
The purport of the two last mentioned lights
in respect of tin- navigation of the Queen's Channel,
will remain as at prescut, except in the interchange
of color, which is designed to make the Crosby Shore

Fragrant Sozodont.—The moat convenient and
efficacious Dentifrice the world has ever produced.
For hardening and invigorating the gum.
purify itig
the breath, cleansing, beautifying aad preserving the
teeth, from youth to old age, the “Sosodoat” is now
used and recommended by many of the moat cmineut

7.45 A

Heering' Hall.

light,

at

WESTERN—Arrives

feb6 eodtd

Spit.

applying

Improving.

y Gov. Coburn has appointed Ex-Gov.
Washburn, Commissioner to Washington under the Legislative Resolve which asks aid of
the General Government to build a military
railroad from Bangor to the Eastern line ot the

so

Feb. 1.

|y Dancing to commanoc at 8 o’clock.

NOTICE TO MARINERS.
LIVERPOOL.
On the 10th of April. 1863. the several alterations,
as undermentioned, will be made in the lights of the
port of Liverpool.
1. North West Light Ship.—To be removed from
her present berth to the position indicated by the
transition of the Ormshead Light from bright to red,
and by the masking or unmasking of the l pper Hoylake Light on a NNW bearing; she will lie off tne
West extreme of the Three and Four Fathom Tongue
in 6} fathoms at low water, aud will exhibit a powerful bright Revolving Light,
appearing once in every
minute, with the following bearings:
omi*head
Light West. 30 miles; Queen's Channel Bell Beacon
ha-t, 3] miles; Kornibv Light Ship. E i 8. 6 miles;
NW Huov of East Hoyle. 8SE 4j miles; Helbre
Fairwav Huov. 8 by E, 4J miles.
2.
I pper Hniftnke Light-Honse.—To be changed
to a Dioptric Fixed Bright Light, equal to to a secoud order light, aud will be exhibited from a bearing
of NNW. round to the Eastward, masking suddenly
on the bearing just named, indicating therebv the
line of bearing of the NW Buoy of East Hoyle, aud

4.

Andrew Nuiaon.

tyMii.lc by CHANDLER'S FELL ORCHESTRAL BAND.

Hoyiake

least one half of It was gray, and that she had
feared that before then the whole would have turned
or falleu off.
But our fHend read the papers, and acquainted herself with the various remedies lor do.
cayl'ig hair, and at length determined to obtain MrsAilen’s Restorer. She did so, and
applied it according to directions, and before a year had passed, she
assured us that she had as luxurious, even, and beautiful head of hair as when she was but sixteea years
old. Her statement was confirmed by other members of the family, while we were informed that in
the same neighborhood there were other instances
where the sane- happy and signal effect had been
produced by
Mr*. 8. A. Aden’s World's Hair
Restorer.-d lYovideuce Daily Tribune.
fob3 d Awl tSt

in 11 u

Headquarters

a

Xelson

Mill.,'

Augaitn. Picket,

IFTICKErs SI 00; I.alleri.rt to eeuta-mav be
obtained of the Committee of Arrangement., or J
D Mitta, IIS Federal atreet.

the N W Light-ship
3.
Lower Hoyiake Light-House. —To be changed
to a Dioptric Fixed Bright Light, equal to a second
order light, and will be exhibited from a bearing of
North round to the Eastward, maskiug suddenly on
the bearing just named, to indicate the sailing line
between East Hoylo Bank aud the Four ana Six
Flats.
N. B. The Bfdston and Lease we Lights, as heretofore. will lead from seaward up to the Four and Six
Feet Flats; the change consist in sighting the Lower
instead of the Upper
Light for clearing the
Flats, and the Hoyiake Lights in a line will continue
to indicate the turning point from the Horse into the
Rock Chaunei, between Spenoer's Spit and Dove

Traveller—Mrs. 8. A. Alien's World s Hair
Restorer. As we were travelling in Ma.-*achusetts a
short time siuce, we met a lady whose appearance
indicated that she had attained the age of sixty. So
we inferred, and but for her beautiful hair we should
have added several
years. After some conversation,
she spoke of her hair, informing us that two years

gunboat

From the

:

A

New Era was attacked Sunciucs, near isianu .so. in, uy
guerrillas, with three pieces of artillery. The
boat relumed tile tire with shell. The conflict
lasted till near daylight, when the rebels retired. Their force was believed to be between
2000 and :tooo.
The operator at I’aducah reports that the
command at Fort DoueUou was attacked at
an early hour this
morning. At*4 o'clock this
afternoon the engagement was going on, reinforcements having gone forw ard.

year.

NOTICES.

Sold everywhere at 26 cents per box.
jan21 dA w3m

nesse.

The

dec22dly

hem.

IIlADQCAKTEUS [.AND AND NAVAL FORCE, I
Charleston, ». C., Jan. 31.
?
At about 5 o'clock tills morning the Confederate States Naval force on this station attacked the U. S. blockading fleet off the harbor of tlie city of Charleston, and sunk and
dispersed or drove off and out of sight for the
time the entire hostile fleet
Therefore we,
tlie unueraigned, Commanders respectively of
the Confederate States naval and land lorces
in this quarter, do hereby lorinally declare the
blockade by tlie United States of the said city
of Charleston, S. C., to be raised by a superior
force of the Confederate States, Iroin and after
this 31st day of January, A. D. 1803.
G. T. Bkai regakh,
(Signed)
General Commanding.
D. N. Ingraham,
Olftaor
Flag
Commanding Naval Forces Jsoulh
Carolina.
Thomas Jordan, Chief of Staff.

uay login

admirable article

let Ain't It. p.
Johu l».

Floor Manager*.
lat A««’t B. F. Helton
Capt. Leonard Fennell,
Wm
John D. Mitta.
See’y
HeuneMy,
Wm. Strong,
Augaata. Picket

Cxpt Crindle, °f ach Springbok, at Boston, from
I ort Pan. state, that the privateer Retribution
was
off that port about Jan 16. and sent a I,oat on
shore,
pretending to be a merchantman. If so. the report
of the destruction of four or live vessels off St Thomas, bv the R, la undoubtedly I’alae. aa St Thomas is ftr
to windward, and the R could not have beat
ip so
•soon as the time reported.

proved
efficacy by test of many years. Public £i’kakkrs and Singers should use the
Trochee,
Military Officers and Soldiers who over-tax the voice
and are exposed to sudden changes, should have

ago

NEWS.

ARRIVED.
Montreal, Prince, lloatyn.
CLEARED.
Steamer Chesapeake. Wllleta, New
York, Emery
A fox.

Sambuci

Leonard Pennell,
Wm. Itenucy,

Wm. Strong,
Chaa. E. Carle,

Steamer

directly

their

bi-c'y

PORT OF PORTLAND.

use, has caused them to be counterfeited. Be sare to
guard against worthless imitations. Obtain only
the genuine Brom's Bronchial Trochet which have

3.
Vicksburg dates to the 30th ult. have been
received. The work of widening and deepening the canal is progressing. The rebels have
planted a battery on tlie Mississippi shore,
which commands the lower end of the canal.
The Uichiuond Whig of the 2d says that
Lougslreet with 13 brigades has gone to Ten-

By" Dr. Eugene F. Sanger, of Bangor, has
been appointed Medical Director in General
Sherman's Division, and is now located at Carrollton, near New Orleans. He has been in the
service in the Department of the Gull for more

him to do

>KI

HALL.

Committee of Arrangement..

Capt.

Wedweaday,.f rkraary 4.

BROWN’S BRONCHIAL TROCHES
the affected parts and give almost instaut relief. In Bronchitis, Asthma, and Catarrh they are beneficial.
The good effects resulting from the use of the Troches, and their extended

Cairo, Feb.

time at preseut.

diplomatic
pondence recently published, it appears that
Earl Russell offered the Pope the island of
Malta as a residence, if he would give up
Rome to the Italians, and so complete the unity of Italy—a measure which England earnestly desired. His Holiness replied, good-naturedly, that he might yet be glad to accept
the offur, whereupon Earl Russell again pressed

VI

5.

rises.7.10 I High water, (morn).. .11.30
sets.6.19 | Length of days.10.09

MARINE

Couoh, Cold, or an Irritat&d Throat, if
allowed to progress, results in serious Pulmouary
and Bronchial affections, oftentimes incurable.

—

py* Bully for the Senate Senator Saulsbury.—[Hartford Post.
y Williamson, in his “History of the
State of Maine,” says that in the year 1771 no
snow fell till about the end of January.
jr Gen. McClellan, in declining to accept
an invitation to visit Concord, said be was preparing a history of the Peuinsula campaign, to
which he was desirous of giving most of his

a

v..v

Tharsdar,.February
Sun
Sun

A

almost torn off.
L’hartextun,Kph. J.—Gen. Beauregard and
Com. Ingraham as commanders ol’ the laud
and naval forces have issued a joint proclamation, dated Jan. 81, declaring the blockade of
Charleston raised, the entire hostile squadron
having been sunk, burned or dispersed by the
superior naval lorces of the Confederacy.
Yesterday afternoon Gen. Beauregard placed
a steamer at the disposal of the foreign Consuls, to see for themselves that no blockade existed.
Tlie French and Spanish t onsuls, accompanied by Gen. Kipley, accepted the invitation.
The British Consul, with the Commander of the Briti-h war steamer P -trel, had
previously gone flvn miles beyond the u-ual
anchorage of the bloekaders, and could see
nothing of them with their glassess.
Late in the evening lour bloekaders reappeared, keeping far out.
This eveuiug a large number of bloekaders
are in sight, but keep up steam evidently to

--AT-

LANCASTER

Dr*. J. Clawson Kki.lky and II. L. Davis’
office, No. 229} Congress street, tip same
flight with Dr. Johnson, Dentist—only place in Portland where Dr. Kkllby's genuine medicines can be
had. Advice free upon all diseases.
jan27 d3awAwtf32

reach

Thursday Evening. Feb. 10th,Ht«:i,

MINIATURE ALMANAC.

Medical

The Vicksburg Canal Progressing.
Longstreet with 13 Brigade gone to Tennesee.—Battle going on at Fort
Douelaon.

Gold.

than

»U<I

SPECIAL

The results of tlie naval engagements yesterday are: Two vessels were sunk, four set
on tire, and the remainder driven
away.
The foreign Consuls here held a meeting
last night, ifud were unanimously of the opiuioti that tlie blockade bud been legally raised.
Twenty bloekaders are off the liarbot to-day.
Other very important movements are in
progress here.
Tlie Kichmond Dispatch of the 2d contains
a telegram limn Savannah of the Ut,
stating
tnat a federal fleet, consisting of one iron clad
turret, lour gunboats and one mortar boat,
again attacked Fort McAllister at Genesis
Point this morii'iig. Tlie tiring continued until 2 1-2 o'clock this afternoon w lieu the enemy
retired, whipped again. Tlie bombardment
was more furious thau tlie last.
Tlie ouly person killed on the rebel side was
Maj. John B.
Gallic, commander of the fort.
A Charleston dispatch of the 31st gives tlie
particulars ol the capture of the guuboat
John IS. Smith. A force of artillery, under
Lieut. Col. Gates, with 21 guns, completely
surrounded her iu Stono river, eight miles
from Charleston. The engagement lasted one
hour when she hauled dow n the flag, surrendering unconditionally, with ISO men. The
rebel loss was one wounded. The Smith had
eight killed. Including Turner, the chief engineer, and 15 w minded. She was anchored under the gulls of Fort Pemberton, and it was
said she would soon lie ready for sea. A Yankee guiilHmt came to the mouth of the Stouo
river on the afternoon of the 31st, and tired
live shots ami retired. No damage was done.
Lieut. Sheldon and Engiueer Priudier, of tlie
federal steamer Flambeau, blockading Georgetown, were captured oil Bull's Island to-day
w hile on a gunning
expedition.

a

Johnson;

»w.vv

an

tion-_

OFFICIAL proclamation.

exempt
from military duty Shakers and Quakers.
Mr. Cobb, from the Committee on Finance,
reported a bill to provide in part for the expenditures of government. Read twice, and Wed-

Wm. T.

was a

was

Charleston,

of cities and
towns to furnish aid to the families of volunteers
without regard to their pecuniary circumstances.
On motion of Mr. Watts of New Gloucester,
it was ordered, that the Judiciary Committee be
directed to inquire into the expediency of amendso as

ouuvn

It is

Feb 18

Liverpool.Feb 21

hospitals, and by the tirst families in Paris
York, in preference to old Port
Wine, It is worth a trial, as it gives great satisfac-

run.

municipal authorities

ing Chap. 10, Sec. 1, R. 8.,

■

side-wheels

Wiggin replied

Wiue.

pickiug

Oft A FT>

B AIj L!

Borussia.New York.. Hamburg!. Feb 21
Anglo Saxon.Portland ...Liverpool.Feb21
Asia.New York. .Liverpool.Feb26

London and New

very
success on our part with not a man
hurt. Our gunboats were not even struck.
All the hlockaders have disappeared. There
is not one to lie seen within five miles with the
strongest kind of glasses.
Our gunboats Palmetto State and Chicora
have reached the wharves. They were enthusiastically cheered by uu immense concourse
of citizens, who had assembled to greet them.
Salutes were fired lroin the forts and batteries.
Not a man was hurt on our side, anil our gunboats were not struck l>y the enemy.
Our at tack uii the Heel was a complete surprise to the hlockaders, each one running away
without caring lor the others. It is supposed
that nearly all of the crew of the Mereedita
perished. Tile Palmetto State, which engaged
the Mereedita. having uo boats and lighting at
the time,could render her liu assistance. The

dent, Ex-Governor, and Generals.

Kuropa.Boston.Liverpool....
Ktna.New York

A

Firemen’s Military and Civic

York. Bremen.Feb 14
Bohemian.Portland
.Liverpool.Feb 14

used iu

complete

ferred to in his communication of Feb. lid.
Mr. Roberts opposed the order.
He wanted
to know what was the object in introducing it,
for he could not see. Mr. Wiggin had wandered
away in these discussions to attuck the Presi-

with

It

severe.

was

in another column

a woman

WILL GIVX

4

.Portland

Liverpool.Feb 7
Min burg.New York
Liverpool.Feb 7
Saxonia ..New York
Hamburg..Feb 7
Australasian.New York
Liverpool.Feb 11
llansa.New

counter statement.

Grapes, for Speer’s

Canandaigua.

The Federal loss

Norwegian

to

See

The number of the blockading fleet outside
at the the time of the attack was thirteen, with
two first class Irigates, the Susquehanna and

order:

Arabia.Bouton.Liverpool.Feb

PUBLICO/*

ASSOCIATES EX-FIVE,

TO DEPART.

It ta said that somebody lias been
trypoison Mr. Spurgeon, by sending him a
cake containing poison enough to kill ten men
—or six, it makes no difference which.
This
is carrying theological disputes a little too far.
There would lie some excuse for
drowning
Mr. Spurgeon because he believes in immersion, but poison—oh, no!

seriously damaged.

tance.

*■*•••...Liverpool.New
Canada.Liverpool.Boston.Feb

know who would be left to edit the Advertiser !

the disabling of the
The latter was set on
fire by the Chicora, and hauled down her flag
to surrender, but afterwards managed to escape, using only one wheel. She was very

“PRO BONO

Furopa.Liverpool.Boston.,jan
Boruxfria.Southampton..New

to

ing

FOR

HAItfl
.Ian 21
Jan 22
34
York. jan j*
Ftna.Liverpool.New York
Jan 2s
Anglo Saxon.Liverpool.Portland
Jan 29
York. .Jan 31
7
Bavaria.
Southampton.New York .Feb 11
.Liverpool.New York.. .Feb 14

uj^“The Advertiser says the fact that it
costs more to keep a
dog than it does a sheep,
’’ought to be the death warrant of ninety-nine
of every hundred dogs hi the. State.”
Under
such nn order of things it would be
interesting

another gunboat, and
steamship Quaker City.

and

publish a

NE\^ ADVERTISEMENTS.

..

be arrested and held to answer for his libelous
statements.
(Jen. Cameron, it is said, will
soon

v——■i^————

8T1AM1HIP»"-

FROM

llauRM.Southampton New York..
Bohemian.Liverpool.-Portland

EjT”The Harrisburg (Penn.) Telegraph denounces the story of T. Jefferson
Boyer, regarding Mr. Cameron’s attempt at bribery, as
an utter falsehood, and demands that he shall

Com. Ingraham.
Capt. Tucker of the Chicora reports sinking

an

BTKAMEB

first discovered.

was

Important from the South —Reported Attack
on the
Charleston Blockading Fleet.—
Beauregard Pronounces the Blookade
Raised.—Return of the Blockading Fleet.
New Yoke, Feb. 4.
The following is from the Richmond Dispatch
of Feb. 2:
Charleston, Jan. 31.—This morning the gunboats Palmetto State, Capt. Rutledge, and
Chicora, Capt. Tucker, accompanied by three
small steamers, the Gten. Clinch, Etiwan and
Chesterfield, all under command of Commodore Ingraham, made an attack on the bluckaders, ami succeeded In sinking two and crippling a third. The engagement commenced
*
at 4 o’clock.
The Palmetto State, with Com. Ingraham
on board, opeued lire
upon the Federal gunboat Mereedita, carrying 11 guns and 158 men,
which was sunk in five latlioms of water. Her
commander, Capt. Siellwugen, and a boat's
crew, came on board and surrendered. One
shot pierced her holler, going dear through.
Capt. Stellwageu and crew were paroled by

Augusta, Feb. 4.

y From the French

House

PAPERS.

PKKSS.J

U———

SAILING OF OCEAN

UT"Thc old Academy on High Street,
Bath, was found to be on fire about 2 o’clock
yesterday morning. The Are caught from a
Wove pipe too near ■wood work.
It was conflueil to the part of the building in which it

-TO THE-

off Is iu the

local, ship-news, and perhaps some
other sub-editors last fall, and uht to speak of
the editni -in-chief, who is temporarily disabled, four names which appeared in the
paper. There was the managing editor, Mr.
Case, the associate editor, Mr. Pearl, the literary editor, Mr. Neal, and the news editor—or
according to the felicitous description of the
Advertiser, the “news and miscellaneous editor.” Of these four only the latter remains,

use

BY TELEGRAPH

Adjourned.

sides the
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LEGISLATURE OF MAHTE,

Legislature to

wit :
356
For Nathan Gooch,
255
Reuben Merrill,
1
Ansel L. Loring,
a
Gooch
of
one
vote.
plurality
thus giving Mr
of
Mr.
the
Gooch
on
part
It is further alleged
that three votes thrown for him i* the town of
Yarmouth were mislaid by accident, and not include*! in the return of that town. It is further
alleged that in the town of North \ armouth one
vote was thrown for him that was not counted,
and by the illegal closing of the polls before the
time specified by law, two persons were prevented from voting for him who desired to do so.
Mr. Merrill alleges that in the town of Yarmouth three votes were thrown for him which
were not counted; also that George H. Pendleton, Ferdinand Drinkwater, John £. Lawrence,
Thomas Holt voted Mr. Gooch in said town,
neither of them being then and there legal vot-
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THE PORTLAND COLLEGE,
-LOCATED

I*-

Clapp's Block.Congress St

?

* t o.

(
important link in HnrnitT, St«atto»in
N.w
ulin*r,, locaIt'd
i'hmin <»f t'omiuvmal
Buffnlo. 1 rondrnct.
York. Thiludrlphin. A Ibuny
Troy. Brookt lenrolnnd. Erlroit. CMongo. St.
the

IS

*ii

topgallant mast.
Ar at Cienfoegos prev to Jan 17th, brig OrtolanLord. from New York.
b«.t pmaiblu
nnd Afford.
At Mayaguez 14th ult. sch E Closson, Coombs. An
lyn nnd Toronto. ( W..
New York, wtg cargo.
Incilitir. tor noiuirin* n thorough Commercial eduAt Kingston J. 14th ult. brigs Crawford, Small,and j catiou
Mt Vernon, Leo. for New York, Idg.
book-keeping, COMMERCIAL LAW, COMAt Miragoane 15th ult. brig Samuel Churchman,
Curti-s. for New York 10 days.
MERCIAL ARITHMETIC. PENMANSHIP,
Sailed from Ha vaua 20th ult, brig J 11 Kennedy,
CORRESPONDENCE fC..
Cover, for Cardenas.
Sailed from Sagua
New York.

ult. brig Kennebec, Blair,

practically taught.

A Scholarship issued by this College will be good
throughout the "Chain"—time unlimited. Call or

send tor Circular
iPOK KN.
BKY ANT, STRATTON fc WORTHINGTON
1, lat 85 29. Ion 74 18, brig Sarah, from Now
Inbid* wly
1
Orleans for Boston.
_

Feb
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HATTERS

ABOUT TOWN.
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Supreme Judicial Court*
TERM—CUTTING J.,
Wednesday.—The case of

JANUARY

PRESIDING.

Hovey

that the

hardly get

ASSIGNMENTS

XXXVII CONGRESS.—Second Session.

jury would

Washington,
SKNATK.

M. Howe presented tli3 credentials of Mr.
Doolittle, re-elected for six year*.
Mr. Howard, Iroin tlie J udiciary Committee,
reported back tlie bill to change the time of
holding the District Courts of the United
States.
in
the
Mr. Ten Eyck, from the Judiciary Committenced to thirty days Imprisonment
hack tlie bill to prevent CorresCounty Jail. The prisoner pleaded guilty.— tee, reported
pondence with tlie reliels.
He went into the shop, ostensibly to make a
Mr. Wilson, of Mass., from the Military
purchase, and while there pocketed the above- Committee, reported hack tlie bill to renew
mentioned articles. He was seen doing it, : the act to secure their pay to officers and men
enployed in the department of tlie West and
and an officer was called, who took him into
Missouri, and to pay the bounty and pensions.
Into custody.
Mr. Powell, from the Committee on JudiciWilliam Buddy, for resisting officer Barr
ary, reported a bill authorizing the President
to make qualiOed pardons iu criminal
while he was executing n search and seizure
cases, so
| as to remit lines and leave imprisonment, Jcc.
process, was adjudged not guilty and was disPassed.
Mr. Trumbull, from the Judiciary Commitcharged. The officer undertook to execute
tee, reported back the bill to amend ail act to
theproenssin the night-lime, in a dwelling
officers ol the government and memhouse, which he was not required to do by the preveut
bers of Congress taking consideration for
prowarrant, and was resisted by Buddy. Andercuring contracts, office or place. Also, from
son A Webb for the defense.
the same committee adversely, on the bill to
harmonize the admiralty of jurisdiction, and
a bill to divide the Stale of
Michigan into two
Mr. Beecher's Lecture.—The lecture to
judicial districts, and a bill to .nercase the lees
be delivered before the Mercantile Library j
j of tlie U. S. Marshals in Calilornia.
Association tills evening by Hev. Henry Ward
The resolutions relative to French intervention in Mexico were taken up and tabled.—
Beecher is “What shall be done with New
Yeas :t4, nays 29.
England.” It was delivered in Boston TuesA pending motion of Mr. Kiec to reconsider
day evening, to an immense audience. The the vote
on the passage ol the resolution diJournal says of it: “It was one of the very
recting tlie Secretary ol the Navy not to acbest of the forensic efforts of this talented
cept the title to League Island until further
orders from Congress was taken up and agreed
lecturer. For playful humor, keen sarcasm,
to, 22 against 17., The resolution was relerred
striking analysis of character and frequent to the Naval Committee.
bursts of eloquence, it stands almost unrivaled.
The bill appointing three Commissioners, at
The topic was one after Mr. Beecher's own ! a salary of tMHiU each per annum for a term
of
three years, to revise and codify the general
heart Himself a New Englander, and strongstatutes ol the United States, was
rejected, 42
of
best
imbued
with
some
the
characteristics
ly
against SO.
of the Puritan race, he could speak with all
Mr. Olin, from the Military Committee, rethe animation of sincerity and deep feeling of
puiieua out iur me construction 01 a snip
canal tor the passage of armed vessels from the
those sterling qualities which have made New
Mississippi to Lake Michican, and for the enEngland what it is. While he traced the inlargement of tUe Erie aud Oswego canals.
fluence of New England through the whole I The bill is similar to that reported yesterday,
fabric of our society and political institutions, j except it makes no appropriation.
Mr. Holman and Mr. Stevens objected to It
he showed, with a logical lorce of reasoning
but were overruled.
which can hardly be evaded, that whoever
Mr. Holman moved to table the bill. Remight be done with the territory of New Eng- jected, 66 against. 80.
Several amendments were offered.
land, her Ideas (a term which comprehends all
Ou motion of Mr. Olin the further considethose agencies that are so obnoxious to the
ration was postponed till Friday.
believers in the divine right of slavery) would
Mr. Wilson, of Mass., called up the bill for
still shape the destinies ol this republic.”
the encouragement of re-enlistments and the
eurulliug and drafting of the militia.
An Insane Freak.—Tuesday evening apAn amendment was adopted providiug that
plication was made at the Police office for the a drallrd man may procure a substitute.
Auother amendment was adopted, providing
removal to the Hospital of Mr. Thomas Bowthat no clothes, arm- or equipment* shall be
a
who
had
beworthy
ers,
rigger,
suddenly
sold, exchanged, pledged or given away, and
when such articles an* found in the possession
A force was sent to his house
came insaue.
of
any (mtsoii not u soldier or officer, they may
on Sumner street to remove him, but, at the
be seized.
of
his
and
the
of
three
wife,
request
promise
Au amendment was adopted providing that
men that they would watch him during the
ally officer absent with leave, shall receive onnight, the removal was deferred until morn- ly half pay, and when absent without leave, ill
addition to the penalties uow provided lie
ing. About 8 o’clock in the morning, two of shall forfeit all
his pay, except when sick or
the watchers having left the room, Bowers
wounded.
from
his
and
with
a
stick
of
wood
Mr.
bed,
sprang
Foote offered au amendment, which was
chased the other watcher from the room, and
adopted, that General Orders of the War Hetineut
Nos. 154 and 162, in relerence to enps
then escaped to the street, where he wandered
listment of volunteers iuto the regular service
about some fifteen minutes with no other garbe repealed.
ment on than a shirt,—the mercury being beMr. Carlisle moved to strike out tlie second
low zero. He was discovered by two men
section, giving the President tile power to
make ail rules and regulations for enroll
who had been riding out of town, who secured
ng
aud dralliug the militia.
him, and were taking him to the police office
A long debate ensued, when Mr. Carlisle's
when they were met by officers Williams and
motion to strike out the second section was
BUey, who had been in pursuit of Bowers. disagreed to—yeas 14, nays .32.
Mr. Carlisle moved Ui strike out the fourth
They took him to the lodging room iu the
section.
and
bis
police quarters,
yesterday morning
A debate ensued, and pending the question
ft-iends sent him to the City Hospital.
the Senate adjourned.

Habeas Corpus Case.—In the U. S. District Court yesterday, before Judge Ware,
George E. Williams of Cornville was brought
up, on the petition of his father, Zilpha C.
who alleged that his son was 17

Williams,

years of age last
Co. F, 7th Maine

July, and that he enlisted in
Regiment, without the consent of him, the father. His discharge was,
therefore, prayed lor. The case came before
Judge Ware a week ago, but was continued
in order to hunt up a written consent from the
filther that the son might enlist, which paper
it was supposed was in existences. Xo such
paper being produced yesterday, Judge Ware
ordered the discharge of the soldier from his
enlistment. Vinton A Dennett for petition-

G. E. B. Jackson, Esq., for Col. Mason.

rather

weather took

sudden turn Tuesday night. Yesterday at sunrise the mercury in the thermomea

Exchange street stood at 14 degrees bezero, and iu other localities, more exposed,

ters in
low

understand it reached 18 below.

we

time

during

At no

the

day did it rise to zero. At
noon it stood at 5 degrees below, and at 7
o'clock last evening at 6 below. Many persons had their ears and irises touched by Jack
Front in no very gentle manner. A lad on
Central Wharf, employed in leading a horse
engaged in discharging the cargo of a vessel,
frOZA both of his ffiPt ktiffim

III!

U'Ug awaro

nl U

Afflicted Family.—Oh Saturday
esteemed fellow-citizen J. L. Kelley,
Esq., after an illness of some months, which
An

last

our

did not confine him

to

his

bouse,

died

quite

suddenly.
Tuesday of the present week
his daughter, Florence, having been sometime
sick, also passed away. We regret to learn
that other members of the family are 111. We
On

iiorsE.

Davies, from the eommittee on Elections,
rc|>orted adversely to the credentials of .1. 1!.
Me Loud, claiming a seat from the 2d District
of Virginia; and also an application of his
contestant, W. W. Wiuf.
The House, 71 against 63", passed the bill reyesterday, authoring the Secretary of
War to contract for the construction of a telegraph cable from Fort McHenry or Monroe to
Galveston, New Orleans and intermediate
Mr.

ported

points.

Mr. Dunn, from the committee on
Military
bill for the protection of
to the Slates and Territories on tile Pacific coast, il
appropriates
$3<i,00<», to be expended under the direction of
the Secretary of War. Passed.
Mr. McPherson, from the same committee,
reported a hill in relation to military hospitals,
and providiug for the organization of ambulance corps. It authorizes the |M*rmanent enlistment of 20,000 men for the performance of
such duties. A colonel is provided as the
bead ol the corps, with a 1st lieutenant for
every 1000 men, a sergeant for every 20 ineu,
and a corporal for every 10 men. Passed.
Mr. McPherson also reported the Senate
bill authorizing the employment of 04 clerks,
30 copyists ami six lalsirers in the t^uarterinaster's Department. Passed.
The Senate hill for the more efficient administration of the Subsistence Department was
passed. It provides for a brigadier general
as the chief, two colonels as assistant cornmis-

Affairs, reported a
overland emigrants

*v-',

ByThe promenade

concert

last

for the benefit of sick and wounded

evening,
soldiers,

pleasant affair. Although the hall
was not crowded, still there was a
large and
brilliaut audienee, and everything went off in
the happiest manner. The floor of the hall
bad been thoroughly cleansed, which made It
much more pleasant for the dancers than it
was at the preceding concert.

was

a

very

Fire.—The alarm of Are yesterday

ing,

morn-

about 10

o’clock, proceeded from the
house of Mr. Amos Grover, on Congress
street, corner of Vernon Court. It caught
from a defect in the stove pipe, which run
But little
through one or two partltious.
damage was done, as the department was
promptly on haud.

o'clock.

Df" Numerous complaints have recently
been made ol fast driviug through our
streets,
to the peril of pedestrian*. We refer these
fast drivers to the notice of the City Marshal
in another column.
Temperance Meeting.—Rev. w. A. Stewwill address the citizens at Sous of Temperance Hall, Thursday evening at 7 l-u

art

o’clock.

By*We learn

that Mr. Jose

has sold the

Barbour block to Mrs. E. A. Norton and Mr.
David Keazer, terms unknown.
learn that the much talked-ol
sleigh
ride of the America Hose Co. is
unavoidably
postponed for one week.

rw«

Ult

nucv11UI1B

IU

UC

UiaUC

Law.

NAVY.

on

Finance

Bill.

Secretary of tile Treasury has replied
to an inquiry of the Senate, relative to the
amount of the duty oil imports on
paper, lie
says it is not separately classified, but is included in the manufactures of paper. The
imports under the present act at New York
are $120,141,
yielding a revenue of $39,084;

Boston, $30,0S4, yielding a revenue oi
$9088; at Baltimore and Philadelphia none,
making an aggregate of $130,82.r>, and giving
a revenue of $49,372.
The Secretary says it
is impossible to state how much of this Is for
at

,

\ printing

paper, hut expresses the opinion that
! the dhiiiiiuiliou of the duty would cousiderably increase the revenue. It may here be said
that there is an increasing disposition to pursue such a course of legislation as the persistent efforts of the paper extortionists to preserve the present duties become more
generally known among members of Congress.
Tile hill of Kepresentative Loomis, referred
to the Committee on Ways and Means
to-day,
amendatory of the internal tax law, requires,
I in the transactions in gold and silver of loans
j; upon collaterals or deposits in coin, a stamp
equal to 1 i er centum u|h>ii all sums above
$ItX), if the contract is fulfilled within three
days; if within sixty days, and more than
32 1-2 per centum, for every thirty days thereallcr 1 per centum additional; and if on demand, 1 per centum for every thirty days that
it is unfulfilled. All unstamped contracts are
to be null mid void, and the money
paid re- I
i coverable by action for one’s own use aud l
: benefit.
Commander Ilenry French lias been ordered
i to the Boston Navy Yard.
l.icui, »> in. r. opier lias Decn ordered to the
West Gulf blockading squadron.
Com. Worden was to-day nominated to tlie
Senate for Captain in the Navy lor meritorious
conduct.
Tlie Committee on Elections, in their report
against the claims of McLeod and his contestant wing for a seat in the House of
Representatives from tlie second district of VirI ginia, say the district comprises Norfolk and
! ten other counties in a portion of the preI cincts, only in four of which were the polls
; opened, the remainder of the territory
being
\ in possession of tlie retails. Mr. Wing had
tHl votes, Mr. McLeod H4i>. a Mr. Coper lltJ,
with 20 scattering votes, making a total of
! 1402
votes in a district usually polling about
i 10,000 votes. The committee, therelore, re- •
port, iu accordance with their custom and
that of the House in similar cases, that this
was in no just sense an election.
The amendments of the .Senate Finance
Committee to the House hill, providing ways
and means for the support of the Government,
are important.
The Secretary of the Treasury is authorized to borrow $;h)0.000,OUO, and
issue therefor cousins or registered bonds,
payable after such periods as may be fixed by
Inin, not less than live nor more than forty
years from dale, in coin, and of such denominations, not less than $T>0, as lie may deem expedient, bearing interest at a rate not exceeding six per cent, per annum, payable in bonds
not exceeding (1UU annually, and on all other
bonds semi-annually in coin. The Secretary
lias the discretion to dispose of such bonds at
any time upon such terms as lie may deem
most advisable for lawful money of the United
State, or for any cert I llcates of indebtedness
or deposit that inay at any time be
unpaid, or
for any of the Treasury notes heretofore issued, or which may lie issued under the provisions of this act. All tlie bonds and treasury notes or United Slates notes issued under
its authority shall be exempt from taxation By
or under State or
municipal authority. The
Secretary has power to issue to $400,000,000
treasury notes, payable at such time, not exceeding three years from date, as he may determine. bearing interest at a rate not exceeding live per cent, per annum, which interest,
on all notes for less amounts than $100, shall
lie payable at the maturity thereof, and on all
notes for $100 and upwards at the time authorized on their face; the interest on these
notes and on certificates of indebtedness and
deposits hereafter to lie paid in lawful money;
the notes are to be of such denominations as
the Secretary may deem expedient, not less
than $10 each; to lie receivable for internal
duties ami all debts ami demands due to the
Uuited Slates, excepting duties on imports,
and shall lie a legal tender at their face value,
excluding interest at the same extent as United
States notes. The committee, Ju the third
section, propose to reduce from $.'1,000,000 to
$1,500,000 the authority to issue, if required
by tlie exigencies of tlie public service, for tile
payment of the army ami navy and other creditors of the Government iu tlie United Stales
notes. They include the amount of notes authorized by tlie joint resolution passed Jan. 17,
and repeal so much of tlie act ol February
and July, 1802, as restricts the negotiations of
bauks to market value. Tlie holders of United
Stales notes issued under these laws are required to present them for the purpose of exchanging them for bonds, as then iu provided,
on or before tlie Is* day of July next, and
thereafter the right to go to exchange shall
cease ami determine.
The committee, in the
4th section, among other amendments, propose
to strike out the proviso limiting the whole

j
j

j

<>1 tr.-irl

rilliniMit

;

r»nrr»*tw*v

ing postage ami

revenue

inaiifil

stump?

as

im-lml-

currency,

$50,000,000. The 8th section is proposed to
I*.* amended, by requiring ull hanks, associations, corporations, or individuals, issuing
to

or bills for circulation as currency to
pay a duty of 1 per cent each half year from
and after April 1st next upon the average of
notes or bills issued and outstanding during
tiie six months next preceding the return provided for in the section. The sliding scab* of
tax according to the amount of capital is
stricken out The committee also report in
lavor of striking out the ‘.till section, which so
modifies the independent treasury act as to
authorize the Secretary, at his discretion, to
allow any money obtained from loans and internal revenue to Ik* deposited in bank.?, and
to be drafted or checked upon by the Secretary of tbe Treasury.
notes

One Hundred Prisoners Taken, Together
with Horses, Wagons, kc.

Passages to Europe to be Paid in Gold—
Lieut. Worden Nominated to a Captaincy.
New York, Feb. 4.
The European steamship lines have decided
to make passage money payable in gold or its
equivalent in currency.
A Washington despatch says the President
lias nominated Lieut. Worden to u Captaincy
in the Navy.

MAJOR DOUGLAS AND ALL IIIS OFFICERS CAPTURED.
_

Nashville, Feb. 4.
Stokes’ Tennessee cavalry and one Kendashed
tucky regiment
upon a camp of rebels
at Middletown, fifteen miles west of Murfreesboro’, on the 2d inst. One rebel w as killed
aud one hundred taken prisoners. Our cavalry made a sabre charge, took the rebels by
surprise, and captured all their camp equipage, horses and wagons, Ac.
Maj. Douglass'
rebel battalion and all his officers were made

Stock Market.
New York. Feb. 4.
Second Board.—Stock? are rather better.
Chicago k Rock Gland.. 88}
Cleavoland, Columbus k Cincinnati,.159
Chicago, Burlington k t^uiucy.101
Cleveland k Toledo. 871
Galena k Chicago. 89}
Illinois Central scrip. 90
Michigan Southern

guaranteed.103}

prisoners.
Davis

THE

Tax

Washington, Feb. 4.

The

Rebel Camp Broken Up.

cavalry Franklin has also captured
twenty-five rebels, who have all arrived here,
about twenty severely wounded. The weather

By"Kev. Mr. Knox, Chaplain of the 10th
Maine Regiment, will return to his post of
duty with the regiment on Monday next. He
will gladly take letters and small packages for
the soldiers, If left at the store of Messrs
Byron Greenough A Co. prior to Monday, 10

mnjDi,

IN

Amendment* to the House

Adjourned.

they may have a speedy recovery. This
bereaved circle shares largely iu the sympacommunity.

u

at

is very cold.

New York Market.
New Yoke. Feb. 4.
Cotton—dull and lower; sales 500 bales at 88c fur
middling upland*.
Flour—State and Western opened a shade firmer,
and closed dull at yesterday’s price*; Superfine State
505 a 7 25; Extra do 7 60 A 7 70; choice 7 75 a 8 00;
Kouiul
Hoop Ohio 7 85 « 7 90; choice do 8 00 ft 8 25;
Superfine Western 7 05 ft 7 26; common to good
extra Wt^tern 7 65
ft 8 00; Southern a shade firmer:
Mixed to good 7 80 ft 8 15; Fancy and Extra 8 40
ft j
10 76; Canada opened firmer and closed dull; Extra

Michigan Central. 96}
United States 6’• 1874 coupons,. 86}
Missouri 6’s.„. 64
Virginia 6's,. 76
North Carolina 6’s,..
76
California 7’s,.131
Panama,.186
Canton Company. ‘21
Cumberland Coal Company preferred,. 19
Pacific

Mail.167}

Nicaiagna.

6}

Central,.119
Erie. 73}
Hudson,. 94}
Harlem. 33}
Heading.. 90
New York

American
United States demand notes.
164|
United States 6’s one year certificates.94
United States 6’s 1881 coupons,. 94}

Gold,.167}
...

7 60 ft 9 60.

Wheat—opened lc better and closed quiet, at yes1 45 o. 1 57; Milwauft 63; Amber lowi 1 66 aj l 70; Winter H« d Western 1 66 ft 1 72; Amber Michigan 1 73
ft 1 76; Amber State 1 80 ft l 7*5; common White
Ohio 1 76 j.
Corn—without decided chauge; Mixed Western
sound 94 ft 96; do unsound 831® 94.

terday's prices; Ciiicago spring
kee club 1 67
1

Beef—-q niet.

Fork—a *hade finnert

Mess 15 00 toroid and 1675
ft 17 (X) for new; Prime 11 60 m 13 75 for old aud new
Prime Me** 16 50 ft 17 00.
Sugar*—quiet and linn ; New Orleans Ilf ft 12f.
Cofloe—quiet; Java 36}.
I
Molas-ms—stead> ; New Orleans 43 £60; Porto
Rico 48.
Oils—LinnhmI firmer, at 1 40 ft 1 42; Lard firmer.ai
at 1 76 .ft 1 77; Whale tinner, with
sales ot 300 bbl*. at 95.
freight* to Liverpool—droopiug; cotton nominal;
flour 1* 10}d (ft 2s; grain 6
ft6*d tor wheat aud corn
in

ships bag*.

Wool—active and firm.

of

Boston, Feb. 3,1863.
Unity Press:

the

ENTERTAINMENTS.

18(53.

JI. L. A. Lecture*.

ing “received”

dinnerized, or any of that
sort of uncomfortable aud unsatisfactory humbug. On Monday he was ready to see his
friends at the Tremont House; but the crowd
was so great, and the rooms were so small,
that this kind of reception was deemed impracticable; and so tire front doors were

Change

CV There seems to he no doubt that the
armed steamer, which sunk the Hatteras off

Galveston, on

the 11th

January, was the Alacertainly boarded by New

bama.

She was

Orleans

pilots, now

under arrest, off the MisJanuary. On the
the Ore to did not escape from Mo-

sissippi l’asses,
other

hand,

on

the Kth

bile till alter the affair at Galveston.

-y-Prentice says: “If,
administering
I tiie oath of allegiance to a secessionist, you
hang him on tiie spot, he wou’t break it.”
after

EVA generous mind does not feel as belonging to itself alone, but to the whole human
race.

paper.

History

In its columns
of the War, all

ly subscribers will be

about it, and so I suppose it wasn't to be
mentioned out of the family.

piano forte prodigy has been playing
so long, and
always for “fare-

Each subscriber's

well” houses.

Subscriptions may

She lias had several “adieus”
and farewells” and "lieneflu” ami “last appear-

always

She

is, as you
If she wasn't, she couldn’t till

spite of her

fender years, it is about time for her to either
long dresses or else stop growing. She

make

will be

Deposit notes,
Real Estate,

experi-

manufacturing, but
without capital, wishe* to make arrangements with
person having means, to operate a mill—either
cotton or woolen—and share the profits. Can give
host of reference as to character and ability.
Please address B. WOODWARD, Box 117, South
Berwick, Maine.
dccl8eod2ra
some

Fair Columbia !
attention of Music Dealers and Booksellers

is called to
THE

a new National Song, “FAlIt COLUMBIA.” bv Kuoknk Batchrldkr. Any one
in Postal Currency to W. Paine or
20
cents
enclosing
11. Packard, Portland. Me., will have n copy sent to
him by mail, postage paid. Liberal aiscouut to the
trade.
jan27 eodeowd&u32

Trasses! Trusses! Trusses!
BRACES ! Shoulder Braces ! Abdominal Supporters ! Dumb Bells! Dumb Bells !

family

le.ts of

wo

Grocer

Land,

one on spring and one on
Spruce street. Either would be exebauged (or A
good Dwelling lluu.se.
For purlieu.ar, please apply ut 1*7 Middle Street
Portland
N. I. MITCHELL.
nuv4 aodtf

TO KENT.

AbA
JlUfiit

A modern built HOUSE, No. 10 DanfoHk
,treet. suitable for a genteel family—eontaintug lift ecu room,.
Enquire of J K. KING, in rear of 10 Danfbrth
Street
dccWtf

—

GOUGH. Leg.. Tuesday, Feb. 17.
WENDELL rillLLirS, Wednesday. Feb. 25th.

JOHN B.

Cooper’s Shop

ON

Tickets for the remaining Lectures of the Course.
Evening Tickets, GO cents. To be had at the
Bookstores, 1•aloe's Hide Store, and at the door.
Portland. Jan. 2*. 1853
Jan28 dtf

SI IV

to Let.

Commercial Street, head of Hobaon’a Wbart
luqoircof J. kl. HAMLKN,
Office ou Hobson's Wharf.
»ep4tf

TO LET.

To Lot.
commodious Chamber In the northerly car*
of tbe new brick block, orner of Lime and
Milk Street#, directly facing the market. Kent ©w.
Enquire at office of

OCEAN INSURANCE CO.,
dtf
No tl Exchange St.

Sept. 16,1««

20, 18C3.
00
00
00
00

SOZODONT

pied

4.009 00

o«9ott

NVAV FALL GOODS
For Gentlemen’s Wear.

6,602 89

Assets :
0106,000 00
1,650 00

over

All amount to

-AT-

No. 03.Middle Street

ouly

ROLLINS & BOND
H1VI lur KECKIVfW©

New and Denirable Stylet of

543 43
228 00

Cloths,

§771 43

ms cuamixo a rusnvure ns

By the foregoing it will readily be perceived that
money i* wasted iu inauaging the business of the
or in supporting its officers.
It is a strictly
mutual Company. Every expense not
really u fees'sarv I* avoided, aud the utmost
degree or prudence
and ecounmy exercised throughout it* business affairs,
thus giving members the benefit of all profits as
they
accrue, by reducing the amount of assessments, instead of attempting to declare a dividend payable In

SRRSS,

no

Company

cash

or

Hardening

Pl’HflKYlNo the Hr rath, imparting a delightfully
and feeling to the month, removing
all Tartar, Scurf, and other imparities, use of Tobacco, kc., from the teeth. Completely arresting the
progress gf decay, and whitening such parts as have
already become blackened by decay. The Sozodont
is perfectly free from ali AC I DS and other imparl*
ties which could have the least injurious effect on the
enamel of the teeth, and is prepared with great care !
and scientific skill from s combi natou of materials—
every ingredient of which is well known to have a

scrip.

a

a

inu.

HENRI DCCOM beg* to inform the students of the French language that for the
present
all hi* time is engaged. He expect* to be enabled to
receive a tew more pupils at tho end of the present
term, March 1st.
The professor thanks most heartily the community
for the large, intelligent, and refitted patronage bestowed upon him. lie knows that he owes in part
his saoeess to the fhct that he is, not only the sole
French teacher educated in Pari* (France) but even
the only Frenchman teaching in Portland
The remarkable proficiency in speaking French attained by
hi* pupils, must be reckoned also as one of its causes.
It is a dithctilt thing to teach properly a modern lanTho
guage:
qualifications are necessary.
French language, like all modern languages, g«x»s
through |Harpctual transformations; hence its rules,
cannot present that clearness and that
precision of
dead language*. Often difficulties occur Which grammar cannot solve: the professor is then guided, either by the sound or the custom: this is one of the
stumbling blocks of the American or Swiss teacher.
Again, the multiplicity of the rules of French syntax. offer no little
A good teacher ought
to know which rule* lie must use.
which ones he
must reject; he will avoid thus contusing the mind
of his pupil
Only the teacher of French birth and
education can make a judicious selection.
Here is the key of the success of Prof. Henri I>u*
com.
Tin* pupil know-* he has with him a safe guide
in all difficulties. What must lx* the thoughts of a
studeut taking lessons of a teacher whose abilities he
doubts! Very likely those of a mau employing two
or three hour* a week iu throwing quarter* into tho
3 -d 1 w •

PROF.

beneficial effect

One trial of the Soxodout will convince the most
that it is a preparation of intrinsic merit.

convenient, sftfe, eficiu'ious Dentifrice—one that
p«»*w*sion of every ore who cares
for the preservation of his teeth.
Now used and recommended by many of the most
eminent larines. Dentists, Physicians, Chemists,
A

Estate,

H. HAY,

H.

Junction

FOR

by

fcbl

CREDITORS OF THE ESTATE OF JONA-

THAN MOORE.
the uiidertigned, having been appointed to
receive and examine the claim* ol the creditors of the estate of Jouathan Moore, late of Portland, deceased, whoce estate has bceu represented
insolvent, give uotice that six mouths from the 2dth
day of
curreut, have beeu allowed to said
creditors to exhibit and prove their claims, and that
we will attend to the duty aligned us at the office of
Fesseudeu k Butler iu said Portland, ou the last Satof the present month, aud of the live next succeeding mouths, at 2j o'clock in the afternoon.
Dated this 20th dav f January A. D. 1803.
M M BUTLER.
I ...
S. W. LA ItK A BEE, j CommlMtoaer,.
Jan3l d3w throwtjuue20

WE,

All

>

urday

was

me on

admitted

a

18C3, and the

name

A. P. MORGAN A CO.
A. r. MORGAM.

J«nl»rt8w

Wanted Immediately,
every town and village, an agent of either
engage in a light ami profitable business
by which from #8 to #12 per week can be made. Persons having leisure evenings cau make from 60 cent*
to #1 per evening. A sampl
with lull particulars
sent bv mail to all who inclose three letter stamps
(9 cents) and address IRA RUSSELL k CO.,
feb4 dlinfc w8t34*
Hooksett, N. H.

IN

■

Streets,

PORTLAND,

31

Myl<*»

and

Fittings, Ac.

subscriber would inform his friends and the

THE
public, that he may be found at

E.

37
UNION STREET,
(until his shop is rebuilt,) ready to auswer any orders
tor steam, ga* and water pipes.
Steam and t»a.* Fitting* of all descriptions.
Will also attend to fitting the above for steam or

4{ualiii<-«

Reorders receive*! for Pattern raakiug, and Steam
and other machinery. Boilers, Water Tanks, Ac.
Will devote his personaf atteutfo • to
sa e
Store, '■
prices at my
arranging
858 Congress street. (I\ S. Files' old ’stand.)
3Iy I and setting Engines, Boilers, Shafting, ou reasonable
terms.
old natrons and purchasers generally are iuvited to
IRA WINN. A gnat,
dec 16 dtf
cal I and see what bargains 1 ran ghe.
and children, constantlv
OFboys, misses,
and for
at the lowest
AVr

women,
on baud

REPAIRING

JN. W.

W

lacnenil

Stamps.

fcb2 d3in

FULL supply of all kinds of Stamps for sale at

iny office. .No. 92 Commercial street; aud the
public will be expected to use them on aud after tfcis

NOTICE*

date, (January 1. 1863.)
OrricK

one

Municipal
brook will l»e iu session
TtllE
brook,
the 9th

Authorities of the town of West*
at their often in Weee*
ou Monday,
day ot February next, al
10 o'clock A. M., to act ou
of tne Dire*t«*rs of the Portland A Forest Avenue Railroad Com
pany for the right of way irons l>eering Bridge tft

dollar, payment

Hour*-:9 to 12] A. M ; 2 to 4j V M
N A f 11 1. J. M1LLKH. Collec or

jai>12 dtf

the'petition

1st District State of Maine.

Evergreeu Cemetery.
GEnKi.E JOHNSON. I Selectmen of
JOSEPH HAWES.
1 Westbrook.
Portland. Jan 24.1668.
)eui7«

U. 8. INTERNAL REVENUE
STAMPS,

The

WOR SALS AT THE

PENSION AGKNCY OFFICE,

THE

be j/rotrn in air

wrtkt,

by using
(NAN ss'a StisciTLATiNo L NouiiiT.
I‘i ice 50 cents
at

Corner

Spring

DlLLino-

ha

box,

Highland Hoarding Scb**|

LOKIND’S Drug Store.
Exchange and Federal Streets.

WILLIA.H PAINE,

j

Deputy Sheriff,
STAN DISH. MAINE.

JOHN C. PROCTER,

jau29 d‘Jw*

Real Estate aiul Jlerrltandiae

BROKER.
OFFICE

£7*"Entrance
Jan203tn

...

Wanted.
of

snp.riul.nd.nt
of
VSITVATtON
class Cotton Mill, by
experience.
large
of
Would
old
taking
a,

Him.

Bat

a man

On I.irae Street.

first ik»or north of the Tost

FOK BOTH.
Term of this Sehoel will commence

the 1st Tuesday in March. The advantages
for instruction are excellent. Application for room#
should be made as early as possible
N T TRI E, M A..
Proprietor and Principe).
Bethel, Jan. 2K. 18rt&
jat>264w
on

In Merchants’Bank Building, Exchange St.
jau22 dtI

J
per

Hert’haiiY,

jy“Atteution to th« sale of Product. Flour.Grain,
rmd*General Merck*tndi*r. Vessels chartered,freight*
procured, ami business generally attended to with
promptness and dispatch
ItKrKRR TO—Leonard ( otfou.Esq Portsmouth,N H.
1. F Williams, Hampton, N. U.

-L

When sold in sums Ism than
required in Postal currency.

LUMSDON,

(ommiawioii

WAIER STREET, GEORGETOWN, D. C.

Luxuriiml Wliixkfrx and !9lou«(arhtHi

Copartnership Notice.
EDWARD

ZVIA.CH INERY,
Steam and «ai

HALL ft RUCK EL.
Sole Agents, New York.

eodSui*

January

IIANNAFORD
with
MR.partner
January 1,
of the firm is

dec23 3m

cents per bot-

Boots. Shoes, and Rubbers, for men,

A

Notice of Commissioners of Insol*
vency

RESTAURANT.

0. D. MILLER, Proprietor,

Dr. 8. Awi>kr*>x k Sox.

Internal Revenue

MOSES GOULD, 74 Middle St.,
Ur Staibr.

Cooked in the be»t manner, at th«

Rear IT. S. Hotel, No. 117 Federal Street, Cortland

DRUGGIST,

Free and Middle

Sold in Bath

-L'N

nov27 dtf

OYSTERS,

-A Leo-

AND HANITFACTI RIMG,
Done toord.r neatly. prompt!* and at low prico*.
SAMUEL HELL,
feb 3—dim
333 Congriw., near limn itr**»'t

20 HOUSES, at prices from #1000 to #6000.
100 HOUSE LOTS, at prices from #2U0to #3000.
2.00U.U00 feet of FLATS.
1,000.000 feet of LAND.
2 8l'OKE LOTS ou Commercial Street.

TO

if

AGENT

INVESTMENTS !
GREAT CHANCE FOR BARGAINS BEFORE TIE RISE!

HEW YORK AHD VIRGIHIA

tle.

perplexity.

Real

95 MIDDLE ST&KS1.
oc29dtf

ENGLISH ALE ON DRAUGHT

and scientific
Sold

EV"C#!lin before purchasing elsewhere, and tee
yoursell !

for

Meals at all hoars, cooked to ordar.

should be in the

gentlemen of the day.
by l/rug gists every where at 50

Price* to *uit the Times !

ALRIOX

the Teeth and (lurns.

on

skeptical

peculiar

sea_teb

Which they offer at

„3

th« Gums

Clothing,

FURNISHING GOODS,

rtfreshing taste

CHARLES HUMPHREY, President.
JOHN WATERMAN. Treasurer.
John A. Waterman. Sec’v
jai.29 dood&wlw83

j
j

The large House on the corner of Mid'
die and Willow street*, recently oeea*
by Mte. C. A. Richard, aa a boardPoaaaaaion given immediing bouse.
ately. For particular, enquire of
JOHN C. PROCTOR

^———

sex to

in. c. n. a.
A
stated
meeting of the M. C. M. Association, w ill bo held at the Library Room on
Thurbdat Evkhino, Feb. 6th. at 7 o'clock,
F. M CARSLEY, Sect’y.
fob6—2t

a

—auto—

I

08.796 66

at

LORINO’8 DRUG STORE.

lliilH

THE

The expense* of the Company the past
year. including
the compensation of
President, Secretary and Treasurer and
bills of Directors and agent* for services,
And Printing. Postage. Stationery, Taxes,
aud other lucideutal expenses,

SHOULDER
For sale
jan29 codCm

DOLE.

THE HOUSE od the corner of Proapect and < anc. streets—the ha-ement
Unwhed for a Store. A good Hand for

TT7l.m

Associ’on

Due ou assessments (and con-side red collectable )and premiums iu bauds of agents,
2.037 76
Cash iu treasury,
1,758 89

Philip

considerable

90

nor

Present indebtedness of the
Company, including outstanding notes, interest and
losses not yet due, (#815)

B. would refer to a recommendation from
Students of this city, who are actiug as business
men. accountants. Ac
containing above four hundred signatures, a part of which ina' be seen in print
in the hall at the eutrauce to his Rcoms, a few of
which are as follows:
We have been taught by actual experience, that
the method of instruction pursued bv Mr -It. N.
Brows, of this city, in teaching the art of Writing,
and the complicati^l series of Book
Keeping, has
boon eminently successful, ami we take pleasure in
publicly acknowledging our indebtedness to him fur
whatever skill and facility ill adjusting accounts we
mav now possess:
llcury Brown, Jas. Otcutt Brown, Stephen
II. Cummings, W W. Thomas, Jr., Samuel Chadwick. Augustus Cummings. Jwoii Berry. John S.
Russell. Fred. A Prince. John H. Hall, George E.
Thompson, John B. Covle,Jr., Fred. H. Small, John
M- Stevens, and 200 others.
nr* The services of a Sea Captain Is secured to
teach Navigation, who has had 40 years experience
as a practitioner.
fcb3 dA w 3m

WANTED.

EV F.NING POST

Store

over

For Knle.

JONES, Leg
January 2$th.
HENRY WARD BERCHER—Thursday, Fsb. 5th.
Dr. J.G. HOLLAND —Wednesday, Feb llth.

i

»torr,

Building. roMemton

of

A. T.

course

MASON

tec on

•t*"3'*

been paid.

;r .Mr.
his

subscriber, having had
rpHE
A ence in connection with

d
CHAMBERS
Middle »treet—Mitchell’,

given immediately, Inquire

remaining Five Lectures of the present
will be delivered by tbe follow ing distin-

THE

dtf

To be Let.
in the

HALL.

CITY

•*

»,Ko. F FOSTER,
At the bead of Union Wharf.

CARSLEY, Sec’y.

Library

••

Union

FOR SALE& TO LET.

guished orators, viz:

to all who desire it.

Amount of losses the pa*t year,
Of which all that have become due have

tF*Practicably taught.a* followsBook-Keeping,
Navigation. Commercial Law, Native, Business and
Ornamental Writing. Commercial Arithmetic, Correspondence, Card Marking, Ac. Teaching from
priuted writing copies and text hooks are avoided.
Each Student receives separate instruction. Intricate Accounts adjusted. C ertain eveuiug* will be
devoted to Late Lecture*, if expedient.

THE

sent free

44

To Let.

pleasant

eleven weeks.
C. K. Hilton,A M Principal; Rev. Franklin Yeaton. A. 31.. Vice Principal; 31 rs. Elizabeth Hi.tou,
Teacher of Music: Miss L. K. Gibbs, Teacher of
Drawing and Painting.
The Trustees of this institution are happy to annum ce to the public that the services of the Rev.
Franklin Yeaton have beeu secured for the Spring
Term. Mr. Yeaton brings with him a rich tlpSTe
ouce. and the well earned reputatiou of a successful
teacher.
If sufficient encouragement is offered, a Primary
Department will be funned under the supervision of
Mrs. Hilton, to which student* under twelve years of
age will be admitted for 92.00per term.
Board near the Academy 92 00 per week, wood .tr.d
lights extra. Students can reduce their expenses bv
boarding themselves.
Special attention given to those designing to teach.
Text Books supplied at Portland price*.
THOMAS 11 31 ftAD, Secretary.
North Bridgton, Jan. 20,1868.
jan31 d8awAw33

Pay

Amount of property insured about
#2.000.000
Amouut of premium totes on deposit,
]<»i,350
Amouut of property Insured the past year, 337.139
l'ruininni note* deposited the past year,
IP.171

room*

Spring Term of this Institution will commence on Tuesday, Feb. 24th, 1863, and continue

NEW

incanaw

Augusta

By

LECTURES.

commence at any time.
When a club of subscribers

<

44

Portland, Dec. 11th, 1881.

GORHAM, Me.,

iu the city. One separate room for Ladies. 1 present ray thanks for the extensive patronage. and
promise as in the past, no pain* shall be spared in the
future. 1 have removed from Xo. 164 to l*il Middle
street. The Principal ha« had 19.1 t ears*
experience.
Diplomas will be given to those Ladies auu Gentlemen who pass through thorough courses for Accountants. Terms will be reasonable. My institution is a branch of the Hon. Bartlett's ( ommercial
College, Cincinnati, Ohio, the first and oldest in the
Uuited States. My teaching and plans are nunlern,
and tlie most imprm.-d and approved, as the rtrtt
clog* business men have and wnf testifv.

NORTH BRIDGTON, MAINE.

Mercantile

printed on his paper.

FOR THE TEAR ENDING JANUARY

BROWN’S

AT

84 o’clock.

maftne Mutual Fire Insurance Co*,

Portland Commercial College.
1860 in the Hanson Block, No. 161 Middle street. The
LOCATED
have recently been made
furnished
and
the

ACADEMY,

is

14

WO.nrn rent Pino Shipping Boar*.
96.010
Snruco Plank.
fiu.000 44 ( Leap Pino .onrda
120,000 line (iapboarda—planed.
ao.oen Spruce Clapboards.
100,000 Extra Cedar ShiaRlsa.

Discussion.

Per order of Committee.
F. M

M»
66
fiO

j

—or THE-

Moxie.

BRI DO TOW

••

STATEMENT OE THE CONDITION

ENTICKH.

most

HbU. stone Mill. Flonr.
7( 1*10 Bbls.tooArcado

New Vork.

This sly old catch penny, who knows
what people want to see and what they will
pay for, has uow two monsters u|>on exhibition. One of these is the Hippopotamus, called
facetiously on the show bills. "The Behemoth
of the Book of Job.” The other is the fat woman, who must be the Leviathan also referred
to in that anch-nt wriiiiig; at least we can sayso with the same propriety.
These two mammoths draw large houses.
the
Barnum,
gay deceiver, has come out in
front of his tubs and tanks. Diogenes-like with
a lantern.
We can’t yet tell what man he is
after, but he has his eye on somebody. The
new Lantern is a subdued copy of the
pasteboard palace in Bridgeport, “I ranistan,” which
took to itself wings. But Barnum is irrepressible, and we must all acknowledge that he is
really handy to have in the city. His amusements are just as harmless as the old lyceums
and debaling-clubs in the country.

are

Al Wholesale !

an

WM.C. BRYANT & CO.,
Office of the Evening fost,
41 Nassau Stbbbt, cob. I.ibkbtt,

much difference about musicians as it
to years or
scores of years.
For my own part 1 had rather hear a Hue
of flfty, execute his mupianist,
sic in an effective manner, than to listen to an
infant in arms. And so hail any old buchelor.

neatly,

fob8

Address

to; music doesn't beloug

new, and

6.00
8.U0
15.00

—•

so

BARNUM THE

02 00

Street.

y Wl BUSHELS Extra Mealing Cor*,

\Qr

Weekly

SPECIMEN COPIES OF THE

play pretty well,
"considering;” but, all newspa|M*r puffs aside,
there are a dozen better, although older, artistes in this city. 1 don't think age ought to

at

UBABB

HbU. Western
For sale by
W. 11 Ml AW A SON.
Jau9 4ir
95 Commercial

I.LOKI lIKHTKAL liASI).

rl

™?,OS

HFRD9
SUSS"*
2,000
200
Mess REEF.

Wm. K. Rhodes.

HASKLIII H

A*^

Canada

ttrawa Seed and NIpm Beef.

Weekly

name

in ailvance.

Portland, Dec. 10, ,*aW,LU

The next meeting of this Association for
Lecture* axd Debate* will be held Thursday evening, Feb. 6, at 7* o’clock, in their
Library Hall
The Public are invited.

forwarded additions may be made

who can

only

-'lour, Floor.
fUt?08 of Western and

I1

HI. C. H. ANsociation.

same terms.
a club should

wear

seems

jarjlt edislm

Retolvtd, That Slavery is a violation of the laws of
God and the rights of man ; that efforts to sustain it
in this country have involved us in civil war; that
any political party whose principles tend to perpetuate the institution is unworthy of confidence or support; and that the surest and shortest method of return to permanent peaco lies iu
vigorously sustaining the present Administration.

has
to it 011 the
It is not necessary that the members of
receive their paper* at the same postoffice. ( LEROYMEN are supplied bv mail at the tollowing rates: Daily. #8 per annum: Semi-Weekly,
*2.50: Weekly, 01.50. Money may be forwarded by
mail at our risk.
been

TICKETS 31 50. to be had

Question for

Semi-Weekly

here for ever

girl,

-a Leo——

W. H. Phillips

OP^Dancing to commence
feb3 d2w*

022.60 for

Any person
Weekly
Weekly

TERESA CARRENO.

is a smart tittle

to

or

Capt. c. 11. Rich,
M McCarthy.

en i/OH/-'

extra copy of
ten copies,
will be entitled to one copy of our
oue year.
scud! g us #16 and the names of ten
subscriber* to our
will be entitled to an extra
oue year for hi* services; for
copy of the
twenty name* and #30 he will be entitled to one copy
of our
or two copies of our
one year.

mum

But in

entitled

the Semi-Weekly oue year:

J. H. Barberk k,
Frank g. Rich,
J. B. Kacklept,
C.G. Harris,

*—«•

»

800 Bbli. PICKLED HERRING
DANA A CO.

1*03.

of the Managers.
Positively no Tickets sold at the door,
gyTickets limited to the capacity of the Hall. •
Gallery Tickets 50 cents—for sale at R. L. Robinson*.und
Lancaster Hall. No ticket* transferable,

PREMIUMS.
Any person sending us *46 tor twenty Semi-Week-

opera, and then everything will be in
full furore. They had a row at the Museum
the other night, but the morning papers kept

night.

fi|

Manager*.

WEEKLY EVENING POST

an

know, young.
her halls uiglil alter

important

1$ Published every Wednesday.
One copy, one year
Three copies, one year,
Five copies, one year,
Teu copies, one year,
Any larger number 91.60 each.

and go. Booth and
Forrest, Miss Bateman and Laura Keene,
Booth, Jr., and Mrs. Page. Soon we are to

gone.

he

Good Newsfound a complete
Political or State
a

/* Puhlinhftl ererw Tut'gtliiu nn/t Vriilnv
One copy, one year,
§3 oq
Two copies, one year,
5.00
Five copies, oue year,
12 00
Ten copies, one year,
22.60
An extra copy will be sent to
any person who
sends us a club of twenty and over.

Dr.

come

has

will

being

SEMI-WEEKLY EVENING POST

Hospital,

where he was rethe students of the Medical School.

now

!$!

and it is hoped that all who attend will secure a Fancy Dress. The prices for dresses will rang.- from
31 00 upwards. Due notice will be given of the time
and place tor letting the dresse*.
It is also hoped that the Ml LIT. iR Y AND FIREMES will be well
represented.
All those wishing for a Fancy Dress will please
leavetbeir names with the Mauagers at as
early a
date as possible.
No Masks will be worn in t’ e Hall.

TERM S—P A TABLE IS ADVANCE.
DAILY EVENING POST.
One copy, one year, delivered by carrier, S11.00
One copy, one year, sent by mail,
10.00
One copy, one mouth,
1.00

McClellan also visited the Massa-

ances”—but

at

India market,

SUITABLR FOR CITY OR COUNTRY TRADM

Arrangements have been made with Cnrtis k Woodbury. Costumers, of Boston, to furnish anv number
of “Character Dresses.” both male and female,

Documents entire, Proceeding* of Legislative Bodies,
Summaries of European Intelligence, and news from
all part# of the world, accurate report# of financial
and commercial matters, trustworthy
Correspondence. and a carefully selected Literary Miscellany,
comprising Poetry, Reviews of New Works, with
liberal extracts. Tales, Poetry,
Gossip, and Anecdotes—the w hole forming an excellent variety, in
which every reader will discover something to his
taste.

THEATERS.

This

chiefly, however,

Htutable for Wmt

4.000 boxes Extra Scaled,

HALL,

TutMtaj' Evening, Feb. l?lh,

BoXKB MAGDALEN.
-ALSO,--

gjT

,lvII:

AT LANCASTER

War again*! Treason.
It aims

Warren;
Bigelow' did the honors of the surgical wards.
McClellan certainly has the golden gift of sileuce, for nobody has yet been able" to get a
speech from him in Boston. He will leave in
the city thousands of well-wishers.

iieve

ill

2 ( MM
/v I

dependent

Saturday the general visited the various soldiers'
hospitals in the city, and was
warmly welcomed by all the sick and convalescent. His visit will do much to cure a good
many of the doubtful cases; those patients
where a hope or a fear will turn the quivering

The celebrities

Evening Tickets 50 cents each—to be had at Paine’s
Music Store, the Bookstores, and at the d(»or.
Doors open at 6, Lecture tocommenee at 7* o'clock
Portland, Feb. 4,
td

GRAND FANCY DRE88

fcba d3w

HHippFi*« herrTFrT

_•

The Evening Post, now in the sixty-first
year of
it* existence, is a journal thoroughly devoted to the
principle* of Freedom, and is candid, fearless and inin tho expression of it# sentiments. It
holds to the great doctrines of a strict construction
of the Constitution, Economy in Government, no
political jobbery, honest men for office, the
Suppression
of the Slave Power, Free Soil and Free
Speech; and
it earnestly advocates a vigorous prosecution of the

On

accompanied

Independent,

William Oullen Bryant and Parke Godwin*

of

SOLDIEKa’ INF1UM AKIES.

by I)r.

Thoroughgoing,

EDITED BY

military countenance, and a very rusty mousUpon the whole the writer, who was
one of the aforesaid mob, was
glad to know
that the General appreciated the honor of ten
thousand hearty cheers. It was really an honor for any man,
public or private, to receive.

by

»*'e by

subject—“What shall be done with New England.”

A COMPLETE FAMILY NEWSPAPER.

tache.

His wife was

New nolasgH,
HI,DS NEW CROP MOLASSES,
pet Brig "Demarara." uow lauding, for
JOHN LYNCH * Co

1
OO
•N-VvP

-BY-

and Fearless Advocate of
Freedom.

like the twenty-five cent pictures of him. On
the contrary, they will see a well-built, finelooking man, w ith a good natured smirk on his

ceived

iwrsdar Evening, F«-b. 5, 1*03,

Clayed Xolum. new

from

“«“*“• »«* lendlBt
CHASE, BROTHERS A CO.,
Widgery’s Wharf

fehRlw
feWlw

REV. HENRY WARD BEECHER.
A

those who have not yet seen the General, let
me say that they must not expect to see a jet
black moustache, or an eye anxious and fierce

chusetts General

‘u*r'r’

Kd

CITY HALL.

(ESTABLISHED IN 1801.

see the General.
He made his appearance at three o’clock on the balcony,
when the entire throng cheered loud and long.
He merely waved his acknowledgments to the

For the benefit

NEW

of Price.

THE EVENING POST.

waited to

and retired.

THE

-ON-

tilled the highway, and there was hardly standing room. Here they hurrahed, and hungrily

balance.

New .H«la<Me«.

*>J1 HHDS.,1
U I™" { Superior

Seventh Lecture of the Course will be delivered in

PROSPECTUS.

everybody had to wait in the mud. The assembly in the street was very large. From
Scollay’s building to “Southinayds” the crowd

populace,

MERCHANDISE.

or

locked to the in-comers and out-goers, ami

either from the army or volunteer forces.
Mr. Yeatnan, from the Military Committee,
reported hack the House hill with the Senate’s
amendment, authorizing 20,000men to be raised in Kentucky lor 12 months lor the defence
of that State, and after debate the Senate’s
amendment was agreed to, so the bill has
passed both Houses.
The (louse then acted on the Senate’s
amendments to the deficiency bill.
Mr. Porter introduced a bill that Wisconsin
be made a part of the Ninth Judicial L)i*tricl.

trust

thies of the

«»■»»»

Internal

of the Committee on Elections
the Norfolk Case.

Report

Feb. 4.

To the Editors

MISCELLANEOUS.

Gen. McClellan still refuses to submit to be-

_

Daily Press.

Portland

the case this week.

A Cold Snap.—The inild

Imports or Pnper.

Amendment to the

Municipal Court....Feb. 4.
Michael Cunnid|liam, for the larceny of one
dozen combs, eighteen pairs of scissors, and
twelve corkscrews, from the store of Messrs.
Emery A Waterhouse last Tuesday, was sen-

er.

on

~

Letter from Boston.

vs.

From present appear-

Bond and Mrs. Howell.
should judge

The Duty

TO TUE

Chase “drags its slow length along.” The
entire day was occupied in the examination of
two witnesses for the plaintiff, Mr. Leonard
ances we

FROM WASHINGTON.

Office.

au
object to
charge
mil),
remodelled with new machinery. Unabout
doubted reference* as to ability, Ac can be famished
Address "MAXorACTCKii," care of K. R.
PERKY, Valley Falls, R. Island
janJOdlw*
not
to be

—but to the three.
and claim It.”
From that day,

POETRY.

doubt Lie is(for
employed, hut
sue?) none were sought,
tile subtle, the eloquent Loronto. Wealth fol-

Felis et Mures.

Felis sedit by a hole,
Intentus he, cum omni soul,
Preudere rats.
Mice cucurrerunt over the floor,
In uumero, duo, trcs, or more—
Obliti cats.

Bum luduut.

sunt.

Mioe continued all ludere,
Iutenti they in ludutn vere

Gaudenter.
Tunc rushed the felis into them,
Et tore them omnes limb from limb

MokiU
Mures omnes, nunc be sby
AuresqUe prsebete mihi

Benigne.

Studiose.

MISCELLANY.
Bag of Gold.
near
lived,
Bologna, a widow lady

gieiti antiquity,

me

An acknowledgment was written accordingly. and she signed it before Master Bartolo,
.the village physician, who had just called liy
chance p> learn the uews of the day: the gold
to lie delivered when applied for, but to be delivered, (these were the words) not to one, nor

their dimensions can be seen at this
office, or at the United states Arsenals. They are to
l>e subject to the regular United States
inspection and
proof, and none aieto be received and paid for except such as pass inspection and pi oof, and Mre approved by a United States Inspector, to be designated by this office. Payments will be made on certificates of inspection and receipts, to l»e given
by the
Inspector, and forwarded to this office.
Bidders will state the number oi Howitzers
they
propose to deliver (not exceeding one huudred,) the
place of manufacture and delivery, and the price per
pound, for the finished Howitzer; and no bid will be
entertained utile** it be from a founder
regularly engaged in tba buxine**, satisfactory evidence of which
must accompany the bill. Any bidder
obtaining a
contract will be required to enter into bonds, with
uot less than 1 wo sureties, in the
p.-nal sum often
thousand dollars, for the faithful fulfilment of his
contract in all respects. The bonds must be acknowledged before a judge or a court of record, and the
boudsmen mint bceortiffid by the Judge of a District
Court of the United States, or un Oiduai.ce Officer in
charge of u United Staten arsenal, to be worth the
penal suin of the bond over and above all liabilities.
The right is reserved to reject all proposals if the
prices are deemed too high, or If, for any cause. It is
not deemed for the public interest to accent them.
Propo-alx will be sealed and addrexxeu to “Brigadier (ieneral Janie* W. Kipley, Chief of Ordnance,
Washington. D. ('./* and will be endorsed “Proposal for flank Howitzers.”
J. W KIP KEY,
Brigadier General Chief of Ordnance.
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They and tlieir shadows were no sooner departed than the Venetian returned, saying,
“Give me leave to set my seal on the hag, as
the others have done,” and she placed it on a

table before him.

But in that moment she
was called away to receive a cava.ier who bad
just dismounted from his horse, and when she
came back it was gone.
The temptation had |
proved irresistible, and the inau and money
liad vanished together.
“Wretched woman that I am,” she cried, as
In an agony of grief she fell on her daughler.s
neck; “what will la-come ol us? Are we
again to be cast out into this wide world?—
Unhappy child, would that thou Iiadst never
been bom!” And all day long she lamented; |
but her tears availed her little.
The others
were not slow in returning to claim their due;
and there were no tidings of the thief; he had
fled far away with his plunder.
A process
against her was instantly begun in Bologna;
and what defense could she make? How release herself from the obligation of the bond?
Wilfully, or ill negligence, she bad parted with
It to one, when she should have kept it for ail;
and inevitable ruin awaited her!
“Go, Gianetta,” sa.d she to her daughter;—
“take this veil which your mother has worn
and wept under so often, and implore the
counsellor Calderino to plead for us on the
day of trial. He Is generous, and will listen
to the unfortunate. But if he will not, go
from door to door: Monaldi cannot refuse us.
Make haste, my child; but remember the
chapel as you pass by it. Nothing prospers

prayer.”

These were
UIUTC

than they hail to give; and all haile tliein despair. What Was tu be done? No advocate,
and the cause tocoineba to-morrnw!
Now Gianelta had a lover, and lie was a
student of the law—a young in in of great
promise, Lorenzo Mortelli. He had studied
long and diligently under that learned lawyer,
Giovanni Andreas, who, though little of stature, was great in renown, and by his contemporaries was called the arch-doctor, the rabbi
of doctors, the light of the world.
Under
biin lie had studied, sitting on the same bench
with Petrarch; and also under ids daughter
Novella, who would often lecture to the scholars when her father was otherwise engaged,
herself behind a small curtain, lest her
beauty should divert their thoughts; a precaution, in this instance at least, unnecessary,
Loronzo having lost his heart to another.
To him she flies in her
necessity; but of
what assistance can he lie? He has just taken his place at the liar; hut he has never
spoken; and how stand up alone, unpracticed and
unprepared as lie is, against an array that !
would alarm the most experienced?
“Were I as mighty as I am weak,” said he, ;I
“my tears for you w ould make me as nothing!
But I will lie there, Gianelta; and may the
Friend of the frieudless give me strength In ;
that hour! Even now my heart fails me; but,
come what may, while I have a loaf to share,
you ami your mother shall never want I will
beg through the world for you.”
The dav arrives and the court assembles.
The claim is stated, and the evidence given.
And now the defence is called for, hut none is
made, not a syllable is uttered; and, after a
pause and a consultation of some minutes, tlie
siljudges are proceeding to give
ence having been proclaimed In the court
when Lorenzo rises, and thus addresses them:
“Reverend signors, young as I am. may I
venture to speak before you ?
I would speak
in behalf of one who has none else to help her;
and I will not keep you long. Much has been
truly said on the sacred nature of the obligation. and vo acknowledge it In Its full force.
Let It be iiiltilled, and to the last lelter. It Is
what we solicit, what we require. But to
whom is the bag of gold to be delivered?
What says the bond ?—ATof to one—not to tiro

judgment'

!
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Stages leave Bath daily at 8.00 P. M., for Wtecasset, Dainariscotta, Waldoboro’, Warren, Rockland

ii

aud Tbomastou.
Leave Augusta for Belfast, at 4.00 P. M., or on arrival of of train from Portland.
B. H. CUSHMAN,
Manager and Superintendent.
Augusta, Nov. 16, 1H02.
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KICIIAKD'S

EYE 6r EAR
Organs of the human

T^TO
^

WATER !
si

stem

are more

impor-

taut to health and comfort than the Eye ami

Ear. and yet

none are

They

lected.

less understood

or more

neg-

pass even common observation,
of the body is dependent up*n

new to

and

yet every part
them for life and health.

a new

ful in its

and

rare

discovery,

operations, putting

which is roost wonder-

to

blush the old

systems

of treatment, which have quite as often done harm
as good.
Below we give the certificate of Rev. p. S.
Henson. Pastor of the Broad Street
If any

Philadelphia

one

Baptist Church,

has doubts

as to

the value

fcvery

Every

dom.

of my waking life was embitfrequently unable to sleep at night.

moment
was

A variety of remedies had been resorted to without success, and I entertained the purpose, as a last
resort, of having the ball taken out of its socket, in
the hope of thus finding relief.

the meantime, most providentially. I noticed
one day in a shop window a bottle of POOR RICHARD’S EYE WATER. 1 had never heard ol it before, but determined to try it, and did, with the most
In a very few days the painful
removed; I could bear the strongest
light, aud went forth to the enjoyment of a new life.
1 now keep a bottle of it alw ays in the house, and if
ray eye seems at all disposed to annoy me, I give it a
dose, and that is an end of it. I w ould not be withrritation

results.

was

out it for auy

amouut of money.
I take occasion to
say, further, that my wife used to suffer severely at
times from protracted pain in and over her eye and
she has found Poor Ricft ari>’* Eye Water a sov-

ereign specific in her case, giving her almost instant
relief. Grateful to God for the benefit that I have
personally received, I cannot but commend the preparation to all who have been sufferers like myself.
P. 8. HEN BON,
Pastor of Broad Street
Residence 143H

ttr n nun

might

certificates of
be furnished.

a

Baptist Church.
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truly

Sovereign Remedy for Inflamed and Diseased Eyes, Dim Visim. and Weak Eyes, Deafness,
Noise in the Head. Catarrh, Rheumatism aud Neu-

ralgia,

with all kindred diseases.

by

small

It is

passed

a

"
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qualities

Book,

with

Card &

"
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C.
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8. J.

mourn

use ins

as

physicians,
and by
European and American Hospitals,
some of the first Amities in
and America.
used in

Europe

AS A TONIC
It» as no equal, eausing an appetite and building
up
the system, being entirely a pure wine of a most valuable grape.

AS A DIURETIC,
It imparts a healthy action of the Glands, Kidneys,
and Urinary Organs, very beneficial in Dropsy,Gout
and Rheumatic Affections.

SPEER’S WINE
Is not a mixture or manufactured article, bnt is pure,
from theluiceof the Portugal Sambuci
grape, cultivated in New Jersey, recommended by chemists and
physicians possessing medical properties superior
to any other wines in use, and an excellent article tor
all weak and debilite ed persons, and the aged and
infirm, improving the appetite, and benefitting ladies
and children.
A LADIES’ WINE,
Because it will not intoxicate as other wines, as it
contains no mixture of spirits or other Hqoors. and is
admired for its rich, peculiar flavor, and nutritive
a healthv tone to the digestive
properties,
or gaus. <nd a blooming, soft and healthy skin and

imparting

complexioa.

WE

REFER TO

Aw well known gentlemen and physicians who
have tried the Wine:
<ieu. Winfield Scott. USA.
Dr Wilson. Ilth ft., 1VT.
Hot Morgan, N Y .State. J Dr Ward. Newark, N. J.
Dr. J.K.Chilton,N. Y.Citjr. | Dr Dougbertr, Newark,
I
Dr Parker. N. Y. Cftr
N. J.
Dr. Mtrey. Now York.
Dra.Darcy*
J.
Dr.
If.
ark.
Cummings,Portland.
Dr. Have*. Boeton.
genuine without the signature or “ALFRED Sl'EER, Passaic. K. J.,M D over the cork of
each bottle.
ty-MAKE OSE TRIAL OF THIS WISE.
For sale by Druggists and all first class dealers.
City and town Agents supplied by the State Commissioners.
A. SPEER. Proprietor.
V iXKYAitD—Passaic. New Jersey.
Orricu—906 Broadway, New York.
JOHN LA FOY, Park,
Agent for France and Germany.
a

Nicholl.New-1

Sold in Portland by H. U. HAY,Druggist, Supplydec22 dly
ing Agent.
4>ri/Wk WILL HE FORFEITED BY DR L
D1X if foiling to cure In leas time than

more effectually and permaany other
nently. witn less restraint from occupation or fear of
exposure to all weather, with safe and pleasant med-

physician.

icines.

SOLITARY HABTT8,
effects and consequences;
SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS,
Incident to Married aad Single Ladies;
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
Mercurial Aflectio s; Eruptions and all Diseases of
the Skin; Ulcers of the Nose, < hroat and Body ; Pintplea on the Face; Swellings of the Joints; NervousSELF-ABUSE AND
Their

1

ness ; Constitutional and other Weaknesses in youth,
and the more advanced at all ages, of

BOTH SEXES. SINGLE OR MARRIED.
*

_____

DR L. DU’S
PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE,
31 End toot t street, no-ton. Mass.,
Is m arrssged that patient, urvrr we or hear aach
other
Recollect, tbe ouly entrance to his Oflee is
No. 31. haring no connection with bis residence.consequently no fomily interruption, m» that on no account can any person hesitate applying at his oftce.

!

Niagara Fall*.

provided

SIXTEEN TEARS
engaged In treatment of Special diseases, a feet so
well known to uianv Citizens.Publishers, Merchants,
Hotel Proprietors. Ac., that he is much recommend-

LITTLE, Agent.
OJJtce 81 Exchange Street.
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POST OFFICE

proudly refers to

RULES

be not robbed and add to your sufferings in being deceived by the lying boasts* misrepresentations, feisc
promises and pretcusions of

FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS,
who know little of the nature and character of Special diseases, and lim as to their cure. *ome exhibit
forged diplomas of Institutions or Colleges, which
never existed in any part of the world: others exhibit diplomas of the dead, how obtained, ni known;
not only assuming and advertising in names of those
inserted in the diplomas, but to further their
tion assume names oRnther most celebrated
cians long since dead. Neither be deceived by

imposiphysi-

corresponding
applicant.

QUACK NOSTRUM MAKER*,
through false certificates and references, and recomnu-udatiou* of their medicines by the dead, who cannot exp«»se or contradict them; or who, besides, to

further their imposition, copy from Medical hooks
much that is written of the qualities and effects of
different herbs and plants, and ascribe all the tame
to their Pills, Extracts, Specifics, kc most of which,
if not all. contain Mercury. because of the ancient
belief of its "curing even thing." but now known
to "kill more than is cured.” and those uot killed,
constitutionally injured lor life.

IGNORANt EOF QUACK DOCTORS AND NOSTRUM MAKER*.
Through thcliguorance of the Quack Doctor.knowApplications
ing no other reinedv, he relies upon Mercury, and
gives it to all his patients in pills, drops, Ac
so the
Nostrum Maker, equally ignorant, adds to his socalled Extracts. Specific. Antidote, Re., both reiving
upon its effects iu curing a few in a hundred, it n
trumpeted in various WUI throughout the land: but
alas! nothing is said of the balance; •omeofwhom
die. others grow worse, aud are left to linger and suffer for months or years, uutil relieved or cured. If
possible, by competent physicians.
BUT ALL QUACK* ARE NOT IGNORANT.
Notwithstanding the foregoing facts are known to
! some quack doctors and nostrum uiakcrs.yet, regardHOMESTEADS FOR $20.
less or the life aud health or others, there are those
among them who will even perjure themselves, conrilllE MISSOURI LAND COMPANY have purtradicting
giving mercury to their patients, or that it
X chased from the llaunib&i k St. Joseph Railroad
is contained in their Nostrums, so that the "usual
Company a large tract of land in Northern Missouri,
lee” may be obtained for professedly curing, or the
adjoining the flourishing town of Hamilton, Caldwell
dollar” or "fraction of it” may be obtained for the
County, for forming and manufacturing purposes,
Nostrum
It is thus that many are deceived also.and
and have divided their property into lot* and farms.
uselessly spend large amounts for experiments with
They are Otl. r- d to Bwbecribers ill *har» of £20 each.

Maps,

with foil information,

can

be had

by callingea

DR. L DIX’8
charges are very moderate. Communications sacredly confidential, and all may rely on him with the

dtf

bus

strictest secrecy and confidence, wha'ever may be
the disease, condition or situation of any one. married or single.
Medicines sent by Mail and Express to all parts of
the United States.
All tetters requiring advice must contain one dollar
to insure su answer.
Address Dr L. Dix. No. 21 Endicott street,Boston,
Mass.
Boston. Jan. 1,18d3.
ly

M^YIilTsTE
Chain, and Trark Iron,.

Railway

•*

ril 11E undersigned ha* been appointed Agent for
X the sale of Marine Railway and other Chains,
in the United States and British North America.manufactured by IIkmry Wood, A Co., of Liverpool.
Great Britain, and is now prepared to receive orders
for Marine Railway Chains, made to order and to
pattern, with the Sprocket wheel to match, and warranted to fit. These chains are made of an iron peculiarly suited to this purpose, which, bv actual test,
shows its average breaking strain to be 86 tons per
inch of sectional area. Parti** wishing good and reliable chains will do well to examiue those in actual
service.
Marine KailwavTrack Irons are drilled with tha
countersunk holes and the Holts to match; alao.
Strikes of all kinds. Screw Bolts. Lag Screw*, and all
kinds of forging done to order, and of quality and
quantity to suit; also, all kinds of ships' Chain Cables, at lowest rates.
the above arMr C. feels confident he can
ticles on a* favorable term* as can be obtained elsewhere. Address HORACE I C RANDALL.
Bub-marine Engineer.
•
New' Bedeorp Mass.
JanlO '62 dlawly

"

••

M

’*

"
**
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Fancy Printing

AT THE OFFICE OF THE PRESS.

through' tickets
NEW YORK. PHILADELPHIA. BALTIMORE and WASHINGTON, and to all part a of
the WEST and SOUTH and NORTH WEST. via. all
the moat popular routes and at tlie lowest Hot ton
W. D. LITTLE, Agent.
rates, for tale by
Oat. 2.
dtf
Office 31 Exchange St.

respectable Physi-

AFFLICTED AND UNFORTUNATE!

TO

regularly;

Professors and

servation.

M

'*

other

cians—many of whom consult him in critical cases,
because or his acknowledged skill and reputation, attained through so long experience, practice and ob-

PORTLAND.

be observed by persons presenting POSTAGE
STAMPS for redemption.
1. Person* presenting Stamps for redemption must
separate them according to the dlftmt d< nomination*. and enclose each in a small parcel, aud endorse
thereon the number and value of the same. The parcels must then be enclosed in one sealed envelope.and
the aggregate value of the whole marked thereon,
with the name and residence, or place of business, of
the person, firm, or a**4M*iatiou owning the same.
2. But one deposit of Mamp« will be received from
the same partv. The parcel* as received will be numbered
aud a receipt with a
number and name thereou, given to the
8 No pav ments will be made uutil after the expiration of 80 days from the date of this notice.
4. When pa> ments are ready to be made, the public will be notified thereof by" notice posted in the
Avenne of the Post Office, stating the numbers ready
for delivery, when the holders thereof mar receive
their payments ou surrendering the receipts held by
them.
5. Only such Postage Stamps as have been in actual circulation as currency will be redeemed. Those
of the old issue. aud those which have been used for
the pre-pav uient of
postage, if anv— which fact will
be determined by this Department—will be retained
by the Postmaster and des royed. stamps which
have not been used as currency nr in payment of
|x»stage will be returned to I>epositor«.
6.
for redemption cau be made daily
—Sundays excepted—between the hours of 9 a. m.
and 3 r. V. until theSlst day of January, 1868 Xtme
wiU be reeeireA fitter that date.
7. The undersigned is authorised by the Postmaster
General, wheuever he may deem it expedient for the
interest of the Department, to require an affidavit
from any applicant for the redemption of Postage
Stamps, that he obtained the said stamps honestly
and legitimately, aud that they have never been used
on letters.
A. T. DOLE. Postmaster.
Post Office. Portland. January 1. 1863.
jan2 tf
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than

Boston

DR. L. D1X1

M
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in

large cities,

dawtf

EDWARD SHAW, Agsat,
102 Middle Street. Portland,

"

to

STRANGER* AND TRAVELLER*.
To avoid and escape Imposition of Foreign and Na-

by securing tickets at this

June 28.

boldly asserts (and It cannot he contradicted.except
by Quacks, who will «ay or do anything, even perjure
themselves, to impose upon patients) that be
ISTHSOXLT KEUl'LAR UKSDl'ATB PHYSIC1AX AD*
VKKTiaiwo ix Borrow.

with

W. D.

**

"

NEATLY EXECUTED

TO

aid

This road is broad ouagb and is
New and Splendid Sleeping Cars.

C.

S. J. C.

Mud.

nsmm,

Sudorific, highly esteemed by eminent

"

Mun.

inis

Europe for its medicinal and beneficial
a gentle Stimulant, Tonic, Diuretic, and

»»

"

..

Portland. Jan. 24. 1863.

into

glass tube, which, together
the Water, may be obtained at the principal Drug
Stores in this city. Price 25 cents per Bottle.
Turk* 6 Cents.
11 II. HAY and W. F. PHILLIPS, Wholesale
Agents.
MRS, M*G* DROWN) Proprietor,
Tallow 1 pc, Soap j
nov!8 d6m
No. 410 Arch St., Philadelphia.
ear

8.J.C.

"

12.96

RAILWAY.

Bunnalo, Dunkirk,

Via

office.

X

Countv Treasurer.
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THOMAS II. MEAD,

character

Poor Richard** Eye and Ear Water
Is

«•-

•*

Poplar St., I’hilruhlphia.
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delightful
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S.J.C.
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by
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J. F. Abbott.
4.40 S J. C.
J as.Bradlev, Jr..app’t,4 4<t Mun. C.
Kob't R. Duddy, **
4.40
*•
4.40
Sam’lT.Dxer,
Thomas Bfe.slin,
4 40
Jeremiah Ragau,
15.10 S.J.C.
Levi S. (tivepa.
6*2 70 Mun. C.
< atharine Touro.
17.91
M
John C. Stickney, 111.60
«•
•*
M
J Qg
Daniel Ward.
15 69 S. J. C.
T.
2U.S9
Haskins,
Mun.
C.
Ralph
Joanna Met. rath and
Elleu F. Murphy, 26 86 S. J. C.
9 38
Same,
M
7 83
Same,
7 48
Same,
7.43
Same,
7 43
Same.
Isaac Smith.
48.15 Muu. C.
Ed xx «rd Jelferds and
Robert Mai ney,
17 46
Jonathau Dow,
29.90 S.J.C.
Same,
7 66
Broncas Occur,
37.75 Mun. C.
Timothv Donahue and
Eliza Treat.
16 20 S.J.C.
Joseph W Lamb. 197.14 Trial Justice.
Dennis McGov.-rin
et al.
9 78 Mun. C.
James Conroy et als, 7 05
A*a Humphrey etals, 9 13
13.52 S.J.C.
Stephen Phinnev
Josephus P. Miller. 7.05
Lorenzo Merrill.app’t.8 17 Mun. C.
Ja*. McLaughlin,
13.52
Charles Dalton,
28 86 Trial Justice.
58.27 Muu. C.
Benjamin Greon,
Charles He woy,
15 46 S.J.C.
Lvdia Phinnev,
15 15 Trial Justice.
Wru. Cochrauc,
5.88 S. J. C.

Philadelphia, Oct. 17.1862.
injuries received in my right eye, when a
a
chronic
inflammation
bad been produced, in
boy.
consequence of which 1 suffered constant martyrFrom

tered, aud 1

s'"
<
*38 30
77
4.40
4.40

ram

SAMBLCI WINE,

3
Leave Portland for Saco River at 8.00 A. M
and
2 00 and 5 15 P M
The 2.00 P. M. train out. and tbs 9.16 A M. train
into Portland, will be freight trains with passenger
cars attached.
Stage* connect at Saccarappa dailv for Sooth Windham. Windham Centre ana Great Falls.
At Gorham, for West Gorham, Standish.
Steep

lyTickets sold in Portland at lowest Boston rule

Certain intoxicatiug
liquors claimed bv

remedy, they may learn more of its practical
by addressing a note of inquiry to II II.

of this
value

Alexander Foss,
James Conroy,
Nehemiah c. Rice,
In. of N.Yatmouth,
Mia) Davie et a),
Francis Murphy,

rs.

..

Poor Kicluirirs Eye and Ear Water
Is

e
e

4.40
4.40
4 40
Miglii) Nutting,
Kicliaid K. Hohinson, 1 38
Daniel C. Webb,
4 *8
Brown Tlmrston,
4 40
Richard K Robinson, 4.83
Liquors claimed by
Rich'd R.Robiuson, 5 13
Joseph H Faulk uer, 4.40
< bailee B. Paine,
4.40
4.40
Sila» Hall,
4 40
....
4 40
Sam'l M. Hayden,
4.40
John D. Woodburv, 4.40
440
170
Josephus P. Miller,
Daniel C. Webb,
4 33
Richard R. Robinson, 1 88
James Mel.liuchy,
4.96
Liquors claimed bv
Samuel ( hadwick. 4 83
John Rogers, app't,
4 40
John Conley,
4.40
John O. Ragan,
4 49
Elia* M. Kastman ami
Eliz. Eastman,
4 40
Do
4 40
do.
Albion (i. Lewis,
4.83
Dennis McGoverin,
4.40
app't.
Samuel J. Ilarelton, 4 40
Eben Pendexter,
4 40
Josephus t'.Andrews, 4 40
4.40
George Hall,
Rufus Porter,
4 S5
Almon L. Emerv,
2^28
i3.i*i
4.HD
Osgood Gore,
Jano s Now Ian,
4.00
James Jones and Geo.
M Pike.
4 40
Fredeiick M I.lbbv, 4 40
Walter Corbett,
4 40
John R Merrow,
34 22
9 23
Ilarxev Fridman.
4.40
Asa lluuiphrev.
4.40

promptly

1*0011

tieneraUBill

S

5

l*ortllll,d at 6 36 and 9 16 A‘M-

BT THU

STATEMENT

II

3
5
3
*»

or Cumberland,

TkkapuiiilR A office, Jan. 20,1363.
of Coats of Ciiiniial Prosecutions,
allowed by the Supreme Judicial Court, at the
November Term, A. D. 1862.made iu conformity with
the requirement* ot an act of the Legislature of Maine,
entitled "An Act relating to Fines and Costs of Criminal Prosecutions,” approved March 27th, 1868.
c

s

£ 5

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

H THROUGH TICKETS

v-

r

3 3

pound

County

until restored to hi-a'.tn.
CAUTION.—It ha# been estimated that over two
hundred thousand dollars are paid to swindling
annually, in New England alone, without any
cMt to those who pay it. All this comes from
trusting, without inquiry, to men who are alike destitute of honor, chai acter and sk.11. Bi d w hose only
recommendation is their own false and extravagant
assertions, in praise of th- mselves
It, therefore,
you would avoid being humlatgged, fake no man’s
word, no matter what his pretensions are. but
it will cost you nothing, and
MAh K INQUIRY
may save you many regrets; for. as advertising physicians. in nine ch-cs ou. of ten. are bogus, there is
no safetv in Ousting any tf them, unless you know
who and what they are.
nr Dr. M will send kree. bv enclosing one
above, a pamphlet on DISEASES OF WOstamp as
MEN. and on Private I deeases generally, giving fall
information, with the most undoubted references and
testimonials, without which no advertising physician
or medicine of this kind is deserving of AS r COS•
FIDE SCR WHATEVER.
attended to. Write
zr< trders by mail
your address plainly, and direct to Dll MATT1SON,
as above.
d«*ctt daw ly 3n

broken!
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Cunnon.
Ordjcarcb Office, War Dkpartmkvt, I
VVahhihgton. January 27th, 1WJ8
J

care,
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Remedy

pressly for obstinate rases, which all other remedies
of the kind hare failed to cure; also that it is warranted as represented in every respect, or the price
will be refunded.
None genutSTRE WARE OF IMITA TtOSS
ine and warranted. IttlM | uielia-ed dirertiy <f l>r.
M. at his Remedial Institute far Special Instates,
No. 2S Union street, rrovidence. R. I.
Ijnhf* Specialty embraces all diseases of a prirate nature,both ol MEN and WOMEN, by a regularly educated physician of twenty years’ practice,
giving them his whole attention.
t*r< oiisnltatioiis by letter orotherwis’ are strict*
ly confdtntial.and medicines w ill be sent by express,
secure from obserrat ion, to all parts of the United
States. Also accommodations for ladies lioni abroad
wishing for a secuie and qniet uetklxt, with good
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On and after Monday, November
10,
trains will leave as follows, until ftirther

thereafter,
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at

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

HOTEL,
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trains
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I

Androscoggin

Lewtston, Livermore Kails, Wilton and Karmmgton; aud at Augusta with the .Sonumei A R.n.
nebec Railroad for Vassalhoro', wSorvUb.
K...
dall s Mills and Skowhegan; snd at Kendall's Mdli
with the Penobscot k Kennebec Railroad for Rum
bam. Pittsfield, Newport and Bangor.
lickete sold iu Boston for ail the stations on the
Kennebec k Portland, Androscoggin, aud Somerset
k Kennebec Roads.
wick tor

partment.
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I
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with the
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For

Augu.tn for Bath, I'orlland and Boston, at 10 4£ A.
M
conuM.iug at Brunswick with the
Andruscoggin
Railroad for Lewiston, Livermore
Falla, Wiltun and

**

Hoop*.$30

..

On aud after Wudneadag, Nor. l#th,
raggmgg; la®
VI*
paa^ngp,. trains will leave as fol-
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MEDICAL.

KENNEBEC AND PORTLAND H,R.

will lie received at this otticeuutil 6 p.m.,
the 27th of February, 1863. for
furnishing 13, 10
and 8 inch cast iron cannon, to be made in conformity with drawings to be supplied bv the Ordnance
Department, and with the following specifications:
One 10 inch trial guu is to be made of waim or cold
Falls, Baldwin, Hiram, Limington, Brownfield,
blast charcoal iron, to be cast hollow and cooled from
Fryeburg, Conway, Denmark, Lovell, Bridgtou,
the interior, and to have a tenacity of metal of not
Ac.,
Ac,
than
lees
30,000 pounds per equate Inch, to be deterAt Buxton Centre, for West Buxton,Bonny-Eagle,
AND
mined by testing specimens taken from the
sinking
South Limington, Limington, Ac., Ac.
head of the gun. and from a cylinder cast from the
At Saco River, tri-weekly, for Hollis, Limerick,
same heat, and from metal of the same
quality as that
Ossipee, Newfield, Parsonstield, Effingham,f reedom,
from which the gun is cast. This cylinder is to be
Madison,
Eaton, I .mingtnn. Cornish, Porter, Ac.
cast on ei d, in
dp sand mould*.and is to be 72inches
no* 13
DAN CARPENTER, Sup’t.
high, with an elliptical base of 24 inches greater and
10 inches lesser axis. The specimens are to be cut
from the cun head, a d a slab.
AND«tosco<;<;iif railroad.
4j inches thick, from
Rev C A BUCK BEE.
the cylinder by planes parallel to, and equi-distaut
A**i*:ant Trennr
Am ric.&n Bible Union, If. 7 City,
from the axis of the cylinder, and the lesser axis of
8UMXKR ARRANGEMENT.
writes:
I very cheerfully add my testimony to
the has*-.
that of numerous friend* to the gr>»at va’oe of Mr*
The Ordnance Department w ill test the
specimens,
8. A Allen s World* Hair Restorer and Zylobalsa□Bnsn On and after ^foRT>AT, Mar ft, 1*52,
furnish the ammunition, and prove the t ial gun,
will leave Portland for Lewiston
itnra"
which must be ready for trial as soon as possible, and
and Farmington via Brunswick, at IP M.
Rev WM CUTTER. N Y City: *'My hair Is changed
not later than three months from the date of the conLeave
to it* n ttural color, and growing on bald spot"
Farmington for I^wistnn, Bath and Porttract.
No contract will be given, nor will the trial
land. via Brunswick, at 9.15 A M.
Rev J. H C >RXELL, N Y. City: “I procured it
be paid for, unless it shall endure a proof of 1000
gun
Leave
Lewiston
for Bath and Portland via Brunsfar a relative
The falling of the hnlr Isppad, and
rounds, with service charges of powder,of which&ih
wick at 11 45 A M.
ro*t ore 1 it from being grey to it* natural and jeanrounds will be with solid shot, and 8U0 rounds with
trains
liful color."
Freight
daily between Portland and Lewisshells. The testing is to be done free of charge to the
ton.
Rev. J WEST. Brooklyn. L I : "I will testify to.
contractor, but he will be teqtiired to furnish
s
STAGS
their value in the in >*t liberal s«n*e
hat
CONNECTIONS.
proper
They
facilities for testing, such as convenient ground,storrestored my hair where it was bald, and, where
Stage leaves Strickland's Ferry Tuesdays. Thurstor ammunition, a butt in which the
age
projectiles days and Saturdays, for Livermore, Canton, Peru
grey, to it* original color”
will be embedded and saved,and the requisite force
REV a WEBSTER, B >*ton, Mass
“Ihavensed
and Dixtleld ; returning opposite davs.
for handling and tiring the guns. All the cannon are
them with great efTjct 1 am now neither bald
Stage leaves North Jay for East Dixffeld. Dixffeld,
to
be
made
of
the
same quality of iron as that of the
nor grey.
Mvhuir wa* dry and brittle; it 1* now
and Weld, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays;
trial gnu. and the Ordnance
tmeut is to have
soft as in youth.”
returning opposite days.
the right to test the iron during the process of fabriRev. H V. i>E »E s', Boston, Mass
That they proStage leaves Farmington .or New Vineyard. New
cation of the cannon, ior which
mote the gr >w:h of the h tir where baldness U, I
pur)>ose the founder
Portland and Kingfleld, on Wednesdays and Saturis to furnish, free of charge, at least one specimen
have the evideuco of my own eyes.”
returning on Mondays and Fridays.
from the head of each cannon, aud slabs from evlinStages leave Farmington daily, for Strong. Avon
ders, as beiore described, at the option of the’ DeSold by Druggists throughout the World
and
Phillips.
not to exceed one for every ten cannon.
Passengers tor this route will take the cars at the
PRINCIPAL SALES OFFICE,
Each cannon is to endure the regular proof and inPortland, Saeo k Portsmouth, or Kennebec k Portspection for guus of the same calibre; and mine are
land Depots, iu Portland.
8. W. EATON. Sup’t.
to be received or paid for but such a* are approved
farmiugtnn May 5. 1*52.
june23dtf
after in»j»ecfion and proof, which will be received at
the foundry where made
Bidders will state the numj ber* aud calibers
of the cannon they propose to furnish ou the foregoing s| unification s' and conditions;
the place where they are to be made: the time of com1
meticing delivery aiid the rate of delivery per month
and the price per
or per gun. for
Notice to Wood and Lumber Merthe finished cannon.
No bids will be entertained
chant*.
unless trom (bunders actually engaged in the business. evidence of w liich must accompany the bid.
dec 1<» owl A wfini2fl
:
Failure to deliver at the specified time will subject
Xorrmber lot, 1843. to Mmr l»t. 1843. the
the contractor to a forfeiture of thn amount to be deI^opyngni secured, j
rates of freight on all descriptions of lumber
livered at that time. Each party obtaining a contract
and timber will Ire advanced 25 per eent.
will be required to enter into bouds, w ith proper suNo fire wood will be conveyed betweenOetober lat,
reties. for its faithful fulfilment; and a transfer of the
1*3. and May 1st. 1*13.
contract to another partv will cause its entire forfeitAu ativauce in the rates of fire wood will take place
FOB FEMALES.
ure.
Bidders will be required to file with their bids
next summer, but in consequence of changes in the
a bond iii the p»! ul sum of not less than
DR. MATTISOK’S INDIAN EMMENAGOCUE.
#30.000,
for conducting the wood business, which
arrangement
signed by not less than two persons, conditioned that
are about to be made, the Coinpimy will not be able
if the bid is
This celebrated Female Medicine,
the bidder shall comply with
to take fire mood from certain places on the line, so
his proposal, and faithfully and ftilly perform what
possessing virtues unknown of anythat should any parties make contracts for lire wood
he proposes to undertake.' The bond must be acthing else of the kind, and proviug
to be carried on the railway during the next season,
effectual after all others have faildt, I kuowledged before a judge of a court of record, and
they must understand that they mill do so at their own
the bondsmen must be certified by the Judge of a
is designed for both married and sinrisk, aud that the Company will not feel themselvee
best
the
thing
District
!
Court of th.e Cnited States, or an Ordnance
ladies, and la
very
bound to carry it.
known for the purpose, a* it win
officer in charge of a Cnited States arsenal, to be
Due notice will be given of the rates of freight, and
on
in
each
worth
the
sickness
case#
the penal sum of the bed over and above
bring
monthly
from what stations tire wood can be carried next
of obstructions, from any cause, and ! all liabilities. The right is reserved to reject all prosummer.
after all. other remedies of the kind
if
the
are
deemed too high, or if for any
posals
prices
C. J. BKYDGE8, Managing Director.
have b«*o,. tried in vain.
capse it is not deemed for the public interest to ocMontreal. August 1 1*3
aftdtf
OVER anno BOTTLES have now !
them.
been sold without a single failure,
Proposals will be sealed and addressed to “General
when taken as directed, and without
J. W.
Chief of Ordnance. Washington,D.C.,” ;
j and will be endorsed
the least injury to health in any case.
“Proposals for heavy cannon/'
J W RIPLEY.
rP'-lt is put up in bottles ol three
To Chicago, Ciwcthwati, Cleveland, Detroit,
different strengths, with fall direcBrigadier General Chief of Ordnance.
Toledo. St. Paul, La Cromi, St. Louis,
tions far using, ami sent by express,
jan30 eodtfeb27
New Orleans, or any part of the
closely sealed, to all parts of the country.
PRIt'ES— Full strength. 810; half strength, 85;
WEST, SOUTH OR NORTH WEST,
quarter strength, 83 per bottle.

ORL
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Jan30 eodtfeb27
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more.

placing

aity^SrrtS

lor Flank ■lo« il/,i'n.

ings exhibiting

Flatcs-Char.l.C.S13al31
Sheathing.90 (ty
'•
do.
l.X. l*Va 164
Exchange.
Coke.12al2* Loudon—60<1. 1 7*V® 1 76
Wood.
Paris.f 3 2*a3 3o
Hard, retail.£7 @8

Engl.

j

Ordnance OrncK, War Department, f
Washington, January 27, 1*33. J
Froposa!* will be received at this office until 4 o'clock p. m., on the27th of February next, for Airuishing oue hundred, or less, 24-ponnder cast iron
Howitzers for tlank defeuce. These Howitzers
weigh,
when finished, about 1,476 |»ound* each,*and draw-

Furniture.£2 ® 8
Leave* unmanu ac- Coach.3J a> 6
tured 25, all other kinds Damar.Si-w, 4
35 |*c ad val.
Wool.
6’sic 10’s bout br’ds.70 @75c Duty
lb
Costing 18c
do.
medium..66 @68
and under 6 |*C, aver 18c
do.
common Hf» et62
to 24c
lb 3c, over 24c
half lbs best br’ds.78
@80 9c p lb.
do. mod. good.65 5.70 Fleece.46 ®66c
do. common. .60 @62 Lamb*.46 va63
Natural Leaf, tbs $1 @ 1 j
Zinc.
Fancy, in Foil.1J@ 2 Duty: In blocks or pigs
Tin*
IJc. in sheets 2o p ft>,
Duty: Pig 16c, Plates 25 manufactures gf 30 |>c
ad ral.
ftc ad val.
Banca, cash.48c@ 50 Pigs and slabs.6J@ 64
Straits, cash.47 (a 49 Sheet Vosslmann.

Spruce.11

to two, but to the three—words wisely introduced by ’hose to whom it lielonged, knowing
what they knew of each other.
The gold
they had just released from a miser's chest in
and
Perngia,
they were on a sceut that prom-

IpIiwsc iit’iii.tiiiiru

l*rop»K»l*

Tobacco.

(Quebec

“If you will write it.”

infill,

PROPOSALS.

Duty:

Spring.11-5

Londonderry.

edgment.”

Alas! she went, but in vain.

.4j<g6

•'

Mail Line.

Weekly

wora

of some Greek arllst.
Here she was dwelling, respected by all who
knew her, when an event took place which
threw her into the deepest affliction. It was
at noonday, in September, that three foot travelers arrived, and, seating themselves on a
bench under her vine-trellis, were supplied
with a flagon of Alealico by a lovely girl, her
only child, tile image of her former self. Tbe
eldest spoke like a Venetian, ami his beard was
short and pointed after tbe fashion of Venice.
In his demeanor lie affected great courtesy,
but his look inspired little confidence; for
when he smiled, which lie did continually, it
was with bis lips
only, not with bis eyes; and
they were always turned from yours. IIis
companions were bluff and frank in their manner, and oil their tongues was many a soldier's oath. In their hats they wore a medal,
such as in that age was often distributed in
war; and they were evidently subalterns in
one of those free hands w hich were always
ready to serve in any quarrel, if a service it
could be called, where a battle was little more
than a mockery; and the slain, as on au opera
stage, were up and fighting to-morrow. Overcome with the heat, they
threw aside their
cloaks, and, with their gloves lucked under
their belts, continued for some time in earnest
conversation.
At length they rose to go, and the Venetian
thus addressed their hostess:
“Excellent lady, may we leave under your
roof, lor a day or two, this bag of gold ?”
“You may,” she replied gayly. “But reBars
member, we fasten only with a latch.
and bolts we have none in our village; and If
we had, where would be your security f
“Ift your word, lady.”
“But what if I died to-night, where would
it be then ?“ said she, laughingly. “The money would go to the church, lor none could
claim it.”
“Perhaps you will favor us with an acknow 1-

icuhucii

••

Twine.
Duty 35 pc ad vat.
Cotton Sail.95c® 100
Max
.60 a 65

Duty 20c $> lb.
liysou.76c@Jfl
Haloing.60 $66
....45 a 60
Young Hyson. 75 u
Hemp
Oolong ..70 ,a80 India. 25«. 33
Varnish.
Souchong.60 @66

OCEAN STEAMSHIP CO’S

There
of
the Lainberlini lamily, culled Madonna Lucretia, wbn, in a revolution of the slate, had
known the bitterness of poverty, and had even
begged her bread, kneeling day alter day, like
u statue, at the gale of the cathedral, her rosary in her left hand, and her right held nut for
charity, her long black veil concealing a face
that had once adorned a court, and had received the homage of as many sonnets as
Petrarch has written on Laura.
But fortune hail at length relented; a legacy from a distant relation had come to her relief, and she was now the mistress of a small
inn at the loot of the Apennines, where she entertained as well as she could, sud where those
only stopped who were contented with a little.
The house was still standing, when in my
youth I passed that way, though the sign of
the "bite Cross—the Cross of the Hospitalers—was no longer to l>e seen over the door,
a sign which she had taken, if we may believe
the tradition there, in honor of a maternal uncle,. grandmaster ot that order,whose achievements in Palestine she would sometimes relate. A mountain stream ran through the garden ; and at no great distance, where the road
turned on iLs way to Bologna, stood a little
chapel, lu which a lamp was always burning

a

An additional duty at
lion..
10 pc is levied on aU mer- Duty 6c p lb.
chanuise not imported di- First Sort, 1802
14 (5,16
rect from the place of proI run.
duction or growth.
Duty pig and Stamp $6,
A Mhe*.
Bar not exceeding $60 p
ton value $17 p ton, exDuty 10 pc Oil val.
Pearl p lb.8|Sf 8j
$60 p ton $18,
ceeding
Portland and New Vork Steamers.
less than } inch thick or
more than 7 inches iride,
Apples.
Green pbbl.150®1 76 rounds less than 4 inch
SEMI-WEEKLY LINE.
Sliced p lb.6)®04c
or more than 4 inches in
The M>fond id and fat Steamship*
Cored p
diameter, and squares
red
Unco
8
less than 4 inch or more
"CHESAPEAKE,” Capt. Willett,
p lb.2j®
and
than 4 inches square $20,
Bread.
’ITARKEHSBURG,” Captain
Railroad $12 L0, Boiler
80
Hoffman, will, until further notice,
pc.
Duty
Pilot p 100 tbs.
*6 @ 0} aud Plate $26 p ton.
run as follows:
it
Ldv« Browns Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESShip. „q. it} Sheet 2a2jc p lb and
Crackers per bbl.. 32® 4
DAY, and SATURDAY, at 4 P. M.. and leave Her
$3g6 p ton.
9 North River, New York, every WEDNESDAY’
Crackers, p 100 85 ®40c Common.4pg44
"
and SATURDAY', at 3 o'clock, P. M.
Batter.
Udlued .4}
These vessels are fitted up with tine accommodations
Swede.7 <g 7J
Ihity 4c p lb.
for passengers, making this the most speedy, safe and
Family p lt>.22 (a 24c Norway
Store.15 ®ltt ( a*t Steel.26 <g27
comfortable route for travellers betweeu New York
German Steel-16 g.17
Pea u*.
and Maine. Passage 95,00, including Fare and State
Marrow p b;ish?2 37 «2 02 Englisli|Blis.Steel.Hi a2U
Rooms.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal, I Pea.2 02 a 2 87
13
U1 ue Pod.2 37 ®2 02 Sheet Iron,
0 g 7
Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and St.
Sheet Iron,Russia.18 g21
Candle*.
John.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the I Duty Sperm and Wax8c. do Hus im't.. 12i a,16
l.nrtl.
St tart nt 6c, Tallow 2ic
•learners as early as 8 P. M., on the day that thep
leave Pori land.
Barrel, p lb.11 a 11 j
p lb
Mould p lb.13Jca,14 Kegs, |> lb. li all^c
For freight or passage apple to
Leather.
EMMtY k FOX. Brown's Wharf, Portland.
Sperm.32 ®35
('heese.
H. B ('ROMWELL k CO., No. m West Street,
Duty: 30 pc ad ral.
Now
lb.
4c
New York.
York, light .30 (5.82c
P
Duty
dtf
do. u;d. wts...32 (a88
.11 (®12
Vermont p lb.
Dec. 6. IS «.
do.
heavy.32 (a 83
Couulry.lOpall
do. slaughter. 144 io3h
C'aal—(Retail.)
M O N T It E A L.
(
Hr.
ProvincAmer.
ullrtkins hi <g 01
From
Duty
es free, other foreign Hi- SI'ter Wax 1^-ath lO {g 20
l^etad*
tumenous SI 10, ull other kinds 00c P ton.
Duty Pig 14c p lb.
Am. Pig p 100!b.$»i,g 10
Cumberl’d ptonSlO®
Foreign l*ig.tf](g 10
Wliiteash.10®
Sheet and Pipe.. 11 <gll|
Lehigh.10®
ONE of the following first-class, powerLime.
Franklin. 10®
ful Steamers: HIBERNIAN. NORTH
/>u/e 10 Pc ad ral.
CalTee.
AMERICAN. NORWEGIAN. JURA,
Hock laud, cask
5c P tt>.
76 <g80c
Duty
BOHEMIAN. ANGLO SAXON, NOLumber—From yard.
Java p lb .85 ®36c
VA SCOTIAN—will sail from Quebec every SaturSt. Domingo.30 ®3l Clear Fine,No.
day morning, for Liverpool, via
do.
No.2 84 (g
Rio .32 ® 33
Passengers leave Portland per Grand Trunk Trains
do.
No.3. 24 (g
Mocha.None.
with United States mails,
Friday, at 1 15 I*. M.,
do.
Cordntfe.
every
No.4..14(g
every Saturday
connecting with Steamer at
Duty Tarred2\c, Manil- Shipping Lumber 17 (al8
morning.
la24, all other 34 P lb.
(gl2
or
to
a
15
Passage
Glasgow:
Hemlock.8 (alO
American p lb
Liverpool, Londonderry
14]
Third Class, *35. First Class, 977 to *92—according
Russia Hemp.10‘ al7 Box Sh’ks.(cash) 45 (a58c
to accommodation,—which includes tickets on Grand
Manilla.16<gl(j Clapb'ds, S ext .$14 416
Trunk Railway.
do.
1*
30 a 32
Bolt rope, Russia .164®17
Manilla. 1G®1«4 Shingle*, Ced. ext 2pg 3
Prepaid and retnrn tickets issued at reduced rates.
do.
Excursion tickets to the World's Fair, out and
do.
No.l 2 a 2J
Central.
back. 9m.
do. ext. Pine 3jg 4
p bbl.9\ 40.® 1 45
Apply to Edmonstone. Allan k Co., Montreal,or to
Laths,
25
Drug* aad Dye*.
do.
('inna(HI
Pine.1 26(g 2 00
4. L. PARMER.
Duty p lb—
m<<nS 2. (HI Almonds and Red Oak Stave*
No. 10 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND.
3o'tt36
Otto of Hose SI 50, Oil Mol. 11 hd. Shooks
dtf
June 23. 1S62.
Rergamot, Cassia and & Heads,city 262®2 75
Clares SI, Hydrindate Sugar (1j. city. 262a2,76
do. do. c’trv.l 25a 1 60
potash 75c. Cantharides.
Mfistic. Ipecac. Hh uharb. GreenCo’raa'd 1 100 a 1 20
Cardamons, Oil Lemon, Country Rifl'MoJ.
Hhd.Shooks.. .1354160
Anise and Orange, Iodine 60c. Tolu and Crude Slash. 1 25 a 1 50
n:\TK\L HOUSE,
He
fined
do.
Camphor 30c,
431
4<*c, Tartaric Acid 2hc, Hack me tack Tim*
E. G.
Proprietor.
her. p tun.10416
(Yearn Tartar, Citric
PASSADUMKEAQ, MAINE.
Acid, Shellac, ('opal. Da- M «»I n *»«••.
6c p gal.
mn r and Hums used for Duty
mTIIE subscriber would very respect Aillv antr/it pr/Huri
Cicnfhgo*. 38g 40
nounce to his numerous friends, and the
Chlorate
Trinidad.88
a 40
of
Verdigris,
public generally, that during the temporary
Potash, Carb. Magnesia Cabaciaved. 84 a36
Icomnulsorv suspension of hi* business he
Yellow
do.
do.
tart
Horacic
Acid,
31(a88
6c,
has furn shed this well-known house anew, and is
Prussiate Potash and do. Muscovado 36 488
now better than ever prepared to wait upon his cusRed do. 10c, Liauorice, New Orleans.
tomers. and
Oxalic Acid and Smear Portland Syrup, hhd*. 27
by strict attention to their wants
to merit a continuance of the patronage which he has
UUIB.
OU
gf Lead 4c. Aspha/tum
hitherto received.
E. (*. MAYO.
and Bi-Chro. Potash 3c.
Kails*
d&wtf
Passadumkcag, June23.1862.
Salts,
Duty: CWle, Wrought2c,
Sagn\\c, Epsom
Root, Bi-t'arb. Assorted 8c p fh.
Soda, Caustic Soda lc; < wk.96 00 cash.
BLACKSTONE HOUSE,
Naval Stores.
Castor Oil 60c 4* gal..
Morphine 9*2 *» oz., Al- Duty Turpentine, /login.
1181 Hanover Strkkt.Borrow.
um 6oc tp cwt., ( opprras
Pitch, Tar 20 pc ad val.,
[
Formerly Mansion House—conducted on
S. Turjtentiue 15c f*gal.
60c 4* cwt., Muriatic Acthe
plan. The subscriber ha*
id 10 l»e ^ ml., Spong- Tar (Coreign >p bbl.$)3al4
leas«Ki the above llouse. and newly furnished it
IsinPitch
es.
(Coal I ar) $4ft 4}
Assafirtida.
throughout. 1 he House is now open to the public.
gtass. Elor Sulphur.Sen- Kosin. 18 (a*20
A. 1*. Moll 111 SON, Proprietor.
dec27
na, Arrowroot, (iinseng Turpentine Pgal 810ft320
20 |>c. Bleaching PowOaltsm.
ders 30c l> cirt. Sago Duty
Free.
“ELM HOUSE”
60c V art.. Sal Soda an it American.9j
K>- Crude
Soda
Ash
Oil.
V
THE undersigned ro*pectAil)y informs the
Brimstone 93 and Boll Duty: Sperm, Whale and
public that he has leased the above House,
• do. 96
other Fish Oils of forton, Alcohol40c
ou Federal Street, Portland,
id invites
t* f*
eign fisheries 20 pc ad
the travelling community to call and see it
?®
6c
lb.4
Alum
cal., Linseed, Hempseed
4»
he kuow-s “how to keep a botei.” Clean,
A J < m *n
90 5 87 and Bapeseed26c p gal.,
a
rooms,
t
beds,
attenairy
good
well-provided itle,
(Hire 2Sc.
Salad 50c,
five servants and moderate charges are iheiuduee- j Arrow Root.17 540
Borax. 30 a98
Palm, Seal and Cocoaments he holds out to those whose busmen or pleas4K(a.
6
Brimstone
nut 10c p gal.
(roll)..
j
are call them to the “Forest City.**
! lW-Carb.
Soda.6} <57 Portland Kerosene
JONATHAN BLISS, Proprietor.
i Sulphur.6 ft 6)
llluniinat'g Oil 55 ftOOc
Portland. Aug. 19. Ibd2.
dtt
Sal Soda.3k* 4 Machine.80 ft 82
Camphor..1 3051 86 Clarinc.
Cream Tartar.36 «66 Sperm Winter. 2 O90E21O
OATH
Logwood ex.12)5 14 Whale, ref. Wint 98 ftlOO
do.
C rude 90 ft91
Magnesia.28 #36
C. M. pldmmt:
( Indigo, M'la, fine.91)5 2 * • rand Bank and
I Madder.17c518
Bff, Wabhiwotow St., Bath.
Bay Chaleur $26 ft29
Opium.WiftlO Shore.24 ft26
Rhubarb.200* 226 Linneed.fl «ftl39
•.•Terms HI per day. Stable connan**
Alcohol.110ft 1 15 Boiled.1 4< ►a M2
with house.
Fluid.1 16 m 26 Lard Oil.1 05ft 1 08
Bath, June 28,1882.
dtf
Camphone. 82653 85 Olive Oil.1 7f».« 1 80
Saltpetre.11 523 Castor Oil.226ft235
Neat* foot Oil....
Vitriol.14
SAOADAHOCK HOUSE,
Oaiaas
Dfrwoods*
Ihity Free.
P bbl.S3 37<a8 60
Alft-ed Carr,
Harwood
.2jft
P bush.1 30ft 1 40
BATH, MAINE.
Brazil Wood.18 ft
Pa iats.
Camwood ....4Va 4J Duty On White Lead dry
;—THE City of Bath is one of the healthiest
or ground in oil and Bed
Cuba.*2 j o
Fustic,
44
L'■ localities on the coast of Maine—delightfulSavanvilla 2 a2i
Lem! $2 40 p 100 Iba,
1
■ Iv situated on the Kennebec, twehe milvs
Litharge 21c, Oxide of
|,
I Hypernio.4*5 5
*
B from the sea, and affords one of the most
Zinc 2it* !♦ Tb. Prussian
Logwood,
inviting re'reat* from the dust and turmoil of our
/Hue, Vermilion, Chrome
Campeachy.-2J52J
large cities.
St. Domingo.
25 2*
Yellow, Venetian Bed26,
The Saoadahock is one of the finest, most
Spanish Brown dry 20,
spa- | Extract Logwood.13 vftl4
cious. and best appointed Hotels in the Suite, located
in oil 80 pc ad ral.,' YelNic
Wood.
(a
within thaee minutes walk of the Depot, Steamboat
Teach
..3*5 4i low and other Ochres 60c
44
Landing. Post Office, Custom House. Ac., being diRed
.8J5 3) P 10O Iba, Parts White
44
rectly in the business centre of the City.
2 a
dry 60c. in oil $1 60,
Sapan
Terms Moderate by the Week or Day.
Quercitron Bark. .2)5 2)
Whiting 60c p 100 lba.
Ked
6 P’tl'd Lead, in oil.$11 a.
Sanders.3ft
Bath, June 28, 1R62.
dtf
Lewis Lead, "
Dark.
11* a 12
Boston Lead, "
ad rat.
Duty 30
French Zinc,
Raven* .60c6J>
8 ft8J
Portland, No. 3. 1 uOft Amer. Zinc, "
TODD’S LUX SOLIS
No. 10 72 ft
Bochelle Yellow. ..3ft 81
Kng. Ven. Kod. ..3ft
S’r, No. 3. t*9
Navy,
44
No. 10. 66
Litharge.11 a.
Bed Lead. lift
Tent Duck,
Plaster.
U.8. 10 o*.66 ft
market has boon flooded for roars with differ
12 ox..66 ft
/hity Free.
ent grtide* calH d Hair
which hare never
Per ton Soft.... t V/g2 60
Feather*.
satisfied the expectation* of purchasers. The kk
Hard.2 00ft 2 25
Duty 30 f»c ad ml.
plu* ULTRA has been reached at last in TODD’8
Live Geese 4? lb 60 5 66 < round...6 OOftO 26
HAIR DYE, and the article ha* given entire satisPro* isioas.
Russia.26 ft
faction to every person who lias used it. It cuntains
Fi»k.
Dni§ /{- ff and P<>rl- lc,
no injurious ingredients, and gives the hair a beautiBacon and Hams
lbs foreign
For
100
Lard,
Duty.
ful rich brown or black color. Directions for
usiug
Herring 9 1. 2c, Butter and Cheese 4c
caught
—which are very simple—accompany each bottle.
u hu Jim iHxi.eu tva !•»
One superiority of Todd’s Lux 8ofis Hair Dve over
anti ail other vicUed in Portland do.
12? a 13
all others is. you do not have to cleanse ihehairor
Ml* 81 60 V Ml., other- P’tl'd ext. do.
14 ;a 14}
wash it before or after usiug the dve, and there is bat
vi*e 60c f* rirf. From Pork, extra clear 191,*i2“
oue kind to be used, aud that can be put on the same
clear
Pork,
Province*
free.
18?g 19
as oil and water, without any trouble, unlike all othCod large |> qut..$41ft4i Pork, me**. 1*;? a 17
er dves that have two or three different kinds to be
**
small.
Pork, extra do
145 a 15
applied every time used. This dye is peculiarly
M Pork. Prime. 13](a 14
Pollock.
adapted for coloring ladies' hair, because vou do not
Ex Prime.14?«a 16
Haddock,
lift
1J
have to washout the dve after putting it on. Unlike
Hake.1621ft 18? K<»uml Hog*. 7® 74
allotherdyes.it will color long hair, which other
Herring,Shoropbl.4 ft 4J llam*.9 7a 1i<b
dyes cannot do. Dive this new article a trial, as wo
none
Citv Smok’d Hams.Oj^lO
do. Labrador
know you will use no other after once usiug this.
do. Scaled$>bx 30<i 36 c
Prodner.
do. No. 1 .2*'a 25 Beef p qu’r p lb. 6 ® 7J
CT* For sale only at
Mackerel p bbl.,
Eggs, P dor _16 (u 17
TODD'S HAIR-DRESSING
BavNo. 1.
«101(all Potatoes. pbbl.$l »:2o 1 76
Bay No 2.8] ft 8| Chicken*.10& 12
So. 74 Middle,corner of
Street.
No.
Bay
8.6j a- 6 I-ainb.8 a 10
septlCtf
Shore No. 1... .11 a lli Turkic*. 12 (gl4
t»t«*#c.9 (g 10
2."i ft
FAIRBANKS’
do. (medium). 4j a. 4j Veal..none.
do. (small).8ft 84 Pickles, p bbl... .f7}<& 8|
Fruit.
Karr*
I Duty
Lemon*, Orange*, Duty: Cleaned 14c, PadManana* and Plantain*
dy |c p lb.
2o |»c ad va/., Almond* Rice p lb.6JS 7i
4c, and Shelleil do. 6c p Rum.
lh. A'u/s and bate* 2c Portland distilled .60 (atf2c
4* lb. Cfcmaal-s, Fig*. Salera lu*.
Prune* and Itai- Saleratus V lb.74® 8c
Plum*.
Those celebrated Scales are still made by the orig*in* 6c 4* lb. Citron 80
Salt.
inal inventors, (Aim only by thkm,) and are conad
ral.
|>c
stant y receiving all the improvements which their
Duty In hulk lRc. and in
Almonds—.Iordan 4* lb,
bags 24c p lUO lbs.
long experience and skill can suggest.
Soft Shell.20 a2ic Turk’s Is., p lilid.
They are c»rr»ct in principle, thoroughly made,
Shelled.26
30
(8 bus.)-$2 805 3 25
of the best material*, aud are perfectly accurate and ! Currants.16 (a
ft 1*1 Liverpool.2 75a 3 00
durable in operation.
Citron. *4 a.46 Cadiz.none
Pea Nuts.92f«:2i Sacks Salt.none.
For sale, iu every variety, as
Figs, common.... nose. tir'd Butter Salt 22 (3)
New Eleme .18c*« 22
Starch.
liny, Con I and Railroad Scaled I
Lemons. 4* box 92 <• 3 Duty 20 pc ad val.
3
00
Oranges—Messina
P«*arl.64®
74
BUTCHERS’. GROCERS’. DRUGGISTS’, CONKaidn*.
potato.H> a 4‘
FECTIONERS’ and GOLD
Blue l> cask.16i ft 16
Shot 4* 100 lbs $9?«il0
Black .«S a.1** f>rot>.$11 a 12
Bunch 4> box 375a8 87j Buck.
12 a 12 4
Laver. .3 87 a 40*
Soup.
Dates.7 ft 9c Duty 35 |»c ad rat.
Prunes .8jftl0j Lcathe k t.ore’s, TrowFlour—Portland insp
bridge A Smith’s ExWith a complete variety of
tra No. ip lb.... 9m
Superfine.87 26«-7 6f
9]
Fancy.7 5'*«7 7.r Family do.8fa 84
WEIGHING
Extra.8 00 d8 2■ No.
® 8
Family.8 50 ft 8 7f Eagle No. 1.6J® 6?
BY
Extra Superior9 OOftlo or Star.54® 5}
Western extras 8 12" 8 81
&
family. .8 26 a 9 Of Crane’s.9 ^9j
'su|>erior 8 37 a 9 or Spice*.
118 MilkStiuckt-corner of Battery march Street,
Ohio extra_8 60 a 8 71 Duty
dinger Pont be.
Ground
fainil.y. 9 00a9 21.
Poston.
Re, PepCanada su)H*rNo.l none.
per and Pimento 12c,
StLonlaFav Brandsl<4a 11
Cloves 15c, Cassia lQc,
Bold in Portland by EMERY k WATERIIOU8E.
Southern 111.do
Cassia Puds 20c, Ctnuo§c25
mon 25o, .Ifare and XutPetanseo Family. 11 (ft ill
filHE subscriber herebv gives public notice to all
.4 ft 4j
eneqs 30c p lb.
Ryu Flour.
X concerned, that he has been duly appointed and
Corn Meal.4Jft 41 Cassia p lb.45 ®47c
taken upon himself the trust of Administrator de
Buckw’t Fl’r P’lb
Clove*. 35 <ijtt
bonis non with the will annexed of the estate of
Grain.
tiinger, (Pace)_30 a 32
EDWARD M. LEAVITT,
Duty t'omand Oat* lrtc, tlinger, (Africa) 80 wS2
late of Portland in the Countv of Cumberland, deHue and fPirley 16c. and Mace.S3 -<2.-90
ceased, by giving bond as the law directs: he there
Wheat 20c f* bit. From Nutmeg*.93 a95
fore requests nil persons who are indebted to the said
Mr. Province*free.
Pepper. 27 ®2R
deceased’s estate to make immediate payment; and
Rve.96ft>l Or Pimento.23 525
those who have any demauds thereon, to exhibit the
Oats .66 ft 6*
Seed*.
same for settlement to
PETER HANNA.
SonthYel.rorn 103al0* Duty Linseed 16c p bu.t
30 w8w*
Portland, *an. 6, 1863.
Mixed
.1
OOftl
01
Corn.
MusCanary $1 P bu
|
tard 3c p lb.
Bariev..106 «1 2*
!
Shorts
ton.
Herds
.82-3
«26
liras*.$28R5
3
4»
Notice of Foreclosure*
Fine Feed.27 <a,30 Western lOlover. .114® 124
rWlUL undersigned hereby gira public notice that
Red Top.$3 'a 3]
Grindatone*.
A
ho holds n mortgage lor tne sum of one hundred
Duty Hough—free.
ll.iniutd.3d,
mid ten dollars ami interest thereon,
given bv Francis J Rough. \9 ton.
«20ft26 Canary.3}$ 4
Oreri Ingalls of Naples, in the
County of Cninl*er- ! Dressed.35a.40
Sugar.
land, dated April 28th. 1800. recorded book 290. pave
Gunpowder.
Duty■ M>/ado%e,notiabore
3 ,2. on a certain parcel of land situated in that
part
Art. 12 24c, above Xo. 12
Duty Valued at le* < than
ol Nap'es which was
a part of Hridgton.
20c 4* !b 6e. over 20c 6e
and not above 15 3c,abore
ami being a part ot lot numbermi seven Range 28
Xo. 15 atuI not above 20
44 lb and 20 |>c a>t vat.
The condition of said mortgage having been
Blasting .&4Va) 6
3?c, above Xo. 20 and rehe therefore c'aims a foreclosing of the same.
Rifle and Sporting 51ft 7j
fined 4c p lb.
SAMCI'.L i PF.RLEY.
J*aS0dltw8w81
none.
Hay.
iPortland A
i Presss’d
uet T.814 (0.16
do.
A A.10j®
A Valuable
ou Free at.
do.
Loose.15 ftl6
Yellow.
none.
FOR SALE.
Extra Yellow.none.
If Idea and Skins.
vaJ.
ad
10
Muscovado.
11(5114
Duty
f>c
A LOT OF LAND. 9a font on rr» .treet
30 ft' 31
do.
in bond.9 a 10
B A. Hides
containing about 4000 square feet, with a block
Western.21 ft 25 Havana Rrowu.
11} a 124
JUalh of two three-storied brick House* thereon,
do.
.64a74«
White.
Slaughter Hides..
13)514
numbered 76 and 77. containing 21 rooms aud attic—
Calfskins.lift 13 New Orleans.12 5 14
connected with t'nion Half —a desirable 'oration for
I Calcutta Cow—
Crushed. 154 5154
a
H(*n*e, or for two private dwellings.
1 90<i2 If t.ranulated.15? a 154
Slaughtered
Time and payments to suit the purchasers.
1 Green Salt.I8.5a.20f Powdered.Inf a, 164
For further particulars
applv to DR. TUOMAff II.
Tallow.
81 j
Sheep
Pelts,GCn.95a
BRE8LIN, or
CfiARLF.8

Soft.

..

The

without

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.
Kxprcwly corrected for tho 1’kerb to February 4.

J

Sic auiietis "verbUm sat.”
Avoid a devilish big tomcat

ised

Tru«.

...

Violeuter.

ui

Stock 10 <>c ad val.
American refined .8I@ 9c
Rough.6«@ 6

lb.it} afi)

Tunc ille crept toward the group,
Mabeam, dixit, good rat soup

picture

T11E MARKETS.

STEAMBOATS.

Felis saw them, oculist
I’ll have them, inquit he, I guess—

ueiore it

I

who can
none

lowed fame; nor need X say how soon he sat
at his marriage-feast, nor who sat beside hWa i

X FAUEAOO.

Pingues

Let the three stand ibfth

supply

suppressions,

!

Court or Prorate held at Portland, within
• ml for the County of Cumberland, on the first
Tuesday of January, in the year of our Lord
eighteen hundred and sixtv-three.
ATHANIEL BADGER, named Executor in a
certain Instrument purporting to be the last
W'ill and Testament of Joseph Gratfom. late of
Brunswick insaid County, deceased.havingpresented
the same for probate
tt tra.i Ordered, That 4he said Executor give notice
to all persons interested, bv causing notice to be published three weeks successively in the Maine State
Press, printed st Portland, that thev may appear at
a Probate Court to be held at said Portland, on the
first Tuesday of February next, at ten of the clock
in the forenoon, and show cause if any they have,
why the said Instrument should not he proved, approved. and allowed, as the last Will ana Testament
of said deceased.
WILLIAM U. HARROWS, Judge
!
A true copy, attest,
I
30 w3w*
EUGENE HUMPHREY, Register.
At

a

Q THE LADIES. The celebrated DR. L.
DIX particularly invites all ladies who need a
Medical or Surgical adviser, to call at his Rooms,No.
which they will
21 Endicott street. Boston. Mass
find arranged for their special accommodation.
Da. DIX having devoted over twenty years to this
particular branch or the treatment of all diseases peculiar to (female*. it is now conceded by all (both to
this country and in Europe) that be excels all other
known practitioners in the *afc, speedy and effectual
treatment of all female complaints.
His medicines are prepared with the express purpose of removing all disea*cs. such as debinty. weakness, unnatural
enlargements of the
womb. also, all discharges which flow from a morbid
state of the blood.
The Ihictor is now fhlly prepared
to treat in his peculiar style, both medically and surgically, all disease* of the female sex. an«( they are
respectfully invited to call at
No. 21 Endicott Street, lloston.
All letters requiring advice must contain
lar to ensure an answer.
Boston. Jau. 1. IW8.

one

dol-

eodly

Gray Beards, Attend!

N

and yrar. ol

up«rieM«,
AETER
experiment. 1 have at la»t foand the
Twcntr l>in

Boat

Dyo!

1 say It boldly, and
it. And say forther. that if any one buvs my
not like it. I will refand
Dye. and after trying, does
the money on returning me the bottle with one halt
its contents.
1 do not wish to sell It to any rebel, or rebel sym
Tor

coloring Hair in the world.

meau

pathizer.

Agents
dressing

can

be

supplied at

wholesale

prices by ad-

JOHN M. TODD. Portland, Me.

Oct. SS.dfrwtf.

f,™

